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Alumni Office Announces 
Eastern European Tour ~7 
The Alumni Office has an-. While In London the group 
a rammer three-week | ^n take a sightseeing tour of 
the city. The round tour will In- 
clude the Tower and Tower 
Bridge. House* of Parliament 
with Big Ben, Buckingham 
Palace, the Changing of the 
Guard, Westminster Abby, St 
Paul's Cathedral, and Hyde 
Park. 
After crossing thai North Sea 
to Holland, the tour partici- 
pants will visit the cities of 
Schevenlngen, The Hague, and 
Amsterdam. The next country 
visited will be Belgium which 
will feature a tour of Brussels. 
Frankfurt will be the key city 
on the German tour, and Lu- 
cerne is the main city in Swit- 
zerland to be visited. Inns- 
bruck, Austria, will afford a' 
chance to attend the Tyrolean 
Costume Evening. 
Tour Indodea Italy 
Venice will be the first city 
on the Italian tour, and will fea- 
ture an evening gondola sere- 
nade.    From    here  the    group 
tour of Europe at reduced rates 
for the alumni and students. 
A minimum of 30 people are re- 
quired to schedule the "Eastern 
Tour of Europe." 
The rate for the entire trip 
from New York and back will 
be $798.00 baaed on two to, a 
room. An additional charge of 
$40.00 per person will be added 
for single room accommidatlons. 
Countries Included on the 
tour will be England, Nether- 
lands, Belgium, Germany, Swit- 
serland, Austria, Italy, and 
France. The actual tour will 
commence on August 3, In Lon- 
don and terminate on August 
23, at Paris. 
Health Center 
Expend* Area 
will travel through Italy view- 
ing the cities of Florence, Rome, 
Grosseto, Pisa, La Spexla, 
Genoa, and Nice. 
Juan-Les-Pins, Grenoble, 
Fontalnebleau In France are 
scheduled to be visited before 
the tour is concluded in Paris. 
A full description of tour 
plans and further information 
concerning the "Eastern Tour 
of Europe" can be obtained in 
the Alumni Office in the base- 
ment of the Coates Administra- 
tion Building. 
"Homesickness and lovesick 
neaa are about the only things 
we don't have pills for," M 
Dr. Wilbur Houston, Director 
of Campus Health Services. Dr. 
Houston came here from Er- 
langer where he has been In 
practice since 1938. 
The Infirmary, located in the 
basement of Sullivan Hall, has 
been enlarged to Include 
larger reception room, three 
examination rooms, diet kit- 
chen, five-bed female ward 
with bath, three-bed male ward 
with bath, two-bad isolation 
ward, two drug supply rooms, 
treatment room, and a private 
office for the doctor. 
Much of the equipment now 
feeing used la new. The drug 
stock waa thoroughly examined 
and over $1,000 has been spent 
on drugs. Dr. Houston said 
that he has visions of expand- 
ing the Infirmary even more 
when the room and personnel 
can be obtained. 
' "I am busier here than In my 
home practice, for student 
health la now a specialty," aald 
Dr. Houston. The Infirmary re- 
corded 1,103 student calls dur- 
Hig September, the largest 
flply In a-atagle dey being 
According to peat statistics 
the Infirmary staff la prepar- 
ing to receive around 2,500 stu- 
dent calls a month in the com- 
ing winter. Dr. Houston stated, 
"Students will come to the In- 
firmary for things they would 
not go to other doctors for, be- 
cause we're available." 
The staff at the Infirmary 
Includes Mrs. Mary Shannon 
R-N; Mrs. Anne Harris, R.N.; 
Mrs. Marilyn Hall R.N., night 
nurse; Mrs. Gene Bogie, recep- 
tionist Together this staff pro- 
vides 34-hour health service to 
the students. 
Eastern la a member of the 
American College Health As- 
sociation. The health program 
has been set up and revised ac- 
cording to standards and prac- 
tices recommended by this as- 
Committee Adds 
Three Groups 
To Greek list 
The Committee on Student 
Organizations and Activities 
has tentatively approved Beta 
Omicron Chi, Alpha Kappa Pi, 
and Alpha Chi Iota for coloni- 
zation here with right to par- 
ticipate In Homecoming activi- 
ties. The groups will be of- 
ficially approved after the fac- 
ulty meeting next month. 
Beta Omicron Chi, whose 
president is Gene Gesele, has 21 
charter members. Alpha Kap- 
pa PI with 20 members Is 
headed by Mike Johnson. Mark 
Draskovic, president of Alpha 
Chi Iota, has listed 23 charter 
member for the group. 
Dean Paul Seyfrlt, Dean of 
Men and ex-offlclo member of 
the committee, said that three 
additional fraternities are now 
in the process of writing char- 
ters.    Constitutions  for  an  In- 
Election Returns Disclose Officers 
After Class Nominees Campaign 
Election returns and recounts 
of ballots cast in Tuesday's 
class elections made the selec- 
tion of officers official. Student 
Council members were In 
charge of tabulating the student 
votes. 
Presidents of the classes are 
senior Bui Hedges, Hubbard; 
Junior Ted Marshall, Phllllps- 
burg, O.; sophomore David 
Vlekers, Richmond; and fresh- 
man Jon Akers,  Kettering, O. 
Eastern Sends Delegates 
To National ACP Convo 
The Associated Collegiant 
Press Convention in Phila- 
delphia tins weekend will in- 
clude nine Eastern representa- 
tives. Sessions began today 
and will continue through 
Saturday. 
Milestone staff members at- 
tending include Editor, Ann 
Scott, Raywlck; Associate Edi- 
tor, Marsha Scott, New Hope; 
and Managing Editor, Richard 
Bads, Paris. 
Progress representatives are 
Editor, BUI Raker, Milton; 
Managing Editor, Sharon 
Stonectpher, Leroy, Ind; Cam- 
pus Editor, Saundra Murhpy. 
Cincinnati; and Womens Edi- 
tor, Nancy Prinzel, Cincinnati. 
Mr. Donald Feltner, Dean of 
Public Affairs, and Rob Kumler, 
University Photographer, are 
also attending the convention. 
Convention activities win In- 
clude sessions for advisors, edi- 
tors, and photographers. The 
delegates will    register Thurs- 
Seniors Apply 
For Graduation 
All seniors planning on grad- 
uation In either June or Au- 
gust, 1967, must file an appll- 
day and attend opening conven- 
tion ceremonies. 
Lecture topics during the con- 
ference win include "How to 
Reward Staffs and Keep Them 
Happy," "Yearbook Bids, Spe- 
cifications, and Photo Coverage 
Problems," '"The Technique of 
Unlearning,'' "How to Develope 
a News Policy," "New Trends m 
Publications," and "The Pub- 
lications Board — Friend or 
Foer- 
Conventloneers v/ffl attend 
business meetings, professional 
Journalism society meetings, an 
open house, a social hour, an 
awards banquet, and two coffee 
hours. 
The other senior class officers 
are vice-president, BUI Wobbe- 
klnd, West MUford, NJ.; secre- 
tary, Jerry Mitchell, ClarksvlUe, 
Ind; treasurer, Ron s-uuensch- 
aum, Cincinnati; reporter, Pete 
Nowak, Hunting-ton, N.Y.; and 
student council representatives, 
Joe Coleman, Lookout, and 
Barbara Whltaker, Cynthiana. 
This year's Junior leaders are 
vice-president. Ken Spurlock, 
Richmond; secretary, Darlene 
Cash, Dry Ridge; treasurer, 
Ellen Schuler, Fort Mitchell; 
reporter, Nancy Lewis, Ver- 
saUles; and student council 
members, Liz Stulta, Stone, and 
Wayne Glass, Florence. 
Sophomore balloting for vice- 
president was the closest race 
in the entire election. After a 
recount, BUI Barrett, Miami, 
Fla, was named to the position. 
Other officers of this class are 
secretary, Pat Newell, Louis- 
ville; treasurer, Mary Lynn Mc- 
Cubbin, Horse Cave; reporter, 
Sue Moberly, Richmond; and 
council ' representatives, Bob 
Sanders, and Jeanne Chlseck. 
Tabulation of freshmen ballot- 
ing found Ron Burgess, Carrol- 
ton, as vice-president; Karen 
Paul, Loveland, O. as secretary; 
Rick Berkstram, Vandalia, O. 
as treasurer; Patsy Palmer aa 
reporter; and Glenda Morgan, 
Louisville, and Rick Lial, West- 
field, Mass., as councU mem- 
bers. 
Student Workers Total Election Returns 
Student CouncU officers and ataff busily 
counted votes untU early Into Wednesday 
morning.   Here  Bob  Hughes,   treasurer  of 
Student CouncU, heads the counting of frosh 
votes. Next week's Progress wUl run a fun 
story on the class elections. 
Polity Society Conducts Session 
On Newly Revised Constitution 
By JIM KtTBZ 
The Polit> Socletv held a 
panel discussion on the pro- 
posed revision of the constitu- 
tion of the Commonwealth- of 
Kentucky last Tuesday in the 
Grise room. 
Members of the panel were: 
hellenic are also being drafted. 
Discussion Set 
With Martin 
An open meeting with all in- 
terested students has been sche- 
duled for Monday by President 
Martin. This wUl be the first 
meeting of this type conducted 
this semester. It will begin at 
4 p.m. In the Grise Room of the 
Combs   Classroom   Building. 
Next week's session will be 
similar to those conducted last 
spring where Dr. Martin of- 
ficiated over meetings between 
the students and administration. 
The purpose of this meeting 
will be to give any student a 
chance to ask questions or pre- 
sent problems. 
cation- with the office of Dean Dr. Allan Regan, sponsor«*4he 
of A dint—lona. These applies- Political Honor Society and 
tlons are processed by the head of the summer workshop 
deans  of  the   various   schools[ on   the  proposed   constitution; 
who carefully examine the aca- 
demic records of each gradua- 
tion candidate. Promptness In 
applying will result in notifi- 
cation of any deficiencies In 
time to allow the student to 
work out academic problems 
with hie or her dean. 
Applications for degrees have 
been accepted since Oct. S. 
Last Saturday, Oct. 16 waa to 
be the last day for filing. If 
for any good reason a person 
who expects to be qualified In 
June or August, 1867, has not 
applied he or she should get 
in contact with the office of 
the Dean of Admissions at 
once. 
Additional information on this 
subject may be obtained from 
page 46 of the 1966-67 cata- 
logue. 
Charles R. Coy. L.L.B., a 
Richmond attorney; Edward 
Sanders who attended the work- 
shop for the proposed constitu- 
tion, and Mike Stokes, president 
of the PoUty Society. 
The purpose or trie meeting 
according to Moderator Mike 
Stokes, was to clear up the 
erroneous statements about the 
constitution: what it contains 
and what it doesn't" 
.   AUen   feff*   the   first office for four year.. Mr. San- of_ election for^udge. by the 
speaker, confined his remarks 
to the 'indecision about re- 
newal." Dr. Ragen noted that 
the present constitution limits 
the amount of tax that can be 
collected at the local level, 
fonder the proposed constitu- 
tion this is "done away with." 
"The general assembly is given 
this power," said Dr. Rages. 
This power of taxation by the 
assembly would result in an 
upgrading of the assembly and 
free the local government from 
restrictions. 
The provisions for the Ex- 
ecutive Branch In the new con- 
stitution were explained by Ed 
Slanders. The changes that 
would be made are: 
1.   The   governor   would   be 
eligible    for    two    consecutive 
terms; then he must vacate the 
J :  
dere  believes  "this will  be  of 
an  advantage to a good 
ernor   and   will   help   the 
pie." 
Board Action Includes 
Coates Addition Plans 
The Board of Regents last 
Saturday approved a plan for 
establishing a Traffic Safety 
Institute within the College of 
Applied Arts and Technology. 
Tentative plans for the pro- 
gram caU for training and ed- 
ucation of highway safety per- 
sonnel as wen as research pro- 
grams in -conjunction with the 
state Department of PubUc 
Safety. 
The institute, which would 
operate as a department in the 
School of Law Enforcement, 
was recommended by Dr. John 
D. Rowlett, Dean of the College 
of Applied Arts and Technology. 
In making the recommenda- 
tions, Dr. Rowlett pointed out 
that an estimated 50,000 deaths 
will occur this year as a con- 
sequence of   traffic   accidents. 
Coeds  Exempify  Casual Trend 
Saturday on campus Is a time for relaxation 
and casual drees. These Juniors paused for 
a moment to view the campus from atop the 
construction of the Moore Science Building. 
Reclining Is Marsha Lee Kovak from India- 
lantlc-By-The-Sea, Fla Standing left to 
right are Sandy Stewart, Cincinnati; Barbara 
Greenway, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; and Donna 
Stonectpher, Leroy, Ind, 
Oratorical Contest 
Open To Women 
The Keene Oratorical Contest 
for women Is scheduled for Oct. 
97 and Nov. 2. Any undergrad- 
uate woman student who Is in- 
terested In entering the con- 
test should see Mr. Weatherly 
to. room 107 of the Cammack 
Building Immediately. 
This contest Is conducted an- 
nuaUy In honor of Prof. WU- 
ham L Keene for his contribu- 
tions to Eastern Kentucky Unl- 
versiay aa a member of the 
English Department Students 
may obtain entry forms. Infor- 
mation, and assistance In pre- 
paring speeches from Mr. 
Weatherly any weekday be- 
tween 10:15 and 11:15 am. or 
between 12:80 and 2:30 p.m. 
The last day for filing entries 
is Oct. 24. Student* from all 
departments are urged to en- 
ter. The preliminary rounds 
will be on Oct. 27 and the final 
round wUl be on Nov. 2. A 
small cash prize will be award- 
ed to the winner, who will also 
represent Eastern In the state 
contest to be held in George- 
town on Feb. 26, 1M7. 
Entries may also be filed for 
the Weaver Oratorical Contest 
for men, which is scheduled for 
Jan, 11, 1067. 
"This figure wUl reach 100,000 
In 1975 unless drastic measures 
are implemented," he said 
The institute, scheduled for 
operation Feb. 1, 1967, would 
cover all phases of traffic safety 
improvement as an outgrowth 
of the National Traffic and 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act and 
the Highway Safety Act, both 
signed Into law last month by 
President  Johnson. 
Plan For Class 
In other action, the board ap- 
proved plans for establishing a 
class for cerebral palsy chil- 
dren. Dr. Dixon A. Barr, Dean 
of the College of Education, re- 
commended that tuition for the 
children be waived. 
The Class will be moved from 
Christ Episcopal Church and 
operate under assistance from 
the Teacher Education program 
at Eastern and In conjunction 
with the United Cerebral Palsy 
of the Bluegrass. 
Contract For Addition 
The board also granted au- 
thority for employment of an 
architect to draw up plans for 
an addition to the Coates Ad- 
ministration Building "to meet 
the needs of administration of 
the University during the next 
ten years." 
The new addition would pro- 
vide space for student publica- 
tions, including the "Progress" 
and the Milestone, student 
placement, education and re- 
search, and all business func- 
tions of the University. 
The board also approved a 
$231,359 construction contract, 
for a second addition to the 
Model Laboratory School, an 
affiliate of the University. 
Plans Include an addition to 
the library, the Junior high 
school science room, science 
locker rooms, additional offices, 
and a choir room. 
The board granted a two- 
month leave of absence for John 
L Vlekers, executive assistant 
to Dr. Robert R. Martin, East-, 
era President. Vlekers re- 
quested the leave for the pur- 
pose of working in the state 
campaign headquarters for 




The   present   constitution 
provides  that a governor can- 
not succeed himself. 
2. Under the present consti- 
tution the governor has two 
weeks upon entering his office 
to call the general assembly 
in order to present his budget. 
The new consUtuUon gives an 
extended period of time from 
January 1 to March 1. 
3. Removal of the governor 
from office under the 1890 con- 
stltuUon can only toe brought 
about by: Impeachment resign- 
ing, or if the governor declares 
himself incapable of perform- 
ing his duties. The new con- 
stltuUon rules that the factors 
of mental Insanity or physical 
disability, aa determined by a 
board composed of the attorney 
general and a medical special- 
ist, subject to the approval of 
the Supreme Court, are grounds 
for removal 
4. PresenUy the governor has 
10 days to act upon all remain- 
ing bins at the close of the 
legislative year, if he falls to 
act on these bills they are pre- 
sented next year. The governor 
under the proposed revision has 
20 *5* ~_„   , 5. The Alcoholic Control 
Agency under the new constl- 
tuUon would no longer have 
the right to take away licenses 
without the case being heard 
in a court of law. 
Lawyer Charles Coy called 
the Judicial secUon of the new 
consUtuUon a "most radical 
departure from anything in the 
preceding  constitutions.' 
The proposed constitution 
wUl give the people of Ken- 
tucky for the first time "a uni- 
fied court system" stated Mr. 
Coy. "Presently there Is no 
power of supervision over the 
inferior courts," he said. 
The outstanding feature of 
the Judicial section of the new 
constitution U the replacement 
people   with   selection   by 
governor  to till the  posltiona 
That Is. the governor chooses 
three men selected by a com- 
mission comDosed of the Chief 
Justice, three members ap- 
pointed t»y The governor and 
two practicing lawyers apt 
pointed by the bar. 
In defense of the idea of ae- 
lectlon, Mr. Coy suggests that 
"appointees for the first two 
or three times that the system 
Is used will be there for politi- 
cal reasons but later on they 
wUl be there on the basis of 
quallflcaUona" 
Mr. Coy noted that this sys- 
tem Is used In the states of 
Missouri and Illinois. 
Mike Stokes In his comments 
on the Legislative section of 
the new draft noted that "the 
new constitution gives the 
Legislative greater powers of 
say than it has now." 
The controversial issue of the 
Legislative having the power 
to abolish local offices waa ex- 
plained by Mike Stokes as be- 
ing "nothing new"- Under the 
present constitution the gen- 
eral assembly "still has this 
power." 
Mr. Stokes suggested that 
the abolishment of local offices 
by the general assembly will 
never come about with the fol- 
lowing thought provoking 
statement: "the idea of a legis- 
lative representative having to 
face elections would stop him." 
Seniors To Hie 
The final deadline for ap- 
plication for Student Teach- 
ing during the spring semes- 
ter U Monday, Oct. 81, Dr. 
J. Dorland Coates, Associate 
Dean of the College of Ed- 
ucation, announced today. 
Application forms may be 
secured in the Teacher Ed- 
ucation Office, Combs Build- 
ing,  Room 418. 
SSCQT Given 
Here Nov. 18,19 
For Draft Boards 
Arrangements have been 
made with the Educational 
Testing Service to add Eastern 
as a center for administering 
the elective Service College 
Qualification Test on Nov. 18 
and 19. Eastern had been arbi- 
trarily omitted from the origi- 
nal list of test centers which 
was estebUshed by the Educa- 
tional Testing Service on a geo- 
graphical basis. 
Any parson desiring to take 
the exam at Eastern should 
list center number 262, Rich- 
mond, Ky., on his application 
form. 
Application forms may be 
obtained from any local selec- 
tive service board. Including the 
one In Richmond. The deadline 
for submitting applications ■ 
Friday, Oct 21. 
Miss Cheerleader 
Chosen From Squad 
Miss Eastern Cheerleader 
1967 wUl be chosen byan eleo- 
tlon sponsored by the Progress. 
Voting will be on, the same day 
that voting for Homecoming 
Queen Is held 
Miss Eastern Cheerleader 
1967 Is to be one of the cur- 
rent members of the cheerlead- 
Ing squad. Girls eligible are: 
Peggy Mannen, Virginia Beach, 
Va; Jeri Fedderaon, Cincin- 
nati; Paula Fltsgerald, Cyn- 
thlana; Sarann Shepherd, Ver- 
sailles; Jovita Dick, West MU- 
ton Ohio; Linda Harris, Stan- 
ford; Ann Miller, Elisabeth- 
town; and Becky Slser, Louis- 
ville. 
Sarann Shepherd waa the 
1966 entrant from here, lbJ*** 
Diane Hendricks, a 1966 East- 
ern graduate, became Miss 
Cheerleader  U.S.A. 
This Is the fifth year for the 
contest held to Cypress Oar- 
dens. Five finalists are selected 
from 8x10 photographs ct 
cheerleaders throughout the 
United States. The finalists are 
flown to Cypress Gardens, Fhv 
for the four days of competi- 
tion. Last year several hun- 
dred entries were Judged. 
Band Day Marchers 'Blowin'  In  The Wind9 
A wind-blown majorette leads her band down 
Main Street In Richmond, during last Satur- 
day's Band Day parade. The wind caused 
more problems than Just tumbled hair.   Her 
classmate (right) looks skeptically at the 
banner that wound Itself around the staff; 
Instead of waiving In the breeso. 
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A Sifen Of Growth? 
Campus Greek Organizations Can Be Good Or Bad 
THIS IS THE YEAR of our University, 
and every sweep of wind that blows across 
the campus seems to bring with it some 
little occurrence that makes this fact more 
apparent and more meaningful. 
Social fraternities and sororities have 
been approved for organization on East- 
em's campus. This sanctioning of such 
groups has finally come after an extended 
period of controversy, investigation, evalua- 
tion, and preparation. Since Eastern has 
previously existed for many years as a 
college without Greeks, it is difficult to 
judge just now whether or not these new 
campus organizations will add or detract 
anything at all to our institution to a notice- 
able degree. 
When we think of fraternities and 
sororities, we think of the big Eastern Ivy 
League universities with their magnificent 
halos of prestige, pride, rivalry, and snob- 
bishness. We do not mean to suggest that 
these words are necessarily synonymous 
with the Greeks, but these do happen to be 
the characteristics of schools where 90 per 
cent of the students "belong." 
Fraternities and sororities can be good 
or bad for Eastern. They can be bad in 
the sense that they can band themselves 
together into tight little cliques that be- 
come isolated from the other students and 
from the institution. They can be bad if 
they are allowed, through the dis-interest 
and complacency of non-members, to "run" 
campus affairs by dominating all other 
campus organizations, especially the Stu- 
dent Council. What progress that has 
been made here in student government 
within the past few years could be elimir 
nated by one mad election, if petty, ridi- 
culous rivalries between Greeks got out of 
hand. They can be bad for Eastern if their 
members should allow themselves to be- 
come excessively socially minded and ig- 
nore the acedemics by placing secondary 
importance upon scholasticism. 
They could become bad for the school 
and for themselves should they develop in- 
to organizations that bulge, with childish 
members whose greatest desires are to be 
prankish and even destructive. Should 
prejudice, discrimination, and petty jea- 
lousy grow in the ranks of fraternities and 
sororities, they would become bad for our 
community. They would not be good for 
our school should they ever do anything 
that would reflect unfavorably upon the 
reputations of their members or the repu- 
tation of the institution. 
The Greeks could be good for Eastern 
should such organizations   take it   upon 
themselves to contribute as much as they 
are able to the growth and development of 
the University.   For example, the sponsor- 
ing of cultural events, the teaching of social 
graces, the cultivating of explicable coo- 
duct, and the fostering of friendly com- 
petition, good sportsmanship, and school 
spirit are all ideal projects for any suck 
group.   Fraternities and sororities, if pro- 
perly conducted, could serve as strong lines 
of communication between the administra- 
tion and the Student Body and aid in the 
carrying out of student and campus affairs. 
Through these organizations, a suit- 
able, organized social life could be pro- 
vided for many students, if such socializing 
were not permitted to develop into nightly 
parties. 
Fraternities and sororities would be 
good for Eastern in the sense that the 
Greeks are an indication of and an asset 
to a maturing college campus, if they keep 
their interests localized and do not become 
too concerned with national activities. 
Before the school becomes over pop- 
ulated with Greeks, an Interfratemity 
Council and a Panhellinic Council should 
be created to over-see and regulate the af- 
fairs and activities of these groups. 
The Greeks will have to function 
under the supervision of the Administra- 
tive Assistant for Clubs and Organizations 
in the Office of Student Affairs; but these 
two councils are still needed to help co- 
ordinate the member organizations. The 
establishment of these councils is the next 
step and should be done before any groups 
become too strongly independent. 
Social fraternities and sororities, to be 
successful additions to our campus, require 
political, social, and financial maturity and 
organization. For such organizations that 
declare themselves on our campus, we de- 
mand that they have these necessities. 
Fraternities and sororities CAN be 
good for both the University and the stu- 
dent, if they will only gear themselves to 
the tasks of serving and contributing rather 
than to being served and sapping. 
Progress Readers Voice Their Comments And Opinions 
SCHOOL SPIRIT ON UPSURGE 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to take • little "PROGRESS" 
space to compliment my fellow student* on their 
tremendoua spirit and enthusiasm at the Middle 
Tennessee va. Eastern football fame Saturday, 
Oct. 8. An amaxlng crowd of approximately 
160 students traveled the great distance to 
Murfreesboro, Tenn., to see our team. Surety 
our school spirit is on the upsurge. 
Our problem sterna trom this increased 
school spirit Among these dedicated students 
were four of our cheerleaders, who made the 
trip on their own expenses. They stood before 
the Eastern fans and screamed their voices 
hoarse for our Colonels. No one, however, could 
tell that they were cheerleaders, because they 
were not allowed to wear their uniforms. 
This seems to be an enormous problem of 
our "university." Why Isn't It possible for the 
student council, or some other campus organi- 
zation, to donate some of their left-over money 
toward the traveling expenses of these cheer- 
leaders ? (e.g. student council had over $1,000 
left In their treasury last year.) Our Eastern 
section out cheered the enormous Middle Van. 
nessee section, mainly because of our exuberant 
ununlformed cheerleaders. 
I hope this letter will perhaps help to 
awaken those who have the power to grant 
financial aid and permission. Cheerleaders arc 
as Important to the games of football and 
basketball as are the members of the teams. 
Ron Plnsenschaum 
BOOKSTORE COMPETION NEEDED 
Dear Editor, 
"The purpose of Eastern U to provide for its 
students those intellectual and cultural pursuits 
which will develop in them habits of scholarship 
and Intellectual curiosity . . . and which win 
Imbue them with an understanding of man and 
his aspirations ..." For the achieving of this 
purpose one has to purchase text books upon 
which an exorbitant price la placed. 
This buying of books In Eastern's book- 
store Is truly an experience which arouses one's 
intellectual curiosity when he questions why the 
books an so high in price. One wonders also 
why the prices of books have been raised from 
last year's fees. It's such a pleasure to pick 
up one of last year's books and look under the 
label where the old price may be found to be 
from twenty-five cents to one dollar cheaper 
than the Inflationary new one. One can be 
quite sure that the prices of these books include 
a high percentage of profit If he simply Inquires 
at a wholesale distribution outlet as to the 
exact dealer's price. Then, after being con- 
fronted with this bulwark to the educational 
process of learning, one finds that there are 
many books that are sold out and in several 
cases the books haven't bean in stock at all. 
What U needed is some good stiff competi- 
tion for this monopolistic enterprise which cap- 
italises upon each student's demand for text- 
books. This condition win prevail as long as 
the students, faculty-, and the administration 
allow It to go unchecked. 
Therefore, steps should be taken to either 
curb this profit making enterprise by price re- 
gulations or by introducing other bookstores 
which would produce a competitive atmosphere 
causing the lowering of prices and the Improve- 
ment of services, an Improvement which has 
been exemplified in many universities by their 




Congratulations are due the person (or 
parsons) responsible for setting fire to that half- 
starved cat seen wandering pitlfuUy In 
about Cammack HaU Thursday morning-! Bow 
self-satisfied that individual must have felt when 
he saw that poor animal's eyes glased over by 
fear and agony as the flame seared its fur and 
the heat contorted Its usually graceful move- 
ments. I wonder If he laughed and clapped his 
hands «t the glorious spectacle—after an, 
wasn't he "getting his kicks?" Wasn't that the 
important thing—having "fun?" 
"Fun," for myself, and I am sure for count- 
less others, does not consist of torturing helpless 
animals! Seeing that cat repulsed me to the 
point of nausea. Disgust followed, disgust for 
the Inhumanity of man, the "sickness" of mind 
so prevaelnt today. What has happened to the 
time honored "respect" for self, others, and 
property? Are there any ''values'' remaining 
to this world? Is "conscience" a thing of the 
past? 
I ask myself these questions.   Do you? 
Mrs. Edward M. Kirk 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL CONSTITUTION 
Dear Editor, 
To me, the most Interesting thing about 
the constitutional revision is that it in itself is 
unconstitutional. What are we voting for ex- 
cept self-perpetuating tenancy In office T 
Section 258 of the new constitution guaran- 
tees the same type of procedure for amending 
the constltulton as the one we live under now. 
Can they be serious, when they are violatlng 
that self-same clause, to have It mandatory for 
the people to have elected, not appointed, repre- 
sentatives to vote on new amendments? 
State-supported organisations seem to have 
voted in a body for thU revision. 
Horse racing Is more honest They call 
you in for fixing races. But for Kentucky it 
.Teems to be the order of the day. 
Betsy Gilbert WeDs 
Unacceptable To The Electorate 
The 1966 Proposed State Constitution-A Negative View 
It's The Students' Move 
In TKe Academic Game 
(ACP)—Students can do little to correct 
the inadequacies of faculty and sdmlnlstration 
but they can take positive action In one area— 
and it's the studente move hi the ""«-mr' 
game, says the Campus Chat, North Texas 
State University, Denton. 
That area is Individual philosophy and 
attitudes—attitudes not only toward scholar- 
ship and education per ae but also toward 
these elements as a means to a more rewarding 
and meaningful Ufa. 
Creative learning sad research by the stu- 
dent go hand-ln-hand with creative teaching 
by the profassm. Far too often the dialogue 
method must be rejected because, as oaa pro- 
fessor observed, the only thing he could do 
was drill a hole in students' heads and pour in 
the material. The observation to an overstate- 
ment but Its basis to alarmingly valid 
The adrntaistratton and board of regents 
U»    mently    Utcttol.s   willingness    to 
ing plans for iwnfssssisisl  programs to engl- 
Beering  pharmacy aad social work a* weU \m 
doctoral degrees In history, English and math 
and a performance doctorate to music. Student 
admtoistratton impasse to which each waito 
stubbornly for the other to make the flrstwno. 
arssslvs move. Such silly a^nasTntoysd^ 
minds fettered with preserved rutoTerZ 
regulations, cannot be wmTby^la^T "^ 
The administration seems to have its flr.t 
mow acadsanloaUy. WhTwul ££^*T 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: In last week's PRO- 
GRESS, we printed in this space an AP 
feature in favor of the proposed 1966 Ken- 
tucky Constitution. This week, that we 
might give oqual time to both sides, we are 
running a rebutal to last week's argument. 
The following article, opposed to the re- 
vision, was written by a prominent attorney 
for the Associated Press and is herein pub- 
lished by permission of AP.) 
By JOSEPH /. LEARY 
A Constitution is a charter of govern- 
ment which should derive its whole authori- 
ty from those who are governed. It pre- 
scribes the extent and manner of the ex- 
ercise of sovereign powers and is, or ought 
to be, the ultimate and final protection to 
the people whose lives are governed by it. 
It should be fashioned by delegates elected 
by the people. 
At the cost of many lives and much 
money our federal government supported 
a free election in South Viet Nam on Sept. 
11, 1966, in order that the people of that 
country might vote for their delegates to a 
constitutional convention. The people of 
Kentucky were not so fortunate. The pro- 
posed constitution was written by delegates 
not elected by them. 
It is the history of all nations that in- 
dividual, personal freedom is lost as gov- 
ernment becomes less and less responsive to 
the direct will of the people. 
'Document Pail/ 
The proposed document fails to meet 
these primary requirements of constitutional 
government.    Here are the reasons: 
1. The proposed document was 
drafted by an appointed, not an elected, As- 
sembly. No one elected or selected by the 
people of Kentucky had any part in drafting 
it, or in approving it after it was drafted. 
It cannot be said, therefore, that the docu- 
ment is, in any manner, responsive to the 
will of the people, for the people have had 
no voice in it, directly or indirectly. 
Familiarity with the contents of the 
document cannot properly be gained by the 
more publication in a newspaper, for a con- 
stitution requires greater deliberation — 
greater popular knowledge than this. 
2. Under the proposed constitution 
the governor may succeed himself. The 
cost of mounting a primary campaign 
against an incumbent governor is so great 
that there is little likelihood that an in- 
cumbent governor would ever be defeated. 
It may be, as is the case in other states with 
similar constitutions, that in a general elec- 
tion the opposing-party might have a fight- 
ing chance to defeat an incumbent gov- 
ernor, but little or no chance is afforded in 
a party primary. 
Longer Terms Assailed 
Members of the Senate, under the pro- 
posed document, would be elected for six 
years and members of the House of Repre- 
sentatives would be elected for four years. 
A veteran Capitol correspondent has 
examined the governmental structure in all 
of the states and has written that no such 
terms of office are to be found in any state 
in the Union. 
It requires no argument to demon- 
strate that, with the vast powers of his of- 
fice, the governor under the proposed con- 
stution would or could exert almost abso- 
lute rule for a period of eight Tears. 
3. Under the terms of the proposed 
constitution the General Assembly shall 
meet annually for not longer than 60 legis- 
lative days and, with the concurrence of 
two-thirds of the members, may meet for 
an additional 30 days. 
The present cost of operation the 
General Assembly to the taxpayers of Ken- 
tucky » about $10,000 per day.   No one 
can calculate the cost under the proposed 
constitution. 
The only defense which has thus far 
been offered for these annual sessions is 
the size of the executive budget and its 
complexity. The 1966 General Assembly 
H.B. 454 which became effective July 1, 
1966, created the Legislative Audit Com- 
mittee and authorized the employment of 
technical personnel to perform all functions 
related to budgetary and fiscal matters. The 
legislative auditor may be paid "not more 
than $17,500 per year" to keep the mem- 
bers of the General Assembly advised con- 
cerning fiscal practices. There is no ex- 
cuse now, under existing laws, for any lack 
of knowledge ori the part of the members 
of the General Assembly as respects fiscal 
matters of the Commonwealth. 
i 
4. Article VIII of the proposed con- 
stitution provides, in part: 
"The-General Assembly shall have the 
power to provide for the government, of- 
ficers and functions of units of local gov- 
ernment, and to create, alter, consolidate 
and dissolve them . . ." 
It is clear that the proposed constitu- 
tion with minor exceptions confers abso- 
lute power upon the General Assembly 
not only to create but to "consolidate and 
dissolve-" cities, school districts, water dis- 
tricts, drainage districts and a variety of 
"units of local government" without a vote 
of the people. In Jefferson and Kenton 
Counties, alone, 40 or more cities could be 
abolished or consolidated at a stroke of the 
legislative pen. This, clearly, places the 
very power of life and death over units of 
local government smaller than a county in 
the hands of the General Assembly. 
Government of Towns 
It is said in defense of this article that 
such power exists under the present Con- 
stitution. The contrary is true. Except, 
as to counties where the right to abolish 
was specifically placed in the General As- 
sembly in Sec. 63, the General Assembly 
was commanded by the existing Constitu- 
tion to "provide by-general laws for the 
government of towns and cities, and the 
officers and courts thereof," within four 
years from the adoption of the present Con- 
stitution Sec. 166. A constitutional man- 
date to provide for the government of 
towns and cities and the officers and courts 
thereof is scarcely consistent with the con- 
tention that the General Assembly was 
given the power to abolish them. 
The . proposed constitution contem- 
plates wholesale abolition of local officers. 
The debates make it clear that the propon- 
ents of Article VIII found little to recom- 
mend existing local offices or local officers, 
with minor exceptions. Maximum tax 
rates, now fixed by the Constitution, would 
be fixed by the General Assembly and the 
powers of units of local government to 
borrow money and contract indebtedness 
whether or not the full faith and credit of 
the unit of local government is pledged 
would be regulated by the General As- 
sembly.and may be supervised by the ex- 
ecutive department 
The sum and substance of the pro- 
posed constitution is to transfer to the State 
Government the traditional supervision and 
authority of local affairs which heretofore 
have been regulated by local units of gov- 
ernment 
'A Better Plan ...' 
5. A better plan to revise the present 
Constitution which, admittedly, needs re- 
vision, but not repeal, would not be dif- 
ficult to contrive. If the entire document 
may be submitted directly to the people for 
approval or disapproval, so also may saw 
number of amendments. It is aasttned 
that the whole Constitution is greater than 
any of its parts. 
A series of   amendments   could aad 
should be submitted to the people in order 
that they might express their views on the 
separate subjects contained in the Constitu- 
tion and not be forced to accept or reject 
an entire document with which it is im- 
possible, under the present method of sub- 
mission, to become familiar. 
Many subjects covered in the proposed 
constitution cannot be discussed here in the 
space alloted. The foregoing subjects are 
those which appear to be unacceptable to 
an electorate which has demonstrated, fre- 
quently its determination to keep its gov- 
ernment as dose to the people as consis- 
tently may be done in a representative form 
of government. 
laaftrn 
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°McGM° THE BEST OF HAYNIE 
En Route To Viet Nam 
Meditations Out Of Anchora&e 
By RALPH McGILL 
{Ralph McGill is en route to Viet Nam 
to "have- a look." For approximately the 
next three weeks his column will be coming 
from that side of the world.) 
In flight from Anchorage to Tokyo. 
The wimb of chance blow through the lives 
of nations as well as of men. The moun- 
tains about Anchorage are snow-covered and 
beautiful in their undisturbed serenity. One 
wonders if this wild beauty of land, sea, 
rivers and inlets looked   much   different 
onion-domed churches of the Eastern Ortho- 
doxrite. 
Seward's Folly 
Seward had a sense of miltiary stra- 
tegy. He was almost alone in this, but he 
persisted and at last had his way. The 
popular opinion was that it was folly. (The 
same sort of minds had said that Jefferson 
was a fool and waster to conclude the Louis- 
iana Purchase, which about doubled the 
size of his country. The land, they said, 
was wild and worthless.    There was serious g, 
when the Russians came well over a century "lj< of   ""peaching   Jefferson for   what, | 
wncn me rrrnpnTj *-"                              ' technically, was an illegal purchase.) 
a8°-                                  ,            . .      , Seward's real estate transaction with 
They came hunting   furs   and found ^ Ru$sian ^^ wa$ ,ega,    Tnere wa$ 
them in large quantity and of fine quality. meS8 m Moscow if not in Washington. 
They shot and trapped so efficiently that ^    .    waJ $7200>000i ^j men thought 
even their crude weapons almost wiped out jt excessive.    it   was, of   course, a multi- 
the great seals and other animals on which 
the lives of Indians and Eskimos depended. 
One may lift a hat to those Indians. They 
never gave up the fight. The Russians 
have their own story of warfare with the 
North American Indians. 
Winds of Chance 
There was a wind of chance in 1859 
The Russian treasury was empty because of 
the severe drain brought on by the Crimeari 
War.    But other   winds of   chance were 
billion-dollar bargain. 
Most of the editorials and public lead- 
ers spoke of "Seward's folly" and of 
"Seward's ice box." Not much was done 
about this bastion in the North Pacific. 
When the Japanese attacked at Pearl Har- 
bor in 1941 they found it exceedingly simple 
to move on and occupy two of the larger 
islands. (If, God forbid, a nuclear war 
should come from Russia, the original war- 
heads will come over Alaska.)    Anchorage 
blowing in North America and in the re-    ^^ fa her     ^ ^ ^   ^^^ ^ 
lative new nation called the United States.    ^^ Q[ ^^ de£ense_ 
Men had lost their reason over slavery. 
There are the technical ones who say slavery 
did not cause the war, but they are only 
superficially   correct.    The   determination 
Always the winds of chance. 
Had we not stopped aggression in 
Korea, Japan would have fallen soon after. 
Today Southeast Asia is another wind of 
of Southern planters to extend slavery to the    ^^   Va$t   .      of Q^^ aggression 
_ * . _   ...?»—1 —    L _?-... ,-.1-.*.   e\rs    rl-iea>   nrir     ac   frit* •. ■        .« new territories brought on the war, as the 
abolitionists opposed it. The Southern 
planters entirely ignored the moral issue— 
which was bask. They furiously argued 
that slaves were private property and that 
the Constitution guaranteed private pro- 
perty. (There are slum landlords and 
there are some real estate developers who 
today are ignoring a moral issue involving 
human rights.) 
There was not much attention given 
. the Russian; of fet. to sell Alaska in 18*9. 
There was a matter of a civil war at hand 
and the fiery emotions of it occupied most 
minds. 
It was not until 1867 that William H. 
Seward initiated real estate negotiations 
with Russia about Alaska and her long 
string of islands. There were Russian towns 
in Alaska then and people worshiped in the 
and occupation involved that area. As the 
war grew there, winds of chance began to 
blow in China. It may be that she, with 
her young men encouraged to be hoodlums 
and looters, has created a dragon never re- 
ally anticipated. 
Much depends on what the Soviets 
consider their self interest to be. Do they 
wish to intrude into Southeast Asia and 
try further to draw our economy and bring 
on the really big war? Or do they want 
a share of peace for a generation or so? 
Anyhow, it never has made much sense 
to talk about just Viet Nam. It cannot be 
dissected out of the whole. Neutralization 
and a guarantee for Southeast Asia is a 
must for the powers of today. 
Always the wind of chance! 
(Distributed IMC by Hie Hall Syndicate, Inc.) 
(AO Right* Beeerved) 
'Mass Exodus' 
Suitcasin& Becoming Tradition 
As Students Express Opinions 
IMIMATION 
The Problem  Of  One's  Own  Identity 
By G4YNELLE D. TATUM 
Campus Christian Life Worker 
Westminster Fellowship 
First Presbyterian Church 
identity will include his relationship to God. 
The university student must take time for 
spiritual growth along with mental and 
social developments, if he hopes for a bal- 
anced personality. 
In "The Way of A Student" by Taylor 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The foUowlng article was 
Initially pubUahed In the October 1, IMS, laaue 
of the PROGRESS an<L.becauae of Ma Ometlneas 
and appropriateness, la reprinted here for toe 
aake of thoae who did not read or heed It last 
yew-)   
Among the perennial problems that pop out 
every year here at Eastern, one of the most 
distressing is that of "sultCaslng." 
Come Friday afternoon, and the campus be- 
comes the scene of a mass exodus as steady 
streams of cars pour out of "Big E's" parking 
lots carrying students to various and sundry 
places. This "cutting out" continues until an 
unbelievably large percentage of the students 
here have departed from the local premises. 
This process of the campus becoming void 
of students and turning into an almost uninha- 
bited vacuum is a regularly scheduled re-run 
programmed during prime viewing time every 
weekend of the school year. This happens year 
after year, and each class of freshmen comes 
conditioned and prepared to carry on the tra- 
dition 
As a consequence of this coming and going. 
Eastern has gained the reputation of being a 
"suitcase college" where students live out of 
their suitcases Monday through Friday and 
grab their "grips" on Friday afternoon to take 
off for other parts. 
When students are asked why going home 
for only the weekend is such a prominent fad, 
the answers they give for reasons are numerous 
and vary widely. Some go home because they 
have employment there which helps defray their 








Everyone is asking it these dr~: "Who 
r" We trv to identify ourselves socially,    Reveley, students are characterized into five    have that weekend date with the steady girl 
r    V*S"7V""* / , .    ,, •! ' TI „_. i       "n.»^ hiw"      friend or boy friend.    And we musn't leave t  ally, religiously, geographically, racial-    major groups.    They are. 1.      Uavid type      the ^^ wno have to maJ(e the homeward a 
lv nrofessionallv and politically.    The pro-    —persons who face all the problems com-    because Mom and Dad are homesick, 
blem of the "r^oneVown identity can be    m<£ to man with a minimum of fuss and    tav^l«i
tttf Jft 
very   acute.   The   German-American psy-    bother.   Like David, things just seem to    anything to do her on weekends." 
chologist,    Erik H. Erikson,    suggests in    come their way. 
"Young Man Luther that the Protestant 
Reformation rests on the religious resolu- 
tion of the identity of one Martin Luther. 
When one   enters the   university, he 
leaves the world of mass society for that of 
the intellectual.   The academic program of 
a good university will    stimulate   mental    perience and need help! 
growth and raise questions for the student's 4.    "Sons of the prophets'—this type 
personal value system.    Be more than in-    may be made up of quite desperate oppon- 
plalnt is heard that Eastern's social life either 
drags to a dull bore or dies completely on week- 
ends. Actually, though, this is a never-ending 
circular vexation when looked at from this view- 
point: people go home for lack of Interesting 
and entertaining activities sponsored on campus, 
but social functions can't be planned and carried 
out successfully when students leave and there 
Isn't anyone here to attend them. The solution 
to the problem may be to do something to break 
this chain reaction. 
Seasonal ball games, occasional dances, club 
and organizational functions, campus movies, 
and other activities should help take off the 
pressure. 
College should be more than just attending 
classes during the week and aultcaslng on week- 
ends. The two-day break between classes 
would be a perfect time to get to know the stu- 
dents just down the hall or those living in the 
dorm across the street. 
It's an opportunity for talking with students 
from other states and countries. New friend- 
ships can be made, old ones strengthened, and 
all of the world's problems can be solved In mid- 
night bull sessions in the dorm. 
An ambitious student can even spend that 
time catching up on that classwork he couldn't 
fit in to last week's schedule. Vacant dorms 
on Saturday and Sunday could lead to empty 
desks on Monday and Friday and not too Im- 
pressive grades at the end of the semester. 
If more students would stick around to 
cheer the home team to victories, they would 
find it to be a new and thrilling experience and 
school spirit would shoot up to unprecedented 
heights. 
Sultcaslng just to get away from the "bore- 
dom" of school is a bad habit. If the students 
want more to do on campus, they should be 
around to participate in what is made avalalble 
to them and should work to get new activities 
initiated, then suitcasing itself would become 
old and dull. 
By ANDREW J. BBOEKEMA 
Devilment of Marie 
It has been often said that this a*"*"**"0, 
hi not even close to underatandlng whet is 
going on in today's field of music composi- 
tion. The gap MM to widenlevery *£*■?£■ 
vlding more fodder for the critics who enjoy 
goading  the  listening public. 
Last week the campus enjoyed the sing- 
ing of a prominent ringer who inaugurated 
the 1966-67 concert season. Frank auarrera 
presented a mixture of musical types, and 
everyone seemed to agree that It was a pleas- 
ant evening. The satisfaction from the P»f8Tam 
stemmed primarily from the. comfortable and 
often familiar tunes which were sung Even 
the piano solos were selected to dearie jnf 
to appeal, rather than to challenge the listener. 
We certainly cannot quibble with such pro- 
gramming tactics, because the entire evening 
waa designed to be entertaining and Plfaring. 
rhe standard tricks of the trade were in evi- 
lence at all times. 
Bring Beck the Crowd   
This event was the type to bring the crowd 
back for another time, and every nameon the 
program should have been familiar. Comfort 
and accommodation were the secrets of a suc- 
cessful concert experience. 
There does not seem to be any doubt that 
our ear* are ready to accept most serious 
music, as long as It fits a familiar pattern. 
And this seems to be the secret which will 
close the gap between the listener and the 
composer today. Mr. Ouarrera's program In- 
cluded no music which could be labeled as 
"contemporary." The sounds fit the termi- 
nology of music history called "romantic." 
Looking to the Future 
On our campus we have the words spoken 
many times recently which keep us looking to 
the future, to plan for change, and generally 
to be intellectually aware of the world around 
us, not the one behind us. Our cultural heritage 
is an essential foundation for the educated 
man, and four years on this campus should 
lead us to an Increased curiosity for much 
more. We cannot allow our sights to lag In 
any part of our lives, certainly not In the 
province of the creative world 
We have many opportunities to be satis- 
fled with all phases of the entertainment 
world available to us. But when we. take the 
time to enter a "concert hall" let's hops Oat 
we anticipate something more than comfort 
and convenience. We must all find the mo- 
ments in which our lives grow, the moments 
in our existence which really count. 
Experiences in the Arts 
This Is not a plea (or music which la so 
unapproachable that every part of our body 
is fatigued by listening, although such ex- 
periences are necessary to get us into the new 
worlds. But I am requesting that we demand 
experiencs in the arts which are not "run of 
the mill," or quite so unchallenglng. 
The premise at the beginning of this ar- 
ticle Is that no mode of uxprearion Is unattain- 
able, it is only unfamiliar. The curiosity which 
creates change must be superimposed on our 
hunger for the arts. Sound is the raw material 
of the composer, and every new formation of 
sound requires attention from a listener. Over 
the hundreds of years In music history very 
few new sounds have been created, the years 
only provide a new "interpretation of methods 
of manipulating sound. 
On occasion we will be confronted With a 
new organizational system In music, but close 
examination will soon uncover the fact that 
the "newness" Is shortlived Newness In the 
arts creates interest, demands close attention, 
and expresses man's creative and inventive 
mind. But as observers in the arts, we need 
only to be patient before the new becomes the 
old, and the startling or unfamiliar becomes 
as accessible as the old war horses. 
The charm of repeated exposures to some 
compositions turns out to be a simple pro rose 
of getting deeper Into the music. Pleasure and 
satisfaction can be easily had If our ears can 
find even the slightest new level of listening. 
We hang onto the old but require the new 
to prevent stagnation. 
Campus Requires A Challenge 
It Is time that we make a wide mark in 
the world of the arts by getting closer to the 
products of our generation. Our campus re* 
quires more challenge than we had in the last 
program. We may not be at the center of the 
musical world, but we are a long way from 
the outer rim. 
We can be entertained, can be satisfied 
and pleased for having heard a noted artist, 
but next time we want to ask for more. We 
want an opportunity to listen as people who 
are aware of a need to grow In the arts. We 
demand an opportunity to be lifted into that 
world of the sublime which has no comparison. 
We hope that Mr. Ouarrara will come 
bacx 10 our campus in the near future. He has 
an exciting and precious talent But Utostoro 
Kentucky University is a long ««■»-■ nf» ahead 
of the type of progrsmmlng of a generation 
past It waa a good evening, and there are 
many more such good ones to come this sea- 
son. A responsive audience such as we had la 
a thrill to be a part of. The concert 
is of f to a fine start 
2   "Samson type" - not necessarily   In The American Tradition 
the athletes but students who must be ac-      
tive.    They usually have inadequate study 
habits. 
3.   "Jonah type"—they are the fearful 
ones.    They quake before every new ex- 
LBJ's Dedicatory  'Gettysburg Address' 
volved in the academic community; be to- 
tally committed. Paul of the New Testa- 
ment is a fine example of total commitment 
to his cause. 
As you get wisdom, be sure to get 
understanding. Each of us is related to his 
fellow man, therefore, it is imperative that 
Be 
ents bound together on the campus only by 
their common rejection of the heard. 
5. "Cain type"—these are the rejected 
with no acceptance coming to them from 
the college community. They may be re- 
jected because they refuse, or are unable 
to conform to the personal grooming stan- 
dards or social behavior set by community. we learn to communicate with him. 
open with your fellow man—be patient—    They are ' not acceptable   due to religious    War tOT four ^r, and geven years now, 
accept him as he is-share your interests with    faith or from taking "wrong" side on a    whether ^^TJ^S^SL^ 
him and show a genuine interest in rum—    controversial issue. 
get to know him—show concern.   One's "Who am 1, really ?" 
By ROBERT EWEOEN 
The CoUrgtate Press Service 
(As presented by Little Boy Johnson, presi- 
dent of the United States and grandson of a 
former President whom we all know and love. 
The address was delivered at the dedication of 
the American military cemetery "Gettysburg 
East," outside of Saigon in the year 2052.) 
Man fellow Americans: 
Foah score and seven yeans ago, my grand- 
father brought forth upon this continent of Asia 
a new political concept, conceived in expediency 
and dedicated to the proposition that we are 
better dead than red. 
Now we are engaged In a Great Society 
(oops, I mean a Great Civil War), and for that 
matter have been engaged In that Great Civil 
testing 
American 
military presence in Asia or any concept so IB- 
conceived and so Ineptly executed, can long en- 
dure. 
From The Editor's Notebook 
A Lexington paper recently carried a 
story about a person being charged with "Im- 
properly Impersonating" an officer of the law. 
mould someone please explain how an officer, 
or anyone else for that matter, could be f"prop- 
erly"  impersonated T 
It's no longer a secret (sixty-seven-year- 
old Associate Justice Douglas and his 28-year- 
old wife, Cathleen, are "out" in Washington** 
social world The "Green Book" doesn't say so, 
but Douglas may be "out" In the judicial 
world, too. 
A group of "students" at Wichita State 
University have formed a local lodge of the 
Neo-American Church, better known as the 
inn church, since most of its members are 
users of the hallucinogenic drug. This is just 
more evidence that college enrollees will jump 
at the chance to form or Join a group or or- 
ganisation that advocates or supports any- 
thing but studying and learning. 
•       •       • 
Are girls copying boys too much (pants), 
or are boys Imitating girls too much (long 
hair)? But the latest copy-cat style note to 
that real he-men are dousing themselves with 
perfume. Previously, boys hid under their 
shaving lotions and "skin bracers." but fashion 
setters have revealed that they are now open- 
ly buying and using full perfume. 
The November draft call has been reduced 
by 0,100 men. At least these few will be able 
to enjoy mom's turkey and pumpkin pie this 
Thanksgiving. But let us not forget to be 
thankful for those less fortunate who must 
sacrifice their "drum sticks" *» a boggy rice^ 
paddy. 
We are met on a great battlefield of that 
war, a battlefield where General Ky was over- 
thrown by General Hee, where General Hee was 
overthrown by General Me, where General Me 
was overthrown by General Wee, where Gen- 
eral Wee was overthrown by General Gee, and 
so forth through the 56 different coups that 
finally culminated last spring In General Flea's 
government, which we are now convinced is in a 
position to bring to this nation the political 
stability that Is so necessary if we are to be- 
gin to effectively roll back the aggression from 
the north. 
Excuse me folks, I just received an urgent 
note. (Oh no, not again) Hrrumph. What I 
meant was the 57 coups which finally culminated 
In General She's coup three minutes ago which 
we are finally convinced la In a position to at 
last offer this nation the political stability that 
to... 
A Fitting Memorial 
Hmmrph. Be that as it may. We have 
come to dedicate this battlefield as a fitting 
memorial to the light to moderate losses' that 
our forces have sustained over the past 87 years 
so that my grandfather and his successors could 
test the theory that the way to bring Hanoi to 
the peace table was to escalate further. 
It is altogether fitting and proper that we 
should do this, and anyone who thinks other- 
wise to a nervous nellle and probably a traitor 
besides and simply helping to prolong the war. 
The world will long note and long remember 
what we did here, probably because we will 
■till be long doing it, but the world will probably 
never understand why we did It. 
Escalate to 68,000,000 
And frankly, I'm fed up with that kind of 
idiotic questioning emanating from the capitals 
of the world over the last nine deacdes! I don't 
cere why we are here! The point is we are 
here and Its too late, to pull out now!    We are 
going to stay here! We are going' to escalate! 
This unpatriotic practice of deferring grand- 
fathers has to stop so that we can build up our 
troop commitment to 68,000,000 men Only then 
we will have an adequate strength ratio of 84 
to 1 necessary to put down this insurrection 
And as long as I am president, man fellow 
Americans, I promise you this: we shall not 
withdraw, I promise that this nation, under me, 
shall have a new birth of conformity (boy will 
we shut up those peaceniks) and that govern- 
ment of consensus, by manipulation for the 
sake of saving face shall not perish from the 
earth, although admittedly the population might. 
OSU Under Speaker Ban 
(ACP)—Frem the Minnesota Daily, Uni- 
versity of Minnesota: 
Ohio State University's administration re- 
cently banned a Communist speaker and suffered 
the predictable consequences: Student protests, 
marches, and sit-ins. 
The ban was based on a newly-passed state 
law empowering trustees of any state-supported 
institute to refuse speaking facilities to Com- 
munists, advocates of violent overthrow of gov- 
ernment, or "persons whose presence to not oon- 
ductive to ethical or moral conduct.'' 
Under pressure from students and faculty, 
Ohio State's president tried to get the trusties' 
ruling changed, but failed. 
He pointed out that banning spuohas to an 
excellent publicity, device for any speaker and 
thus is probably self-defeating. 
Minnesota — at least temporarily — has 
learned its lesson from the last banning more 
than a year ago. May Ohio State come to know 
the same calm and tranqulllty that an en- 
lightened and temperate administration can en- 
sure, 
ONEL 
PS     * 
yaUU 
COACH BOBBY HARVILLE came to Eastern last year and 
took over the resigns as defensive backfleld coach. Since that 
time he has molded the Colonel secondary Into a well organized 
pass-snatching machine. The defensive unit has picked off a 
total of 15 passes, and have given up a mere 78.6 yards passing 
fer game. The opposition has completed only 35 passes out of 
1 attempts for a 39 per cent. * 
Buddy Pfaadt leads the league and the team in interceptions 
with seven, while all the other members of the secondary, Harry 
Lens, Don Moore, Mike Smith, all have picked off at " 
pass. 
It is not the first time Harville has served 
as an assistant to Kidd. During the '57 and '58 
season he was an aide to the Maroon chief at 
Madison, while Kidd was building the Purples 
Into the power of Central Kentucky prep foot- 
ball. 
Coach Harville graduated from Eastern 
in 1957 and went to Ellzabethtown where ha 
was assistant coach from '59 to '62. He then 
was an assistant under a fellow Eastern grad, 
Ray Pelfry, at Lancaster, Ohio, during the 
1963  grid campaign. 
Harville then returned to Richmond where he guided the 
Madison High Royal Purples to a 10 and 4 over-all record, the 
KHSAA runner-up spot, and to the Central Kentucky Confer- 
ence second division championship. Madison lost to Fort Thomas 
Highlands in the championship game, and ironically the same 
fate befell Coach Kidd in the 1961 campaign, as he, too, lost 
to the Bluebirds. 
To be a good/ football coach takes a lot of hard work1 
and devotion. Bob Harville has certainly proved that as he 
leaves his house at 8 in the morning, and returns late at night. 
The weekends keep him busy as he alternates scouting opposi- 
tion and pre-game preparation. 
Colonels 'Slip'Part East Tenn; Host Findlay 
Eastern Capitalizes 
On Buc Fumbles 
There's No Place Like Home' according to the old adage 
but you can't prove it by asking any of the Colonel gridders. 
In both of the home games the rains came, and worse than 
that, they kept on coming.    An unidentified East Tennessee 
player slips his way for a short gain against the Colonels. 
The Headhunters held East Tennessee to a total of ten yards 
in the second half and 34 for the entire game. Eastern 
swamped the Bucs 21 to 7. 
RECORD BOOKS BEING REWRITTEN 
This year the Maroons have played five games and have 
compiled a 4-1 record, compared to last year at this time when 
they were 1-3-1 at the midway point Last year's team es- 
tablished 12 season individual records at the end of the nine 
game campaign. This year finds the Colonels already establish- 
ing three records and tielng another. Bight other records seem 
destine to fall before the season's outcome is over. 
Jim Gulce has already broken the most yards passing record 
with his 903 compared to the old record of 730 yards held by 
Tony Lanham in 1961, and has tied the most passes completed 
64 which was held by Larry Marmle set last year. Gulce should 
break the most passes attempted mark in the next game as he 
needs only two more to establish a new mark, the old record is 
120 and Guice has 119 attempts. Gulce also needs 54 yards to 
set a new mark in total offensa as Mamie totaled 956 last year. 
He also Is four touchdown passes short of Coach Kldd's mark of 
11 set in 1963. 
Aaron Marsh, the Colonels split end, has set two new 
marks and should set another as he has been on the receiving 
end of eight touchdown grabs which is an all time mark and 
breaks the old record of five held by Jim Rice in 1952 and most 
yards on pass receiving with 586, this tops the old mark of 525 
held by Rice. Marsh needs only five more receptions this season 
to top Fred Mallns record of 37 total grabs. 
Bob Beck, the Maroon's fullback, has two records at his 
reach. The first is the all time scoring record of 56 points held 
by Larry Marmie. Beck need only seven more points to set a 
new mark and one touchdown to the Marmle's old touchdown 
scoring record of nine. Beck is the Maroon's leading rusher 
with an average of 3.4 yards per carry. Beck along with 
Herman Carter have a good chance of erasing Carter's old record 
of attempts from scrimmage as Carter has carried 65 times and 
Beck 51.   The old mark is 114 attempts. 
IDEAL 
RESTAURANT 
241 W: MAIN ST, RICHMOND, Ky. 
"■■4- --••wuoamiiu'j.^^s;- 
Every day as you eat in the Idea 
Restaurant... you have a chance 
of eating a free meal ... if the 
Golden Fork is in your napkin. 
Oilers Offer Challenge To Colonels 
This Saturday afternoon the 
Colonels will be looking for re- 
venge as they host the Findlay 
Oilers. Last year Findlay hand- 
ed the Colonels their worst de- 
feat of the campaign, that be- 
ing a 34 to 3 whitewashing in 
a hailing blizzard at Findlay. 
The Oilers lead the Maroons In 
their three game series, 2 to 1. 
Eastern upset the highly 
talented Oilers two years ago 
and handed them their only de- 
feat, that being a 17 to 14 vic- 
tory. Findlay has been rated 
in the top 15 for the last three 
years. They were the number 
two team in the country In 
1964 and last year finished 
tenth. 
Findlay will be sparked by 
15 returning lettermen, the big 
guns being Bob Culver, full- 
back, and Jim Culler, quarter- 
back. Findlay will have their 
entire secondary returning 
against Eastern and they will 
be looking to pick off a few 
of Jim Guices' aerials, as the 
Oiler secondary stole 15 passes 
from the opponents last season. 
Findlay will probably rely on 
their strong ground game as 
they have done in past seasons 
compared to the Maroon wide 
open style of play. Findlay ran 
a total of 489 rushing plays 
compared to only 72 pass at- 
tempts during all of last sea- 
son. 
Findlay will be as big as 
ever, with a 215 plus line and 
a backfleld averaging close to 
200 pounds. 
Thus far this season the Oil- 
ers have compiled a two and 
two record. They defeated East- 
ern Michigan and Ferris State 
while losing ' to Hlllsdale and 
Central State. Moe Jacobs, a 
freshman from Detroit, is the 
Oilers' top ground gainer aver- 
aging close to five yards per 
carry, gaining 235 yards in 48 
carries. 
The biggest loss to the Oil- 
ers' team was when All-Ameri- 
can Allen Smith decided to play 
pro ball, even though he had 
a year of eligibility remaining. 
Smith gained 1,240 yards last 
season and scored 146 points, 
24 touchdowns and two extra 
points. -»-' 
This game shapes up to-be 
one of the finest the home 
town fans will get to view this 
season. The contest will start 
at 2 p.m. at Hanger Stadium. 
Cross Country Team 



























Won        Loss 
> ■ I " jd$ 
The cross country team 
chalked up victories number 
four and five over the past 
weekend as they swept a double 
duel meet from the University 
of Louisville and Marion Col- 
lege. The Maroon runners de- 
feated Louisville 17 to 44 while 
they whitewashed Marion 15 to 
50. 
Grant Colehour took his fifth 
first place finish as he turned 
In a time of 17:28.3 in the three 
and one-half mile course, while 
Ivan Sholl ran second with a 
17:50 time, while Jim Beasley 
placed third running the course 
in 18:06. Doug C o u r d 1 e r 
(18:22) and Harold Burke 
(18:33) took the fifth and sixth 
places respectively while Brent 
Arnold (19:08) and Sam Ander- 
son (19:30) took over the eighth 
and ninth positions. 
The University of Louisville 
managed to cop the fourth 
place finish as Bob Ulrlch ran 
the course in 18.13 finishing 
way behind Eastern's top run- 
ners. Dennis Feldkamp and 
Richard Hof acker were U of L's 
seventh and tenth place finish- 
ers as they turned in times of 
18:48 and 18:56. 
These two victories leaves 
the cross country team with a 
record of five and one, the sole 
loss coming at the hands of 
Ball State. This Friday finds 
the Maroon tnlnclada running 
against always tough Kentucky 
State at the Richmond Country 
Club. Kentucky State finished 
fifth last year in the Nation's 
cross country meet and won it 
two years ago. The Maroons' 
have beaten them In both of 
those years so this meet should 
shape up into a real contest. 
The starting time Is at 3:30, so 
If your Interested in seeing a 
good race why don't you drop 
out to view this one ,lt should 
be a good one. 
LAST WEEKS' SCORES 
Eastern 21—East Tenn. 7 
Chattanoga 8—M. Tenn. 0 
Tenn. Tech. 21—Western 
Kentucky 14 
Arkansas St. 44—Murray 
0 
Morehead 21—Austin Peay 
10 
By  CRAIG  AMMERMAN 
Eastern's Colonels took ad- 
vantage of two fumbles and a 
short punt to post a come- 
from-behlnd 21-7 victory over 
the East Tennessee Buccan- 
neers on a muddy, sloppy 
Hanger Stadium Saturday af- 
ternoon. 
Heavy rain held the crowd to 
an estimated 5,000, and It also 
ruined the Band Day program 
which included 5,000 high 
school members along with the 
Marching Maroons. 
Eastern received th» opening 
klckoff and moved for two first 
downs before being forced to 
punt Buc linebacker, Dong 
JLinebarger, broke through the 
Colonel line, blocked Bob Plotts' 
attempted punt, and then 
raced 40 yards with the loose 
pigskin for a touchdown. Court- 
ney Oliver booted the P.A.T. 
to give the Bucs a 7-0 lead with 
11:33 remaining in the initial 
quarts!. 
This looked to be the break 
which might decide the ulti- 
mate outcome a* the ratal 
•started to descend Wi torrential 
sheets. Neither team could 
.move the ball and it became a 
punting- contest with each team 
waiting- for the other to make 
a vital mistake. 
Beck Scores 
Early in the second quarter, 
Buc punter, Bobby Pi—aw, 
lofted a short kick to the East 
Tenneese 46-yard line. The Col- 
nels started moving as Jim 
Guice connected with Aaron 
Marsh on a play which carried 
to the 21. Another Guice — 
Marsh aerial and two end 
sweeps by the Colonel field gen- 
eral placed the home team In 
fine position on the two-yard 
line. From here it was only a 
matter of giving the pigskin to 
fullback Bob Beck and letting 
the human battering ram bull- 
■doze his way to the end zone. 
Walter Murphy's try for the 
point after bit the crossbar and 
fell short 
On the first play from scrim- 
mage following the «MH»S> 
kickoff, Colonel linebacker Jim 
Moberly recovered bis third 
•fumble of the young contest, 
this time on the opposition's 40 
yard line. 
Two Guice passes to Marsh 
and    John   Tazel   sandwiched 
around a five-yard run by Her* 
•nan Carter placed the Colonel's 
on the two-yard line once 
•gfta. The Colonels turned the 
duties over to Beck who broke 
off left tackle tor another 
■core. Gulce connected with 
Sf^S *-wlngpess Into the 
left flat for a two point con- 
version and a 14-7 Colonel lead 
as the teams retired to thalr 
dressing rooms for1 halfUme in- 
strucUons. 
CM Break 
The Colonels received so- 
other break early in the —ynjfl 
half when Junior defensive beck 
Harry l»nc landed on a loose 
Buc fumble on the East Twines 
eee 15-yard line. 
Two end sweeps by Guice 
and and an off tackle run by 
Beck placed the "-Imiela on the 
one foot line. Again it was 
Beck and the sophomore full- 
back responded with six man 
points to the delight of the 
home crowd. Walter Murphy 
connected with the point after 
as the Colonels held a 2UI 
lead 
, The remainder of the mutual; 
was scoreless as the field baa 
canw tat such a «~yWttnn th*it 
neither team could gain the 
footing necessary to pose a ser- 
ious scoring threat 
The Colonel defense, rated 
the best In the conference, 
played another outstanding 
game. While holding their op- 
ponents to four first downs and 
34 yards total offense, the 
Headhunters recovered five 
Buc fumbles and intercepted 
one enemy aerial. 
The Colonels, now the hold- 
ers of a 4-1 record are ap- 
proaching many season rec- 
ords. Bob Beck, Eastern's lead- 
ing scorer with 50 points, la 
only alx points away from 
Larry Marmle's season record 
of  most  points  scored  in  one 
Jim Sophomore quarterback 
Guice is only 81 yards away 
from Marmle's record of 956 
yards total offense In a single 
season. Gulce has already 
\broken Tony Lanham'a season 
passing yardage record by ITS 
yards as the Colonel quarter- 
back baa completed 64 passes 
for 008 yards. 
The Colonels return to action 
next Saturday when they play 
host to tough Findlay of Ohio 
la a non-conference 






GOING OUT OF    j 
BUSINESS SALE! 
ALL MDSE. — NAME BRANDS 
ENGRAVING FREE 
KESSLER'S 
RICHMOND'S FINEST JEWERLY STORE 
BEGLEY'S NEXT DOOR 623-1292 
THE 
COLLEGE  LIFE  INSURANCE  COMPANY OF AMERICA 
WILLIAM A.  "BILL"   . 
MANZ 
133 Windsor Drive 
Phone 623-6460 
ii 
FASHIONS FOR MEN 
100  BAST   MAIN   STRICT PMONS  SJ38S7S 
COLLEGE LIFE'S "Joe Clica 
PICKS THE WINNERS 
OVC 
EAST TENNESSEE  WOFFOHD 
EASTERN  FINDLAY 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE  MOREHEAD 
TENNESSEE TECH   MURRAY 
WESTERN  DRAKE 
Other Major College Games 
ALABAMA  VANDERBILT 
ARKANSAS     WICHITA 
BAYLOR   TEXAS AAM 
U. C. L A  CALIFORNIA 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA  CLEMSON 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE  DUKE 
FLORIDA  L. S. U. 
GEORGIA-TECH  TULANE 
GEORGIA    KENTUCKY 
SYRACUSE  HOLY CROSS 
MISSOURI  IOWA STATE 
NOTRE DAME  OKLAHOMA 
MICHIGAN  PURDUE 
RICE      TEXAS 
TENNESSEE      SOUTH  CAROLINA 
ARMY  PITTSBURGH 
NEBRASKA     COLORADO 
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS  NEW MEXICO WESTERN 
THE 
COLLEGE  LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA 
. . . featuring the only life insurance plan designed especially 
for college men, sold exclusively to college men. Ask now about 
"THE BENEFACTOR." 
33 Winners in 
44 Gomes 76.7% 
Eastern Progress,   Thurs^ Oct. 20,1966   Pago 4 
Stye Ittturratty &tf rip 
WIN 
$100 WORTH OF UNIVERSITY 
SHOP MERCHANDISE 
Each Week, Beginning with November 12, one lucky Student's 
Name will be drawn for the $100.00 Prize. 
— HERE'S HOW IT WORKS — 
Each week you deposit in our store $2.50 which is held in your name. On Saturday of 
every of every week—for the next 20 weeks, we draw one name and he, or she, wins 
$100.00 worth of merchandise. Everyone who has not won at the end of the 20 weeks 
receives $50.00 worth of Merchandise—the exact amount of deposit. 
No one loses and everyone has the eportuniry to win the GRAND PRIZE!!! Once 
you have won, you are no longer eligible and need not continue weekly deposits. 
SIGN UP NOW-LIMITED NUMBER OF MUMUS . 
BOTH MEN AND WOMEN, ARE ELIGIBLE 
Drawings Begin Saturday, November 12. 
Further Information Is Available at the U-Shop. 
# ®iji> Untunrattg &i?ap   ft 
212 WATER STREET 
Renegade-Headhunter Of The Week 
This, week's Renegade of the 
week goes to Bob Beck; sopho- 
more fullback from Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Bob came out on hla 
own last fan and was starting 
by the fourth game. He does 
an exceptionally good Job block- 
ing In addition to being a good 
man on short yardage plays. 
Last week against East Ten- 
nessee Bob waa a standout as 
he accounted for 30 of the 
Maroons 21 points with three 
touchdown plunges as a two 
point conversion on a pass from 
Quarterback Jim Ouice. Hs 
needs but seven points to break 
the record of most points scored 
in one season (56) by an East- 
ern player currently held by 
Larry Marmle in 1968. 
This week's Headhunter of 
the Week award goes to sopho- 
more linebacker Jimmy Mob- 
erly from Richmond. Called 
"Pound for pound the best 




































Coach Shannon Jimmy has 
started and called denfensive 
signals since last fall. The past 
week against the Buccaneers he 
JIM MOBERLY 
HEADHUNTER 
recovered two fumbles and 
caused another with a vicious 






Coach Kidd Leuds Defensive Unit 
Eastern football Coach Roy 
Kldd sloshed off the Hanger 
Stadium field Saturday with 
mixed emotions. 
Eastern had won in a sea of 
mud, pushing its record to 4-1. 
That was good. 
But as tar as Kldd was con- 
cerned, the victory belonged to 
the Colonels'  defensive, unit 
"Our ground game just 
hasn't been producing," he said. 
"It was our defense that won 
that ball game. We wouldn't 
have had a chance If they 
hadn't put us in such good field 
position." 
Statistics support Kldd's ana- 
lysis. The Eastern defense re- 
covered five East Tennessee 
fumbles, setting up all three 
touchdowns In the Colonels' 21- 
7 victory. 
The Bucs finished the game 
with only 34 yards rushing. 
"And they'll have to do that 
good or better against Flndlay 
(Eastern's next opponent). 
"But we won't get anywhere 
unless our rushing game Im- 
proves," he continued. "Our 
tailbacks aren't hitting the 
holes . . . our timing's off . . . 
there's no blocking In the back- 
field . . . and they're not churn- 
ing for that extra yardage after 
they're hit." 
Kldd's main concern is a well- 
balanced offense. The passing 
game—one of the best In the 
country—has carried moat of 
Eastern's offensive punch. "But 
our runners must take the pres- 
sure off our passing game." 
For this reason, Monday was 
scrimmage day at Eastern. 
Kidd sent the defense through 























































offense around for extra work. 
"We've apparently had too 
much dummy work I guess 
we'U Just go back to live action 
to get the point across." 
The Flndlay game brings our 
memories to Kldd and his 
coaching staff. 
Since 1963, the Oilers have 
lost 'to the Colonels only once. 
Flndlay has lost three games In 
five starts this season, but plays 
a rugged schedule. 
A host of "head hunters"— 
members of the defensive squad 
—received praise following the 
victory over East Tennessee, 
but Kidd singled out Jimmy 
Moberly for his effort. 
Moberiy, one of the smallest 
linebackers In the OVC at 170 
pounds, recovered two fumbles, 
caused another with a Jarring 
tackle, and had a had in 13 
tackles. In addition. Kidd said 
cornerback Don Moore "played 
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Intramural Flag FootbaU en- 
ters Its fourth week of play with 
Just four out of thirty teams 
remaining undefeated The 
programs has thirty teams with 
ten teams In each league. 
In League I the Miners have 
a perfect 6-0 slate foUowed 
closely by the O.C.I, and the 
Line-Busters who each own a 
5-1 record. 
In League II the Hedonists 
own a 6-0 record while the 
Angels have a 5-0 mark. They 
are followed by the P.B.R.'s and 
the Pit Rovers. 
In League HI the 6Ber's lead 
with a 5-0-1 mark They are 
followed by the Greens (5-1) 
and the Knobbs (4-1). 
Each team has a schedule of 
nine games and at the end of 
the season the top two teams 
In each league play a double 
elimination tournament. This 
wUl determine the league cham- 
pionship with the winners of 
each League playing one an- 
other to decide the Intramural 
Championship. 
Each team has a squad of 
about thirteen players bring- 
ing the number of players in 
the sport to about 390. A team 
is allowed to forfeit two games, 
if more than two games are 
forfeited then the team la 
dropped from the league. 
Qualifications for the par- 
ticipates are that he must be 
enrolled In 12 hours at the be- 
ginning of the semester and be 
enrolled in at least 9 hours at 











OVC Schedule of Week 
Flndlay at Eastern 
Woffard at East Tenn. 
Morehead at Middle Tenn. 
Tennessee Tech at Murray 
Western at Drake 
Austin Peay not scheduled 
Placement Notices 
Interviews are continuing in Urn placement office and all 
students desiring to talk with representatives from the numerous 
schools, industries, and government agencies that vutt m 
campus, should come to the placement office, Room Is, Ad- 
ministration Building, and sign for a definite time. 
WEDNESDAY,  OCT. 19  __ 
THE  OLDHAM  COUNTY  SCHOOL  SYSTEM,   Lagrange,  Wffl 
interview  teachers for their school between the hours of 
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, OCT. 20-21 
THE   FAYETTE   COUNTY   SCHOOLS,   T^xlngton,   wUl   Btwe 
representatives on campus on both of the above dates to 
interview  teachers for their schools. They win remain on 
campus  throughout  the day. 
FRIDAY, OCT. 31 
THE BELLEVUE CITY SCHOOLS, Bellevue, will begin their 
teacher Interviews at 10 a.m. The representative wUl re- 
main on campus for interviews until 4 p.m. 
THE TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS, Elkton, will have a repre- 
sentative on campus to conduct Interviews with teachers. 
Schedule your Interview between the hours of 9 ajn. and 
4 p.m. 
MONDAY, OCT. 24 
THE ERLANGER-ELSMMERE SCHOOLS,  Erlanger, win have 
a representative on campus from 10 a.m. until 4 pn. X» 
Interview  elementary teachers for their schools. 
TUESDAY. OCT. 35 
THE LAWRENCE COUNTY SCHOOLS, Louisa, will be inter- 
viewing for mathematlc teachers, an industrial arts teacher, 
a guidance counselor, a science teacher, and a football 
coach. You may schedule your interview between the hours 
of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m 
WEDNESDAY,  OCT.  26 
THE TENNESSEE EASTMAN COMPANY,   Klngsport,  Tenn., 
win have a representative on campus from 9 a.m. until 4 
p.m.  They would  like  to interview  business majors  whs 
have secretarial skills, students from  the two-year sacra 
terlal program, majors in other fields who have adequate 
clerical skills, one or two women interested in accounting 
and also chemistry majors. 
THE   JEFFERSON   COUNTY  PUBLIC   SCHOOLS,   Louisville, 
wUl have a representative on campus for interviews be- 
tween the hours of 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. They are In need 
of teachers in all fields. 
THURSDAY, OCT. 37 
THE CARROLL COUNTY SCHOOLS, Carrolton, will be OB 
campus to Interview for the following teachers: elementary, 
Junior high and high school, two teachers for special educa- 
tion for mentally retarded and two teachers for remedial 
reading. 
THE LOUIISVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS will have a repre- 
sentative available for Interviews between the hours of 10 
a.m. and 3 p.m. They are interested in interviewing tasrhors 
In all fields. 
THE SOUTHERN RESEARCH IINSTITUTE, Birmingham, 
Ala., win have a representative on campus to interview 
















The all-weather coof. . . loves the sun, defies the wind and 
doesn't bother about the rain! >M»en the temperature drops, 
tip Into the washable pile lining. .. when the wealher chana- 
•s. ilp the liner out for comfort Thoy'ro 'Town 'n Troll* 
tailored! Men's and young men's. 
Select Earfy.  .  .   Dtpomt WU Hold 
ERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Qttp Htrtttwrattg Unf 
The "U" Shop's 
Football Contest 
Place an X in the box of the team you 
think will Saturday, October 22. 
Estimate the total yardage of the EKU 
game for the tie breaker. 
□ Eastern University □ Findlay 
□ University Of Kentucky □ Georgia 
□ Purdue □ Michigan State 
□ Ohio State □ Wisconsin 
MEET YOUR FRIENDS JUST OFF CAMPUS ON SECOND STREET 
VARSITY GRILL 






STEAK I 77c HAMBURGER STEAK 97c VEAL STEAK 
Two VEGETABLES. Freshly Baked BREAD and BUTTER with Each Mad! 













□ Notre Dame 
□ Vandorbilt 
□ Syracuse 









Real CLASS in slacks that 
NEVER  NEED  IRONING 
 Yards gained by EKU 
ENGINE: Rotary valve, 3 
stroke. Bore and stroke—39x43 
nun. Transmission — 4 speed, 
constant mesh, rotary. Com- 
pression rnUo — 6.6:1. Hp—4.9 
O 8000 rpm. Maximum torque 
0.45 KG-M ® 7900 rpm. 
PERFORMANCE: Maximum 
•peed—00 mph. Climbing ability 
—1:3.0. Minimum turn radius 
—0.9". Fuel capacity—1.73 gal 
BIG-cycle styling and fun on a 
smaU-cyc]e budget 4 speed .. . 




319 HaNie Irvine 
.    623-4400 
On the Spot 
Financing Available 
PRIZE: Men's or Ladies' Bostonian Loafers. 
Entries must be in the U-Shop by 
Friday, October 21. 
Limit 5 to Customer. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
212 Water Street     •     623-6974 
OHIO STATE U. 
OHIO U. 
W. VIRGINIA U. 
U. OF CINCINNATI 
MIAMI U. 
PURDUE U. 
U. OF KENTUCKY 
EKU 
Slacks in the 
season's popular new 
fashion fabric — 
Hopsack- make a perfect 
date-mat* for your 
favorite sport coat or 
blazer. Wear and 
wash perfectly—dry 
neat as new. 
Color., Mack, Oli»., ins) 
W.Mt   34" Is 36" 
Uneri* V" to M" 
Jtksm    nfiWi 
200 4 214 MAIN STREET 
INC OKfURVf F.U 
WELCOMES  ALL 
EASTERN  STUDENTS 
STOP   AND   SHOP 
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20 





Brock   Auditorium 
Burhsnan Theatre 
6:00 p.m.        Kappa Kappa Sigma 
8:30 p.m.       Newman Club 
6:30 p.m.        All-Campus Pep Rally 
6:30 p.m.        Young Republicans Club 
7:30 p.m.        Audubon   Wildlife   Film 
10:00 p.m.       Sigma Chi Delta 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 34 
7:30 p.m.        Movie—"The Glass Bottom Boat" 
Brock Auditorium 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22 
3:00 p.m.       Football—Eastern vs. Flndlay 
Hanger Stadium 
(Cheerleaders' Day) 
7:30 p.m.       Movie—'When the Boys Meet the Girls" 
Brock Auditorium 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 34 
4:16 p.m.       Fayette County Club University 104 
Lincoln County Club University 301 
Gymnastics Club Weaver Gym 
Young Democrats Club arise Room 
Chemistry Club Science S10 






7:30 p.m. Movie—"Marilyn" 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25 
6:00 p.m.        Student Council 
Brock Auditorium 
Grlse Room 
6:00 pan.       OWENS University 101 
6:00 p.m.       Pike County Club Fltspatrick 15 
6:80 p.m.       Student Education Assoc. Banquet 
Blue Room 







University  sfl 
Clay Hall Lob* 
MISS MABY PENN 
Purple and White long-sleeve Jersey 
By NANCY KAY PBINZEL 
Women's Editor 
The college men on Eastern's 
campus must be curious about 
the girls' sleeping apparel, be- 
cause they are always trying 
to get Inside the girls' dormi- 
tories. But this Is just one of 
the numerous reasons for these 
so-called "raids". 
When It gets down to the 
bare facts, the college men 
would really be shocked to nee 
some of Eastern's girls' night 
appareL Believe It or not, girts 
do everything from sleeping In 
the nude to wearing floor- 
length granny gowns. But, of 
course, the girls are asked to 
always wear housecoats In the 
hallways, or whenever they 
leave their rooms. And when 
there la a fire drill, they are 
asked to put on coats to go 
outside. 
Negligees With Lace Are 
Feminine 
Miss   Mary   Perm,   a  sopho- 
more from  Lexington,  Ky.,  la 
appearing here In a pale pink 
fashionable double-play 
... our double-knit twosome 
These dresses are such great values at 
this low Penney's price, you'll want to 
buy them by two's I The indispensibles of 
your wardrobe, polyester double knits 
are ideal to wear all year round in com- 
fort. This double-button look's in pleas- 
ing sculptured texture fabric with styling 
details you like best: slim skirts, just 
enough sleeve to be flattering. Pretty 
pastels and navy, sizes 10-18. $]C 
UKl IT?CHAR6E HI 
MISS JANE DANEHE 
Pink Nylon and Lace Negligee 
negligee. This has a special 
feminine appeal to the male, 
and gives a girl a mote femi- 
nine shape. Mary's negligee has 
a pink satin bow for trim, and 
has a single row of brown lace 
down the center front And 
what la more feminine than 
bows and lace? 
Many of the girls sleep In 
thin negligees. These range In 
color from mint green, pale 
pink and baby blue to hot pink 
and coral orange. These negli- 
gees are most frequently made 
of two different thicknesses of 
nylon. The back la often one 
thickness of a heavier type 
nylon. Many of these negligees 
have lace trim, either around 
the neckline or down the front 
Granny Gowns Become Popular 
Granny gowns are also popu- 
lar among many of the college 
girls. These are often light- 
colored prints on dark, solid 
backgrounds. They have not 
been popular very long, but It 
seems an If they are here to 
stay. These granny gowns often 
have high necklines and most 
frequently are featured with 
long sleeves. 
Sleeping Apparel Given to Girts 
College men can never under- 
stand why the girts are always 
asking them for their old shirts, 
football jerseys and worn out 
sweatshirts. One reason they 
are curious shout this fact is 
because they never see the girls 
wearing them out on '■""TBW 
College girls seem to prefer to 







IVbTES   < 
HAMLET 
isn't hard 
whan you 1st 
Cliffs Notes 
be your go Ms. 
CHfTs Notes 
•"pertly. 
explain the plot and 
cnstsctwa of more than 125 
major plays anf novels - 
including Shakespeare's 
works. Improve your 
understanding-and your 
trade*. Call on Gift's Notts 
fcr help in any 
literature course. 
IKTitJM in all -among 
tham these favorites: 
Finn. Kinf 
-   Mat 
$1 »t your bookseller 
jamas, gowns and baby dolls. 
It Is a great thrill for a col- 
lege girls to sleep in her boy- 
friend's football jersey. They 
are nice and warm with their 
long aleevee, and make It easier 
for a girl to concentrate on 
the boy who wore It when he 
played that great game of foot- 
hall. 
Rising out of her college bed 
here is Miss Jane Danehe. Jane 
is a junior from Maysville, Ky. 
Jane is shown hi her most fre- 
quent sleeping apparel, a pur- 
ple and white football jersey. 
Most of the girls sleep In jer- 
seys that have a white hack- 
ground, and the numbers are 
usually in red, green, blue or 
purple. 
Now the males can have 
some idea of what Eastern col- 
lege girls sleep In at night 
There might now be somewhat 
of a lessening In the desire of 
college men to have "raids," 
but this Is quite doubtful. But 
it la hoped that this win not 
make the desire greater, to see 
In real form what these girls 
















Big Hill Aye. 
HOME COOKING 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of those delicious 
homemade biscuits. 
623-9969 Soul.   First   Street 
Agriculture Ctub 
Pulaski County Club 
Clay Hall House Council 
Moris—••Clsopatra" BroS AaoMtortT 
Wesley Foundation—Supper and Program 
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 30 *•**>*■* Cwnpos Cent* 
5:10 p.m.        Westminster Fellowship 
First Presbyterian Chuaal 
Gymnastics Club ' wiiWTnS 
KTMA Club FerreHlS! 
Drum and Sandal Weaver Dance StaS 
Wesley Foundation—Vespers        ^^ ^^^ 
Methodist Campus Cental 
5"_     ,«... UnrwsltyEl 
as" aBb unfvdEs 
Movie—"Cleopatra" Brock AudltortiZ 
Faculty  Recital-Mrs.  Akright      Fostw  S 
Case Hall House Council ^ 
McGregor H^ Hou^ Coun^C°mMlttee R0-- 
THURSDAY. OCTOBER XI McGregor Da* ROM 
8:15 p.m.       Eastern Little Theatre 
Gymnastics Club 
PI Omega PI 




























University  1M 
Brock Auditories*. 
Buchanan 'Theatre 






LONG LEG PANTY 
only hoj 
e The magic insert of supple 
Lycra mesh adjusts the parity leg 
to your very own thigh site. 
e Vertical stretch front panel 
flattens at it flatters 
the figure. 
• Machine washable uncovered 
Lycra Spandex with Antron 
Nylon power net body fabric 
firms and molds. 
Available in SML -MED -LG -EX.LG 





IT'S EASY TO SCORE WITH A 
QUICK HANDOFF FROM 
JUNIORITE! 
IN ALL NEW FALL COLORS AND FASHIONS 
Queen Casuals 
KDRET OF CALIFORNIA 
Smant Sfoft 
Collars *  Career 




JIMMY   TAYLOR 
STUDIO 
BUST OB CAMEL      f| 
STRIPED  OBLON   POOB  BOY 
MATCHING   CORDUROY   JEANS 
OBLON STRIPED POOB BOOY 
PLUM        rr 
MATCHING   A-LINS 
WOOL   SKHCI fi 
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Cadets Of The Week Picked 
Due to their contribution* to the MlllUry Science department 
and their military attitude the following cadets wen honored 
aa "Cadet* of the Week:" wmiam Rawltags, frosh from Lex- 
ington; William Swain, sophomore from Ft Campbell; Robert 
Robinson, frosh from California; and Joe Moyer, frosh from 
Mn»fff*«M The fourth cadet was not available when this 
picture was taken. 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
[ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
Cadet* Honor 
Four Companies 
Each week there are four 
Cadets or the Week selected 
from the US Department This 
week there is one sophomore 
and three freshmen. 
A freshman from Lexington, 
Ky., William Wyatt Rawllngi 
in, was chosen to represent 
the Band Company, 4th Bat- 
talion. William Is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Rawllngs. 
When asked what his future 
plans are, William stated that 
he planned to make a career 
in the army. At the present, 
William is a music major at 
Eastern. 
William V. Swain, a sopho- 
more from Ft Campbell, Ky., 
Is majoring in history. He 
represents "M" Company, 3rd 
Battalion. William resides with 
his parents, S/Sgt and Mrs. 
W. C. Swain. He plans to teach 
school when he graduates from 
Eastern. 
Robert A. Robinson repre- 
sents "H" Company, 2nd Bat- 
talion as a Cadet of the Week. 
Robert la a freshman, and his 
major is undecided. His home 
town Is on Travis Air Force 
Base In California, where his 
parents. Major and Mrs. Rob- 
ert E. Robinson are presently 
residing. In the future, Robert 
Is planning to become an army 
officer. 
Another Cadet of the Week 
is Joe W. Moyer, a freshman 
from Mansfield, Ohio. He is 
majoring in English, and plans 
to make a career in the field 
of law. Joe represents the "A" 
Company, 1st Battalion. He is 





McCORD'S     "WHERE YOUR 
CREDIT  IS 
JcWcRL I       ALWAYS   GOOD" 
STORE 134 West  Main 
By JOYCE LEE 
Feature Writer 
What is it like to come and 
Uve in a country that is so 
many miles away, both nau- 
tlcally and spiritually, from 
your native country? This and 
many other questions were put 
before Bashir Khalil. 
Bashlr was born and reared 
in Haifa, Palestine. Haifa is 
a northern harbor just 30 miles 
west of Naxareth. He started 
his schooling at an early age 
and by the time he had reached 
a stage equivalent to the tenth 
grade in American school sys- 
tems he was ready to begin his 
first tour of the United States. 
Exchange  Student 
He received an offer to par- 
ticipate in an International Ex- 
change Student program, and 
without too much hesitation 
jumped at the chance. Bashlr 
arrived In America In the late 
1950's and Immediately began 
to tour our country. He learned 
and absorbed many things 
while cm his tour and by the 
time he was ready to return 
to his native country he had 
a fairly well-rounded impres- 
sion of America. 
Upon returning home Bashlr 
began to teach in a high school, 
where he remained until 1961. 
At that time he received a 
Danforth Scholarship to come 
to Berea College. He accepted 
this opportunity and once again 
MADISON 













Cam pus Flick 
Visor Vanity Mirror 
Self-sticking back! 6"x4*. 
metal frame. C1826 
returned to America This time 
to Madison County where he 
spent the next four years, 




Aftsr he received his degree 
In agriculture from Berea, Ba- 
shlr began to look around and 
ask opinion* concerning an In- 
stitution where he could fur- 
ther his education. Eastern was 
recommended to him by sev- 
ers! sources and soon he was 
off to the Richmond campus. 
Bashlr feels very indebted to 
the administration on our cam- 
pus for the manner in which 
he was received. He is espe- 
cially Indebted to Dr. William 
E. Sexton of Eastern's Indus- 
trial Technology department 
and Dean Charles F. Ambrose 
for their cooperation. 
When asked to compare East- 
ern with the more than 30 col- 
lege and university campuses 
he has been on, Bashir an- 
swered, "Eastern is not the 
largest campus I have ever 
been on, but It is large enough 
to be appreciated by both stu- 
dents and faculty." Bashlr finds 
the atmosphere on our campus 
both warming and stimulating. 
He Is very fond of campus 
life, especially "Intellectual con- 
versations with young people, 
because you learn and ex- 
change ideas." 
Bashir is listed In the Elec- 
trical Technology department, 
but he is pursuing a degree in 
Electrical Engineering. If he 
takes the required courses in 
his curriculum he will be here 
until June. But he considers 
himself "very ambitious" and 
he enjoys learning — there Is 
a big probability that he will 
be around longer. 
He plans to become a college 
professor, because this has 
been his goal in life. And if this 
Is to be attained he considers 
a PhJD. as a necessity. Thai 
will take him at least four 
more years of school. 
Friends of Bashir say that 
for a person with his ambition 
and thirst for knowledge, four 
years Is just another tomorrow. 
~~~~CU ♦ MOT 
By NANCT EAT PRINZEI. 
Women's Editor 
Ffcl   Delta   Kappa  Has 
Dinner Meeting 
Phi Delta Kappa is a pro- 
fessional educational fraternity 
composed of graduate students 
and others who have received 
the Master of Arts degree. 
Dr. Carl F. Lamar, State Di- 
rector of Research hi Voca- 
tional Education and presently 
of the University of Kentucky 
faculty, will speak at the din- 
ner meeting of Phi Delta Kap- 
pa In the Student Union Blue 
Room. Oct. SI at 6:80 pjn. Phi 
Delta Kappa will devote four 
of Its meetings tins year to re- 
search at the local, state and 
national levels. For a later 
meeting, a representative of 
the U.S. Office of Education 
Is already scheduled to speak. 
Jackson County Club Discusses 
Future Flans 
The   Jackson   County   Club 
met Oct. 12 at 7 p.m. In the 
University Building In room 
103. Activities for the coming 
year were discussed. All Jack- 
son County students were in 
vitod to attend. 
Ante Radio Antenna 
Chrsstsa stssi.    .<ngc 
ESSSBSS ts »7"     */" 
30*68 Keg. " 
Cfcrosaad Ant* Mirroci 
Sigma Tan PI Plans Trip 
Sigma Tau PI, an organisa- 
tion for students with 12 se- 
mester hours in business, had 
its regular meeting on Oot 5. 
Among the Items of new busi- 
ness were tile rttsnissroc, of a 
trip In December to the Fed- 
eral Reserve Bank or to Proc- 
tor and Gamble in Cincinnati, 
or to some other business estab- 
lishment and the appointment 
of an Initiation committee for 
the initiation of new members. 
Dues of $2.80 for new mem- 
bers and (1.60 for old members 
must be paid by the next club 
meeting. 
The next meeting will be 
Oct. 19 at 5:15 p.m. In Combs 
818. All new members most 
attend this meeting. 
Lutheran Group Plans 
Bowling Party 
One of the newest religious 
organisations on campus is the 
Lutheran student group. Or- 
ganized just last year, the 
Lutheran student body looks 
forward this year to discussion 
topics, vesper services, and 
recreational activities with fel- 
low students. 
The Lutheran group meets 
every Thursday night at 7 In 
Combs 324. At their last meet- 
ing on Oct. 6, plans for future 
activities were discussed. This 
Thursday evening vesper serv- 
ices will be conducted by the 
Rev. A. E. Otto. A bowling 
party will take place Oct. 21 
at 7:80 p.m. On Oct. 27, Rev. 
A E. Otto will begin a series 
of discussion and study topics 
on the first book of the Bible. 
Genesis. 
Everyone is welcome to at- 
tend these meetings and to 
join in our activities. 
Westminster   Has   Annual 
Retreat 
Westminster Fellowship will 
go on their annual fall retreat 
beginning Oct. 21 through 23. 
It will be at Bumamwoods, 
Irvine, Ky. Ed Payne Miller, a 
campus minister on University 
of    Kentucky's   campus,    win 
speak on "Camus Ministry." 
On Oct. 16, Westminster Fel- 
owahlp program Includes a dis- 
cussion on 'What Is the Good 
Life?" at tint homes of the 
Whitts', the PettengiBs*, the 
Howards', and the Keens*. 
BSU Attends Stale OonvesrUosi 
Representatives of the Bap- 
tist Student Union win attend 
the annual statewide BSU con- 
vention at the First Baptist 
Church, Hopklnsvllle, Oct. *U 
through 23. Eastern win be 
represented on the convention 
program by Linda Soderiund, 
Reglna Miller, Mary Jo Thorn* 
ton, Jerry Hopkins, Mrs. Rob- 
ert Moser, and the Rev. Dwlght 
K. Lyons, Baptist campus min< 
lster. 
The Eastern BSU Choir will 
sing at the Saturday after- 
noon session. Over 1,000 stu- 
dents and adult leaders win at- 
tend the convention, 40 repre- 
sentatives win be from East- 
ern. 
A Theological Roundtable 
discussion group meets each 
Tuesday at 4 an. at the Bap- 
tist Student Center. The group 
is presently considering Dr. 
Paul -ranch's "The Protestant 
Era." 














"THE GLASS BOTTOM 
■OAT" 
Doris Day, Rod Taylor 
• •   •   • 
October 22—Saturday 
"WHEN THE IOYS 
MEET THE GIRLS" 
Connie Francis, Harve 
Presnell, Herman's 
Hermits 
• •   •   • 
October 24—Monday 
"MARILYN" 
Marilyn Monroe, Rock 
Hudson, Jane Russell, 
Betty Grable 
October 25 and 26, 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
•Show starts at 7:00 p.m. 
"CLEOPATRA" 
Elizabeth Taylor, Richard 




Alex  Cord 
SELECTED   SHORT 
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS 
Ticket Office opens 7:00 P. M. 
One Show Onto. 
Adh. 00c; Children under 12. 26c 
•Dae to the greater length of 
this feature, show win 
start SO minutes early. 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE-IN 
4 Miles South On U.S. M 
PHONE   Cn-ITII 
WED.-THUR.-FRI. 
1ETSKIU. 
itfl. GREEN COLOR M 
—SATURDAY- 
TWO  IN  COLOR! 
Town Tamer 
Dana Andrews """B^v 
Terry Meore eo/0f   VW 
The Naked^ 
PrevC0RNEL   v\ rlvf WILDE   eoJ,i 
ONE  HR. CLEANE BS 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR. 
The Home of the Famous 15c Irumbui-qers 
and French Fries* 
Shakes:    Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond, Ky 
SUN.-MON.-TUE. 
See the World In the 
Raw, Stripped Bare 
Before Your Eyes 
In   "MACABRO" 
... From the makft of Wee/uns* 
&044 MONOgRAMS 
The lusty brogue redefined. Ounces lighter, doubly 
flexible. The Monogram1" plate on the instep Is our 
mark of quality .. . your mark of distinction. 
There-, a Plain Toe «yk. loo. Both In Black. Golden 
and Hawthorn Brown (rain call and Cordovan color CorfaasS. 
a H. BASS A CO.. 159 Main Street, Wilton, Mains 
TRY BEFORE 
YOU BUY 




mERii noRmfln cosmETics 
Corner Second and Water 
STTATTH mm Ml® 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIOHS- 
- HMN STREET * BIG HILL AVENUE 
ROBINSON'S 
Paint Store 
SOUTH  THIRD  STREET 
Now Has In Stock: 
/ Crescent Poster Boards 
(All Colors) 
l/  Clay modeling tools and 
assorted clays 
/  Number 3 Black Corte, 
Greyores; also white sepia 
and senquine 
/  Sketch Books, Ced. Art 
Pads, Water Color Pads 
(all sizes) 
/  Oil Colors, Casein Colors, 
Acrylic Polymer Colors 
/   Complete line of type 
art brushes, "Bamboo 
Brushes" 
|/  All accessories for every 
painting medium 
Stop In at 
Robinson's — South Third 
Come Bacfc>Fdr Homecoming, Weekend Grads 
HOMECOMING PLANS 
ARE  ANNOUNCED 
Plans for the annual Home- 
coming activities for the week- 
end of Nov. 4 and 5. are being 
formulated oy the staff of the 
Alumni Office. We do hope that 
as many who possibly can will 
come and join the festivities. 
We are hoping to have the 
largest group of returning 
alumni we have ever had. For 
your information, the program 
Is printed below: 
Homecoming dance, Nov. 4, 9 
p.m.-l a_m. In the cafeteria 
of the Student Union Build- 
ing. Dress is semi-formal and 
the Roy Sharpe Orchestra will 
play for your dancing pleas- 
ure. The candidates for Home- 
coming Quen will be presented. 
Registration will begin on 
Saturday, Nov. 5 at 9 and con- 
tinue until 1 p.m. Also, during 
these hours, the annual home- 
coming parade will be held at 
10 and informal tours may be 
taken immediately following 
the parade. 
Luncheons: Buffet from 
11:30-1 in the Student Union 
Building cafeteria; $1.75 for all 
you can eat Also, two private 
luncheons will be held—11:30 
in the Laboratory School Cafe- 
teria a luncheon will be held 
for Industrial Arts majors, and 
at 12 noon in a private dining 
room in the S.U.B. a luncheon 
will be held for all pre-medlcal 
alumni, this being the special 
reunion group for this year's 
homecoming, with Dr. Douglas 
Jenkins and Dr. James Mur- 
phy, co-chairmen. 
November 5 at 1:30, Crown- 
ing of the Homecoming Queen 
followed by the football game 
between Eastern and Tennes- 
see Tech at 2 p.m. 
Following the game we hope 
that all alumni and friends 
will return to Walnut Hall for 
a post-game get-together where 
coffee and punch will be served, 
compliments of the Alumni As- 
sociation, followed by dinner, 
cafeteria style, in the S.U.B. 
at 5:30. 
1906 GRADUATE NEWS 
We have heard from many 
of the 1966 graduates as to 
their whereabouts and activi- 
ties since graduation and would 
like to urge all of them to drop 
a card to the office letting us 
know about your post-gradu- 
ate activities and In turn we 
can  let  your  classmates  hear 
from you through this column. 
2/Lt CLIFFORD D. CHAM- 
BERS, son of James C. Cham- 
bers of Berea, Ky., has entered 
U.S. Air Force pilot training 
at  Webb AFB, Texas. 
Lt. Chambers will fly the 
newest Air Force Jet trainers 
and receive special academic 
and military training during 
the year-long course. Upon 
completion of the program he 
will be awarded silver pilot 
wings. 
ANN LIISLE REED, and 
MALINDA TUCKER, '65, are 
living In Honolulu where both 
are working for Aloha Air- 
lines in the Dispatch Office. 
Their address is ApL-A-2, 362 
Hobron Lane. Honolulu, 96815. 
and would love to hear from 
their Eastern friends. 
WuULIIAM R. RIGBT's new 
address is: Pvt. William R. 
Rlgby, RA-15-769-513 Co. F 1st 
Bn 1st Bgde, Fort Leonard 
Wood, Mo. 15473, and would 
love to hear from his class- 
mates and friends while serv- 
ing In the Army. 
CAROLYN SUE ANG mar- 
ried Robert Lynn Wells on Aug. 
20, and they are residing at 
231 Flnchlelgh Drive, New Al- 
bany, Ind. 47150. 
CAROL SANDY and Charles 
Klaber were married at the 
First Methodist Church at Fal- 
mouth, Ky., on Sept 3. Charles 
is a senior vo-ag student at 
Murray State University and 
Carol Is doing substitute teach- 
ing in the Murray City and 
Calloway County Schools. Their 
teaching    at       Davis     County 
Murray, 42071. 
JAMES A. SMITH Is now re- 
siding at 2861 N.W. 151st 
Stret,   Opa-Locka,   Fla.   33054. 
JAMES WARD is employed 
at Indian River Junior College 
as assistant professor of physi- 
cal education and head base- 
ball coach. His home address 
is 305 Granada Street, Ft 
Pierce, Fla. 33450. 
GERALD C. MAERZ la a 
graduate assistant in the of- 
fice of public affairs here at 
Eastern and resides at 406 
Barnes Mill Road, Richmond 
40475. 
CAROL TRUE McCLANA- 
HAN FARLEY is residing at 
1915 Northern Dancer Court, 
in Owenaboro, Ky., with ROGER 
and their daughter. Carol is 
teaching at Daviess County 
High School. 
JAMES WHITTEN SEXTON 
n. Is employed by the Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base and 
his mailing address is 2075 
Triumph, Fairborn, Ohio 45324. 
BETTY SUE PENNYCUFF 
is home economics teacher at 
Falrfield Senior High School, 
Faii-field. Ohio, and resides at 
412 Clinton Avenue, Hamilton, 
Ohio 45015. 
JANE HAUGHABOO was 
married to Howard Edward 
Cline on June 18 In the Ger- 
mantown Methodist Church. 
The new Mrs. Cline Is employed 
In the Maysville City School 
System. Mr. Cline attended 
Eastern and Is employed at 
Browning Manufacturing Co., 
Maysville. The couple will make 
their home In The Highlands, 
near Maysville. 
JACQUELINE ADAMS, 280 
Hatherly Avenue, Hamilton, 
Ohio 45013, is teaching at Mon- 
roe Elementary School in Ham- 
ilton, second grade. She is mar- 
ried to ARTHUR ADAMS, '60. 
NANCY LAUTERWASSER 
is attending the Graduate 
school of Library Science at 
the University of Illinois. Nancy 
was granted a $1,000 scholar- 
ship for her graduate work 
by the Board of Trustees of 
the Public Library of Cincin- 
nati and Hamilton County. The 
scholarship is from the Arm- 
strong Fund and she has agreed 
to work in the Public Library 
of Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County for at least one year 
after receiving her Master's de- 
gree from Illinois, where she 
Is concentrating in children's 
library work. Nancy Is receiv- 
ing her mall at Room 310, 
Sherman Hall, University of 
Illinois,   Champaign,   111.   61822. 
MARRIAGES 
Devlne-McGlnnls    
Miss Chert Gay Devine and 
CHARLES HARRISON MC- 
GINNS, '66, exchanged wed- 
ding vows June 11 at the Har- 
rodaburg Christian Church The 
couple is living in Cincinnati 
where- he is employed by Gen- 
eral Electric Co. 
Edwarda-Congleton 
Miss Patricia Jane Edwards 
became the bride of JAMES 
EDWARD CONGLETON, '66, 
on Saturday, Aug. 13 at the 
First Christian Church, Rich- 
mond. After a wedding trip to 
Myrtle Beach, they are resid- 
ing In Charlestown, Ind., where 
Mr. Congleton is teaching in- 
dustrial arts in Charlestown 
High School. 
IVk-Eatmon 
Miss Karen Marie Peck was 
married to ROBERT H.  EAT- 
MON,   '66,   on  Aug.   20  at  St 
Thomas More Church. 
Holtsclaw-Hatcher 
The Jenkins Methodist 
Church, Jenkins, Ky., was the 
scene of the wedding of Miss 
Sammie Lee Holtzclaw to 
W1ALTER T. HATCHER LU, 
'66, on June 18. 
Walker-Masters 
Miss MARY MoROBERTS 
WALKER '66, was recently 
married to Terry Lee Masters 





The MOST in Dry Cleaning 
Pius a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY 
Two Drive-In Windows 





COLLINS DRUG STORE 
For All Your Drug Needs 
Corner of Main & First 
Ellis-Rockwell 
Miss SHIRLEY ANN ELLIS, 
•66, and Irvine Wayne Rock- 
well exchanged wedding vows 
In the Ballardavllle Baptist 
Church, Ballardsvllle. on Aug. 
20. 
Stafford-Kimble 
Miss LINDA STAFFORD, 
'66, was married to Jamas Les- 
lie Kimble at the Antloch 
Christian Church in Fayette 
County, Ky.. on Aug. 13. The 
young couple Is residing at 304 
Dickerson Lane, Falmouth, Ky. 
41040, where both will be em- 
ployed by the Pendleton Coun- 
ty school system. 
Davidson-Martin 
On May 28. MARILYN 
DAVIDSON and STANLEY R. 
MARTIN were united In mar- 
riage at Covlngton, Ky. Mari- 
lyn graduated from Eastern In 
1965 and is presently employed 
as Home Economics teacher at 
Moores Hill, Ind. Stanley grad- 
uated in 1966 and Is employed 
In the Grendale public schools, 
Lawrenceburg, Ind. They re- 
ceive their mall at 977 Nowlln 
Avenue,  Lawrenceburg  47025. 
Denham-Bone 
Dr. MTTCHEL DENHAM, 
'34, announces the marriage of 
his daughter, Martha Seay 
Denham to Wlnstead Paine 
Bone III, of Lebanon, Term., on 
Aug. 6 at the First Presby- 
terian Church in Maysville. 
Both the bride and groom were 
graduated from Centre College, 
Danville. 
JUNIOR ALUMNI 
DOUGLAS H. WILKINSON, 
'65, and his wife welcomed 
their second eon on Aug. 21. 
They chose the name Mark 
Douglas and the child was wel- 
comed by a brother, Rick, who 
is two years old. Doug and his 
family have changed their ad- 
dress to 101 East Rose Street 
Smithfleld, N.C., and he is 
working in the Leaf purchases 
department of The American 
Tobacco Co. Doug writes that 
he is planning to see everyone 
at Homecoming. 
JOSEPH DAVID GRIM, '60, 
and Barbara announce the ar- 
rival of Lisa Marie on July 11. 
They also have one other child, 
a daughter, Denlse Lynn who 
was one-year-old on March 30. 
The Grims reside at OM Fort 
Trailer Park, Route 4, Har- 
rodsburg, Ky. 40330, where be 
Is teacher and coach at Mercer 
County High,   Harrodeburg. 
Julie Ann joined her broth- 
ers, Kevin and Tim on Aug. 1. 
They are children of Mr. and 
Mrs. DAVID BUROETT. '53, 
who are now enjoying the New 
Mexico climate since moving 
from the Chicago area. Their 
mailing address is McCurdy 
School, Santa Cruz,  N.M. 
Mr. and Mrs. JACK C. WAL- 
LACE, '60, announce the birth 
of a son, John Matthew, on 
Aug. 12. He Joins a brother, 
Michael, 5*4 and a sister, Meg. 
2V4. The Wallace reside at 192 
Mason Avenue, DanvtUa, Ky. 
40422. 
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM J. 
THOMPSON (THERESA, '07) 
proudly announce the arrival 
of their first child, a daugh- 
ter, on May 0. The name of 
Karleen Marie was given the 
little girt. _. 
Roger David was born April 
3 to brighten the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. JERRY LYNN SEAY, 
at 1207 Bourbon, Louisville, 
Ky. 40213. JERRY, '65, Is mar- 
ried to the former JO NELL 
WHITEHOUSE, '64, and he Is 
a chemist with Reynolds 
Metals,  Louisville. 
RICHARD EUGENE EM- 
MONS, '65, who is a Produc- 
tion Foreman for Radio Corp. 
of America, Flndlay, Ohio, and 
his wife, the former Judith A 
Campey have a new daughter, 
Michele Marie, who was born 
on March 21. Their mailing 
address is 962 Jollet Drive, 
Maumee, Ohio 43537. 
Feleeia Jenee Wilder was 
born on April 7 In Corbin. Her 
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
J. Wilder   (MAXINE, '60)  who 
reside at Star Route. Box 78, 
Rockholds, Ky. 40759. Maxlne 
is a teacher In Oak Grove. 
School. Cumberland Falls 
Route, Corbin. The Wilder* 
have another daughter, Sonya 
Argene, 6. 
A birth of interest is the 
baby boy born Aug. 28 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Nick Koenigsteln 
(Mr. "K," is director of the 
Marching Maroons Band). The 
infant, named Carl Edward, is 
welcomed by a brother, Patrick 
David, and a sister, Nlki Sue. 
Therl residence is 110 Barnes 
Mill  Road, Richmond 
IN MEMORY 
JOHN L. LILLIS, '54, died 
at his home, Arlington View, 
Richmond, Tuesday, Sept 37, 
a* a result of a heart attack, 
at the age of 37. John was an 
accountant with the William 
E. Adams firm in Richmond. 
He was a member of all bodies 
of the Masonic Lodge in Rich- 




E. IRVINE ST. 
Next to Kroger 
Parking Lot 
BIG  HILL  AYE. 
Across from 
Colonel Drive-In 
church work sad school work. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Salchli Lulls, 
two sons, John Russel and 
Georjre Henes, and a daughter, 
Mary Lynn, all at home. 
Bulletin Board 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST—Car key and office 
key in either the Grise or Fer- 
rell Rooms of the Combs Build- 
ing during the last faculty 
meeting by Mrs. Sark. If 
found, please return to Combs 
404. 
Folk Dance Festival 
Swings In London 
▲ fall Regional Folk Dea 
will be held Saturday, Oct 
from 10 am. to 8 pm. at " 
Bennett College, LondO" 
Dancing will be In the . 
gymnasium with music on .— 
ords and accordion playing mf 
Raymond McClaln of Hmdmam 
Settlement 
AH dances will be taught, a* 
learners are welcome to ulliij_ 
The   suggested  dress  U 
fortable   cotton   clothing. 
cars   will  need  to  bring 
ahoea. ^ 
Participants should bring a 
sack lunch; soft drinks win be 
furnished. 
Flu Shots 
Students may receive the 
flu vaccine shot at the Stu- 
dent Health Services Of* 
flees, Sullivan Hall, between 
the hours of 2 and 4 pjn., 
Thursday and Friday, Oct 
20 and 21 for a nominal 
charge of 00 cents. The 
money can be paid at the 
Infirmary Office. Student* 
who have colds, and who 
are allergic to eggs should 
not report for thki service. 
Eastern Progress,   Thurs., Oct.20,1966   Page. 
For All Your Cleaning, Laundry 
and Alteration Needs 
We Like Richmond, Home of 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 




IrV fix Sunday dinner levrn day* a week 
team woe* sasse. 
EXCELLENT  SERVICE  IS  SPELLED 
R-Y-M-E-L-L 
The Friendly Mae With The letter Brand 
Says, "Come By And Get Acquainted." 
COLONEL   RESTAURANT 














STOP IN AT THE 
COLLEGE SERVICE STATION 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
J0HNS0M OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010 
Green's Barber Shop 
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN 
Richmond, Ky. 
See and try our new 
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new 
in Hair Cutting 
No Itching      No Scratching 
FIVE COMPtTEMT BARBERS TO 
serve you at all times, 
and Cleo to shine your shoes 




Automatic Car Wash 
ONLY two minutes for a Complete 
Wash: Over, Under, and All Around. 
Stay in your Car: Monorail does the rest! 
Located Next to Adams 66 Service Station 
On the Eastern By-Pass. 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash, 
let our attendants do lt for you."' 
2 Hocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
1 
(By th$ author of"RaOy Round UuFlag ,BoV$r. 
"Dobi»aau$»tie.) 
WEST HA1 AT CITY UNITS 1 RCHMOND 
ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH 
Way beck in 1968 I started writing this column about 
campus life. Today, a full 18 yean later, I am still writing 
this column, for my interest in undergraduates is as keen 
and lively as ever. This is called "arrested development:' 
But where else can a writer find a subject as fascinating 
as the American campus ? Where else are minds so nettled, 
bodies so roiled, psyches so unglued 7 
Right now, for example, though the new school year has 
just begun, you've already encountered the following dis- 
asters: 
1. You hate your teachers. 
2. You hate your courses. 
8. You hate your room-mates. 
4. You have no time to study. 
6. You have no place to study. 
Friends, let us, without despair, examine your problems 
one by one. 
1. You kale your teachers. For shame, friends! Try 
looking at things their way. Take your English teacher, 
for instance. Here's a man who is one of the world's 
authorities on Robert Browning, yet he wears $30 tweeds 
and a pre-war necktie while his brother Sam, a high school 
dropout, earns 70 thou a year in aluminum siding. Is it so 
hard to understand why he writes "F" on top of your 
themes and "Eeeyich!" in the margin? Instead of hating 
him, should you not admire his dedication to scholarship, 
his disdain for the blandishments of commerce ? Of course 
you should. You may flunk, but Pippa passes. 
2. Yew kale your courses. You say, for example, that 
you don't see the use of studying Macbeth when you are 
majoring in veterinary medicine. You're wrong, friends. 
Believe me, some day when you are running a busy kennel, 
you'll be mighty glad you learned "Out, damned Spot!" 
8. Yon hale your room-mates. This is, unquestionably, 
a big problem-in fact, the second biggest problem on 
American campuses. (The first biggest, of course, is on 
which side of your mortar board do you dangle the tassel 
at Commencement T) But there is an answer to the room- 
mate problem: keep changing room-mates. The optimum 
interval, I have found, is every four hours. 
4. You have no time to study. Friends, I'm glad to re- 
port there is a simple way to find extra time in your busy 
schedule. All you have to do is buy some Personna Super 
Stainless Steel Blades. Then you won't be wasting pre- 
cious hours hacking away with inferior blades, mangling 
your face again and again in a tedious, feckless effort to 
winnow your whiskers. Personna shaves you quickly and 
slickly, easily and breesily, hacklessly, scrapelessly, tug? 
lesaly, nicUessly, scratch lessly, matchlessly. Furthermore, 
Personna Blades last and last. Moreover, they are avail- 
able both in double-edge and Injector style. And, as if this 
weren't enough, Personna is now offering you a chance to 
grab a fistful of $100 bills. The Personna Super Stainless 
Steel Sweepstakes is off and running! You can win $10,000 
and even more. Get over to your Personna dealer for de- 
tails and an entry blank. Don't just stand there! 
5. You have no place to study. This is a thorny one. 111 
admit, what with the library so jammed and the dorms so 
noisy. But with a little ingenuity, you can still find a quiet, 
deserted spot-like the ticket office of the lacrosse team. 
Or a testimonial dinner for the dean. Or the nearest re- 
cruiting station. 
You see, friends T When you've got a problem, don't Be 
down and quit Attack! Remember: America did not be- 
come the world's greatest producer of milk solids and 
sorghum by running away from a fight 1 
Tfte saeJksrs e# PsrsewM Sayer Stateless Steal Mads* 
fd—Ms edge or f n/ecter uyU) mmd Bmrwm-Shm— fream. 
tar or mmrntkml) mrm mUmtud (or mmprmhmuimu) to tlLa 
y— —Utor year «■/ Max Shmim*»\ nninMiHi, sasoaZ 
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Proposed Revision of the 
CONSTITUTION 
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
THE 
THE CONSTITUTION Of      _.,„ 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
Preamble „   . _^ 
Ire,  the  people  of  the Commonwealth of  Kentucky, 
[grateful to Almighty God for the civil, political and 
religious  liberties we enloy,  and   Invoking  the con- 
tinuance of these blessings, do ordain and establish 
this Constitution. 
ARTICLE I. BILL OF RIGHTS     . 
■That   the  great   and   essential   principles   of  liberty 
lid   free   government   may   be   recognized   and   es- 
Ibllshed^We Declare that— 
Ictton One. Basic Rishts 
■All men are, bv nature, free and equal, and have 
Irtaln Inherent and Inalienable rights, among which 
lay be reckoned: 
■First: The right of enloyIno and defending their 
Ires and liberties. 
■Second:   The   right   of  worshipping  Almighty   God 
|cording to the dictates of their consciences. 
■Third:   The   right   of   seeking   and   pursuing   their 
Ifety and happiness. 
■Fourth: The right of freely communicating their 
■oughts and opinions. 
■ Fifth: The right of acquiring and protecting property. 
[Sixth: The right of assembling together In a peace- 
lie manner for their common good, and of applying 
J those Invested with the power of government for 
■dress of grievances or other proper purposes, by 
etition, address or remonstrance. 
■Seventh: The right to bear arms In defense of them- 
Ilves and of the Commonwealth, sublect to the power 
I the General Assembly to enact laws to prevent 
Arsons from carrying concealed weapons. 
, JIM Two. Arbitrary Power 
[Absolute and arbitrary power over the lives, liberty 
*d property of freemen exist nowhere In a republic, 
lit even In the largest malorlly. 
fiction Three. Equality of Man 
[All  men,  when  they form  a  social  compact,  are 
puai;   and  no  grant  of  exclusive,  separate  public 
lOluments or privileges shall be made to any man 
, set of men, except In consideration of public 
krvlces; but no property shall be exempt from 
Ixatlon except as provided In this Constitution, and 
Very grant of a franchise, privilege or exemption, 
kail remain sublect to revocation, alteration or 
nendment. 
action Four. Inherent Power 
[All power is Inherent In the people, and all free 
bvernments are founded on their authority and in- 
tituled for their peace, safety, happiness and the 
rotectlon of property. For the advancement of these 
hds, they have at all times an inalienable and In- 
■feaslble right to alter, reform or abolish their 
bvernroent in such manner as they may deem proper, 
action Five. Religious Freedom 
[No preference shall ever be given by law to any 
lllglous sect, society or denomination; nor to any 
articular creed, mode of worship or system of 
Ecleslastlcal polity; nor shall any person be com- 
plied to attend any place of worship, to contribute 
the erection or maintenance of any such place, or 
, the salary or support of any minister of religion; 
br shall any man be compelled to send his child to 
fry school to which he may be conscientiously op- 
bsecj; and the civil rights, privileges or capacities 
I no person shall be taken away, or In anywise 
Iminlshed or enlarged, on account of his belief or dis- 
pllef of any religious tenet, dogma or teaching. No 
&man authority shall. In any case whatever, control 
Interfere with the rights of conscience, 
iction Six. Free Elections 
[All elections shall be free and equal. lion' Tr 
TD«  JnKm&'jjrtrial by  lury  shall be held 
cred, and the right thereof remain Inviolate, sublect 
such modifications at may be authorized by fhis 
lonstltutlon. / 
Vtion Eight. Free Speech and Press 
[Printing presses shall be free to, every person who 
Jndertakes to examine the proceedings of the General 
Lssembly br any branch of government, and no law 
hall ever be made to restrain the right thereof. 
Ivery person may freely and fully speak, write and 
irlnt on any sublect, being responsible for the abuse 
that liberty. 
action Nine. Libel Prosecution .     ... 
. In prosecutions for the publication of papers investi- 
gating the official conduct of officers or men In a 
lubJic capacity, or where the matter published is 
[roper for public Information, the truth thereof may 
be given in evidence; and In all Indictments for libel 
[helury shall have the right to determine the law and 
Ihe facts, under the direction of the court as In other 
Eases. 
Section Ten. Search and Seizure 
The people shall be secure In their persons, houses, 
apers and possessions, from unreasonable search and 
■eliire;  and  no  warrant  shall  Issue to  search  anv 
place, or seize any person or thing, without describing 
Jthem   as   nearly   as   may   be,   nor   without   probable 
■cause supported by oath or affirmation. 
■section Eleven. Rights of Accused 
I   In  all  criminal   prosecutions  the  accused  has  the 
■right to be heard by himself and counsel; to demand 
Ithe  nature and cause of the accusation against him; 
I to meet the witnesses face to face, and to have.com- 
Bilsory process for obtaining witnesses In his favor. 
t cannot be compelled to dive evidence against him- 
I self, nor can he be deprived of his life, liberty or 
I property, unless by the ludgment of his peers or the 
few of the land; and In prosecutions by Indictment or 
Information, he shall have a speedy public trial by an 
Impartial lury of the vicinage; but the General As- 
sembly may provide by general law for a change of 
venue In such prosecutions for both the defendant and 
the Commonwealth, the change to be made to the most 
convenient county in which a fair trial can be ob- 
jection Twelve. Method of Prosecution . 
No person, for an Indictable offense, shall be pro- 
ceeded against criminally bv Information, except In 
cases arising In the land or naval forces, or in the 
militia, when In actual service, In time of war or 
public danger, or by leave of court for oppression or 
misdemeanor In office. . 
Section  Thirteen.   Double  Jeopardy;   Eminent   Domain 
No person shall, for the same offense, be twice put 
In leopardy of his life or limb, nor shall any man's 
property be taken or applied to public use without the 
consent of his representatives, and without lust com- 
pensation being previously made to him. 
Section Fourteen. Judicial Remedy 
All courts shall be open, and every person for an 
Inlury done him In his lands, goods, person or reputa- 
tion shall have remedy by due course of law. and 
right and iustlce administered without sale, denial or 
Section Fifteen. Suspension of Laws 
No power to suspend laws shall be exercised unless 
by the General Assembly or Its authority. 
Section Sixteen. Ball; Habeas Corpus 
All prisoners shall be bailable by sufficient securi- 
ties, unless for capital offenses when the proof Is evi- 
dent or the presumfctlon great; and the privilege of 
the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended un- 
less when, in case of rebellion or Invasion, the public 
safety may reonlre It. 
Section Seventeen. Excessive Ball or Penalty 
Excessive bah snail not be required, nor excessive 
fines imposed, nor cruel punishment Inflicted. 
section Eighteen. Imprisonment for Debt 
Xht person of a oebtor, where there Is not strong 
presumption of fraud, shall not be continued In prison 
after delivering up his estate for the benefit of his 
creditors In such manner as shall be prescribed by 
Section  Nlnofoon.   Ex  Post  Facto  Law;   Impairment 
NoCex'post facto law, nor any law impairing the 
obligation of contracfsshall be enacted. 
^o°person"snall bVattalned of treason or felony by 
the  General  Assembly,  and   no  attainder   shall   work 
corruption of blood, nor, except during the life of the 
nffender, forfeiture of estate to the Commonwealth. 
Section twenty-One. Descent and Distribution 
™? estateof such persons as shall destroy their 
o*n lives shall descend or vest as In case of natural 
death   andIK any person shall be killed by casualty, 
there shall be no forfeiture by reason thereof, 
section Twintv-Two. Military Maintenance 
No standing army shall, In time of peace, be maln- 
t»^d without the consent of the General Assembly; 
and the mimirv shall, In all cases and at all times, 
X in strltf subordination to the civil power; nor sha« 
Shy  so dier, in time of peace, be chartered  In any 
^cJZSZ^wXfrTSZr,, any title of 
SSEa^  —  not be 
bers, but a contested election shall be determined  In 
such manner as shall be directed by law 
Settle* Eleven. Rule* of Preedure; Conduct 
specme nouses, and In going to and returning from 
the same; and for any speech or debate in either 
they   shall  net  be   questioned   In  any  other 
Sixteen. Incempatatt* Offices 
.enator or Representative shall, during the term 
bT appointed Selected to'e^clv^ffkerof profit'in 
this Commonwealth which, sffell hsye. been.created, 
or me emoluments of. whlcn snan nave. neon in- 
creased .during me said,term except to such offices 
ae may be filled by the election of the people. 
Section seventeen. Collector ef Public Money 
No person who may neve been a collector of taxes 
or public moneys for eny unit of government or the 
assistant or deputy of such collector shell be eligible 
for membership In the General Assembly unless he 
shall have obtained a quietus six months before the 
election for the amount of euch collection and for alt 
public moneys for which he may have been responsl- 
•^,T^.Vosns8^to? fin.. £"KMS.unlS5 
reported  py  e _committee  ana 
Section Twenty-Six. Waiver of Indictment 
An accused  person  who has the right  under  this 
Constitution to be tried only by indictment may, after 
receiving the advice of counsel, waive that right and 
consent to be tried by information. 
Section Twenty-Seven. Detention of Witnesses 
No person who may  be a  material  witness  in a 
criminal   proceeding   may   be   imprisoned   on   that 
ground,  but  he  may  be  detained  for  a  reasonable 
period of time for questioning. 
Section Twenty-Eight. Interception ef Communications 
The people shall be secure In their persons, houses, 
papers and possessions from Interception of tele- 
graphic, telephonic, and other electronic means of 
communication, and from Interception of oral and 
other communications by electric, electronic or me- 
chanical means. 
To guard against transgression of the high powers 
which we delegate below. We Declare that everything 
In this Bill of Rights Is excepted out of the general 
powers of government, and shall forever remain In- 
violate; and all laws contrary thereto, or contrary to 
this Constitution, shall be void. 
ARTICLE II. GENERAL POWERS OF GOVERNMENT 
Section One. Separation of Powers 
Subsection One. The powers of the government of 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky shall be divided Into 
three distinct departments, and each of them be con- 
fined to a separate body of magistracy, to wit: Those 
which are legislative, to one; those which are execu- 
tive, to another; and those which are judicial, to 
another. 
Subsection Two. No person or collection of persons 
being of one of those departments, shall exercise any 
power properly belonging to either of the others, ex- 
cept in the Instances hereinafter expressly directed 
or permitted 
ARTICLE  III. LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT 
Section One. Legislative Power; General Assembly 
The legislative power shall be vested In a House of 
Representatives and a Senate which together shall be 
styled the "General Assembly of the Commonwealth 
o' Kentucky." 
Section Two. Number ef Legislators; Terms 
The number of Representatives shall be one hundred, 
and the number of Senators shall be thirty-eight. The 
terms of office of members of the House of Represen- 
tatives and of the Senate elected at a regular election 
shall commence upon the first day of January next 
succeeding their election.. . 
Section  Three,   composition  of  House;   Election  and 
Terms of Members 
Subsection One. The Senate shall, be composed of 
one Senator from each Senatorial District, elected by 
the qualified voters of the district. Senators shall hold 
their offices for terms of six years. The several dis- 
tricts shall be arranged Into three groups so that, as 
nearly as possible, one third of the Senators shall be 
elected every second year. 
Subsection Two. The House of Representatives shall 
be composed of one Representative from each Repre- 
sentative District elected by the qualified, voters of the 
district. Representatives shall hold their offices for 
terms of four years. The several districts shall be ar- 
ranged so that one half of the Representatives shall 
be elected every second year. 
Section Four. Qualifications of Legislators 
No person shall be a Representative who, at the 
time of his election. Is not a citizen of Kentucky, has 
not attained the age of twenty-four years, and who has 
not resided In thj* Commonwealth two vearsnext pre- 
ceding his electron, and the last year thereof In the 
district for which he mav be chosen, No person shall 
be a Senator who, at the time of his election. Is not 
a citizen of Kentucky, has not attained the age of 
thirty vears, and has not resided in this Common- 
wealth six years next preceding his election, and the 
last year thereof In the dlstrlcf for which he may be 
Section Five. Legislative Districts 
The first General Assembly after the adoptton of 
this Constitution shall divide the Commonwealth Into 
thirty-eight Senatorial Districts, and one hundred Rep- 
resentative Districts, as nearly equal in population as, 
may be without dividing any county, except *here a 
county may Include more than one district, which dis- 
tricts shall consjitute the Senatorial and Representa- 
tive Districts for ten years. At the expiration of that 
time, the General Assembly shall then, and every ten 
years thereafter, redlstrlct the Commonwealth accord- 
ing to this rule, and for the purposes expressed In 
this section. If, In making said districts, Inequality of 
population should be unavoidable, any advantage 
resulting therefrom shall be given to districts having 
the largest territory. No part of a county shall be 
added to another county to make a district, and the 
counties forming a district shall be contiguous. 
Section Six. Redlstrlcting Commission   
To facilitate districting or redlstrlcting of the Com- 
monwealth for the several purposes required In this 
Constitution, the Governor, with the approval of the 
Senate, shall appoint a commission composed of not 
fewer than seven nor more than fifteen members, 
which commission shall submit Its recommendations 
on redlstrlcting to the General Assembly. 
Section Seven Officers of Legislature 
The House of Representatives analI choose Its 
Speaker   and   other   officers,   and   the   Senate   shall 
i5c?ieen"SE8lhtcersch«i«i.   and   Place  of   Legislative 
Subsection One. The General Assembly shall be a 
continuing body. It shall meet annually In regular ses- 
sion for not longer than sixty legislative days, exclu- 
sive of Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays. How- 
ever, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the mem- 
bers elected to each House, fixing a time in the sahie 
calendar year, the General Assembly may meer-for 
an extended session of not more than thirty gglaJaTive. 
days, but anv such extended session shall be finally 
idlourned not later than the thirtieth of June of the 
year. A legislative day Is a calendar day. 
Subsection Two. The General Assembly shall con- 
vene on the first Tuesday after the first Monday In 
January every year, except that In years following the 
election of a Governor of this Commonwealth, the 
General Assembly shall convene on the first Tuesday 
in March instead of January. 
Subsection Three. Sessions of the General Assembly 
shall be held at the seat of government, except In 
case of war, insurrection or pestilence, when it may, 
bv proclamation of the Governor, assemble, for the 
time being, elsewhere. ,_-.., 
Subsection Four. The limitation as to length of ses- 
sion shell not apply to the Senate when sitting as a 
court of Impeachment. 
Section Nine  Qusrum 
Not less then a majority of the members of each 
House of the General Assembly, shall constitute a 
quorum to do business, but a smaller number May ad- 
journ from day to day, and shall be authorized bv law 
to compel the attendance of absent members in such 
manner and under such penalties as may be pre- 
lection Ten^Quallflcatlen.; Contests 
Each House of the General Assembly shell Judge of 
qualifications, elections and returns of  its mem- 
ZlStSnTwenty-Five. Involuntary Servitude 
"Ifavery Md Involuntary servitude In thls^Common- 
^.uith are forbidden, except as a punishment for 
crim? whereof the person shall have been duly con- 
victed. 
Ol   MrMfW 
Each House of the General Assembly may deter- 
mine the rules of Its proceedings, punish a member 
for disorderly behavior, and, with the concurrence of 
two thirds, expel e member, but,not e second time for 
the same cause, end may punish for contempt any 
person who refuses to attend as a witness, or to bring 
any paper proper to be used, es evidence before the 
General Assembly, or either House thereof, or e Com- 
mittee of either, or to testify concerning ew matter 
which may be a proper sublect of Inquiry by the Gen- 
eral Assembly, or offers or gives a bribe to a mem- 
ber of the General Assembly, or attempts by other 
corrupt means or device to control or Influence, a 
member to cost his vote of. withhold the same. The 
punishment and mode of proceeding tor contemptln 
such cases shell,be prescribed by bw. but the term 
of Imprisonment In any such case shall not extend be- 
the. session of ihe.Oonerol Assembly. 
House of the General Assembly .shall keep and 
„, dalhr a lournal of Its proceedings; and the 
yeas and nays of the members on any question shall, 
at the desire of any two of the members elected, be 
"iSfltousV *d?rlnJ*the, session of the^General 
Assembly, shall, without the cement;of theJftfr. ad- 
Km for more men three days nor to any other place 
n that In which It may be sitting. 
^The^rnonTOS^mTT^*' AH£mb'v JfiSLE verally receive from the Treasury of the Common- 
wealth an .annual .compensation tojxt fixed bv law. 
cases except treason, felony end .broach dlthe peace 
or of the surety thereof, be privileged from.arrest 
during their attendance on the sessions of their re- 
printed for the 
committee refu 
use of the members. But whenever a 
-jeea or tails le report a bill »ubmTtted 
to it In a reasonable time, the same may be called 
up by motion of any member, and upon adoption of the 
paryear" Every bill shall be reeAv title and number 
three different devs In each .House. No bill shall 
. law unless, on Its final passage^lt receives 
i votes of at least two-fifths of the members eii lected 
each House and a majority of the memberi: voting, 
i vote to be token by veeii and nayk and entered In 
lournal. A bill or resolutionfor the approprlet'-- 
noney or the creation of debt shall, on its fl 
lotion 
If m " inal 
passage, receive the vote* of a maiorlty of all the 
members elected to each House. 
Section Nineteen. Revenue Bills  
All bills for raising revenue shall .originate In the 
House of Representative*, but the Senate mav pro- 
pose amendments thereto. However, no new matter 
shall be Introduced, under color of amendment, which 
$#fhe*GVneraT'Assembly may contract debts to meet 
casual deficits or failures  In the revenue, but such 
debts, dTreet or eontTitgennalngly or In the aggregate 











oral fund tax revenue otjRe Commonweal forthe 
preceding fiscal mr.Mi*m moneys arising from 
loans creeling sytfi debte shall be applied only tothe 
purpose for which they .were obtained or to  repay 
such debts. The General Asserobtv may contract debts 
No act of the General Assembly shall au— 
debt to be contracted on behalf of the Con; 
except for the purposes mentioned In Sectl 
of this Article unSs*. provision be made 
lev* and collect en annual tax sufficient 
Interest sllpuleted end to *»charge the 
thirty years; nor shall such act take e 
shall have been submitted to me people a 
election and shall have received a malorlt' . 
votes cast for and agalmt.lt. However, the General 
Assembly mav contrect debts, bv borrowing money to 
pav any part of the debTof ft* Commenwealth with- 
out submission to the people end without making pro- 
visions In the act authorizing the same for a tax to 
discharge   the   debt   so   contracted    or   the    Interest 
SertSn Twenty-Two. Subleets; Amendment 
No law enacted by the General Assembly .shall re- 
late to more than one subject and that shall be ex- 
pressed In the title. No section of any law shall be re- 
vised, amended, or the proyTslons thereof extended or 
conferred by reference to in title only, but arty section 
of any  law which  Is revised, amended, extended or 
The General Assembly.shall have no power to re- 
lease, extinguish or euthorize the releaslnger ex- 
tinguishing of. In whole or In part, the indebtedness 
or liability or any corporalSn or ndlvldual to this 
Commonwealth or to anv unit of local government. 
Section Twenty-Peer. Inspector and Examiner 
The General Assembly shall appoint an Inspector 
and Examiner to serve at Its pleasure. The Inspector 
and Examiner shall conduct audits as prwrlbed by 
law and h» shall have such other respomlWllt^and 
duties as may^e prescribed by the General Assembly 
and shall report to the General Assembly and to the 
2ectto^twenty-Five.  Recovery  for  Personal   inlury; 
Workmen's Compensation   
Subsection One. The General Assembly shell have 
no power to limit the amount to ,be recovered for In- 
lurles resulting in death, or for Inlurles to person or 
"^Subsection Two, Notwithstanding the other provisions 
of this Constitution, the General Assembly may by 
general law provide for a compulsory system of work- 
men's compensation and provide for the enforcement 
Section' Twentv-Slx. Iffectlv* Date of ill* 
iJo act except general appropriation bills shall be- 
come e law until ninety devs after the termination of 
the regular, extended or extraordinary, session at 
which It was passed, except In cases of emrgenxy, 
when, bv the concurrence of a maiorlty of the mem- 
bers elected to each House of the General Assembly, 
by a yee and nay vote entered upon their lourneis, en 
noVTC. ^^.soni"torW^eS^^,u«j 
the action must be set out et length In the lournal of 
lartlan'^wantT Seven   Signing ef Bill* 
No Mil shell become alew until the same shall 
have been signed bv the presiding officer of each of 
the two Houses In open, session. Before such officer 
shall have affixed his signature to any bill he ■hall 
suspend ell other business end declare that such bill 
now be read end met he wiM sign the 
end that it may become a law bill shall then be 
read by title) end number end compared; and, If cor- 
rectly enrolled, he shall. In the presence of the House 
in open session end before anv other business is en- 
tertelned. affix his signature, which fact shall be 
noted In the lournal, and the bill Immediately sent to 
the other House. When It reaches the other House, the 
presiding officer thereof shall Immediately suspend 
all other business,, announce the reception of the bill, 
and the same proceeding shall thereupon be observed. 
In every respect as In the Hayse In which It was first 
signed. And thereupon the Clerk of the latter House 
Sail immediately present the same to the Governor 
r his signature and approval. In an Instance where 
the presiding officer refuses to sign.a bill, It shall be 
certlfledbv the Chief Clerk underoath. 
Section Twenty-Eight. Personal Interest .... 
A member who has a personal or private interest 
in any measure or bill proposed or pending before the 
General Assembly shall disclose the fact to. the House 
of which he is a member and shall not vote thereon 
s;Pc^^weniy.NU.n.0npr,v.,.CU«m, 
The General Assembly shall neither auo 
anv private claim against the Commonwe 
for expenses Incurred during the session■» 
same was allowed, but may appropriate 
pay such claim as shall have been euoT 
lowed according to law. 
Section Thirty. Local ar 
Sr alkm 
ich the 
money  to 
ed and ai- 
and Special Laws 
The General Assembly shall not pass local or spe- 
cial acts concerning any of the following subleets, or 
for eny of the following purposes, namely: . ' 
First: To regulate the lurlsdictlon, or the practice, 
or the circuits of the courts of iustlce, or the rights, 
powers, duties, or compensation of the officers there-, 
of; but Ihe practice in circuit courts In continuous.ses- 
sion may, by a general law, be made different from 
the practice of circuit courts new In .terms. 
Second: To regulate the summoning, impaneling or 
compensation of grand or petit lurors. 
Third: To provide for changes of venue In civil or 
Fourth: To regulate the punishment of crime and 
misdemeanors, or to  remit fines,  penalties  or for- 
FYfthV To regulate the limitation of civil or criminal 
Sixth: To affect the estete of cestyls qua trust, de- 
cedents. Infants or other persons under disabilities, or 
to authorize eny such persons to sell, lease, encumber 
or dispose of their, property. 
Seventh: To declare any person of age, or to relieve 
an infant of feme covert of disability, or to enable' 
him to do acts allowed only to adults not under dls- 
Elghth:  To change the law of descent, distribution 
Ninth: To authorize the adoption or legitimation of 
children. 
Tenth: To grant divorces. 
Eleventh: To change the names of persons. 
Twelfth: To give effect to Invalid deeds, wills or 
other Instruments. ,   , 
Thirteenth: To legalize, except es against the Com- 
monwealth, the unauthorized or Invalid act of any of- 
ficer or public agent of the Commonwealth, or of any 
unit of loeal government. __ 
Fourteenth: To refund money legally paid Into the 
Treasury of the Commonwealth. 
Fifteenth: To authorize or to regulate the levy, the 
assessment or the collection of texes, or to give any 
indulgence or discharge to any assessor or collector of 
taxes, or to his sureties. 
Sixteenth: To authorize the opening, altering, main- 
taining or vacating of roads, highways, streets, alleys, 
town plats, cemeteries, graveyards, or public grounds 
not owned by the Commonwealth. 
Seventeenth: To grant a charter to any corporation, 
or to amend the charter of anv existing corporation), 
to license companies or persons to own or operate 
ferries, bridges, roods or turnpikes; to declare, 
streams navigable, or to authorize the construction of 
booms or dams therein, or to remove obstructions 
therefrom; to affect toll gates or to regulate tolls; to 
regulate fencing or the running at large of stock. 
Eighteenth: To create, Increase or decrease fees, 
percentages or allowances to public officers, or to ex- 
tend the time for collection thereof, or to authorize 
officers to appoint deputies. 
Nineteenth: To give eny person or corporation the 
rlghtto Tey e railroad track or tramway, or to amend 
existing charters for such purposes. 
Twentieth: To provide for conducting elections, or 
for designating the places of voting, or changing the 
boundaries of wards, precincts or districts, except 
when new counties mav be created.    ., . 
Twenty-First: TO regulate the rate of interest. 
Twenty-second: To authorize the creation, extension, 
enforcement, Impairment or release of liens. 
Twenty-Third:'To provide for the protection of game 
* Twenty-Fourth: To regulate labor, trade, mining or 
manufacturing. . .   , , 
Twenty-Fifth:  To  provide  for  the management of 
CCTwenty!sbSh':,'To locate or change a county seat. 
Twenty-Seventh: To provide a means of taking the 
sense of the oeoole of any city, town, district, pre 
cinct or county, whether they wish to authorize, regu- 
late or prohibit therein the sale of vinous, spirituous 
or malt liquors, or alter the liquor laws. 
Twenty-Eighth: Restoring to citizenship persons con- 
victed ot infamous crimes. 
Twenty-Ninth:   In all other  cases where  a general 
law can be made applicable, no special law Shall be 
.enacted. 
Section Thirty-One. Amendments to Special Laws 
The General Assembly shall not Indirectly enact any 
special or local act by the repeal in part of a general 
act or by exempting from the operation of a general 
act any unit of local government, but laws repealing 
local or special acts may be enacted. No law shall be 
enacted granting powers or privileges In any case 
where the granting of such powers or privileges shall 
nave been provided for by a general law, nor where 
Ihe courts have lurlsdictlon to grant the same or to 
give the relief asked for. Unless otherwise expressly 
Kovided in this Constitution, no law shall be enacted 
take effect upon approval of any authority other 
ttian the General Assembly except such law* as re- 
late to the sale, loan* or gift of vinous spirituous or 
malt liquors, bridges, turnpikes or other public roads, 
public buildings or Improvements, fencing, running at 
large of stock, matters pertaining to common schools, 
paupers, and the regulation by units of local govern- 
ment of their affairs. 
Section 'Thirty-Two. Local Option 
The General Assembly shall by general law provide 
a means whereby the sense of the people of any coun- 
ty, cltv, town, district or precinct may be taken, as to 
whether or not spirituous, vinous or malt liquors shall 
be sold, bartered or loaned therein, or the sale there- 
of regulated. But nothing herein shall be construed to 
interfere with or to repeal anv law In force relating 
to the sale or gift of such liquors. All elections on 
this question may be held on a day other than the 
regular election days. 
Section Thirty-Three. Style of Laws 
The style of the laws of this Commonwealth shall 
be es follows: "Be It enacted by the General Assem- 
bly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky." 
ARTICLE  IV. IMPEACHMENTS 
Section One. Power ef Impeachment 
The  House of  Representatives shall  have the sole 
power of impeachment.       . , 
Section TWO. Trial of Impeachment 
All impeachments shall be tried bv the Senate. 
When sitting for that purpose, the Senators shall be 
upon oath or affirmation. No person shall be con- 
victed  without  the concurrence of two-thirds of  the 
Secfien"VSrSe'liabiiity; Judgment 
The Governor and ali civil officers shall be liable to 
impeachment for misdemeanors in office; but ludg- 
ment In such cases shall not extend further than re 
moval from office and disqualification to hold any of 
flee of honor, trust or profit under this Common- 
wealth; but the person convicted shelt, nevertheless, 
be sublect and liable to Indictment, trial and punish- 
ment by law. 
ARTICLE V. THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
Section One. Executive Power; Governor 
The supreme executive power of the Commonwealth 
shall be vested In a Chief Magistrate, who shall be 
styled the "Governor of the Commonwealth of Ken- 
tucky." 
Section Two.   Election, Qualifications, Term and Com- 
Suosectlon One. The Governor shell be elected tor 
the term of four years by the qualified voters of the 
Commonwealth. The person having me Highest number 
of votes shall be Governor; but If two or more shall 
be equal and highest In votes, the election shall be de- 
termined by lot In such manner es the General As- 
MSubsectlon Two. 'He shell be Ineligible to the office 
of Governor for the next succeeding four years after 
the expiration of any two consecutive terms for which 
he shall have been elected. _ .  _ 
Subsection Three. He shall be at least thirty veers 
of age, and have been a citizen end a resident of 
Kentucky for at least six yeers next preceding  his 
Subsection Four. He shell commence the execution 
of the duties of his office on the fifth Tuesday succeed- 
ing his election and shall continue In the execution 
thereof until his successor shall have qualified.   , 
Subsection Five. He shall receive an annual com- 
pensation to be fixed bv law. 
The Governor shall be Commander-In-Chlef of the 
army and navy of this Commonwealth, and of the 
militia thereof, except when they shall be called Into 
the service ot the United States; but he shall not com- 
mand personally In the field unless advised so to do 
oy a resolution of the General Assembly. 
Section Pour. Administrative Powers, 
Subsection One. The Governor shall have the power, 
except as otherwise provided In this Constitution, to 
fill vacancies by granting commissions which .shall ex- 
pire when such vacancies shall have been filled ac- 
cording to the provisions of this Constitution. 
Subsection Two. He mey require Information In 
writing from the officers of the Executive Department 
upon any sublect relating to the duties ot their re- 
IScttonV/vriudlclal .. 
The Governor shall have power to remit fines and 
orfeitures, commute sentences, grant reprieves and 
pardons, except in case of impeachment, and he shall 
file with each application therefor a statement„of the 
reasons tor his decision thereon, which application 
and statement shall always be open to public inspec- 
tion. In cases of treason, be shell have .power K> 
grant reprieves until the end of the next session of the 
General Assembly, In which the power of pardoning 
shall be vested.. 
Section Six. Legislative Power 
Subsection One. The Governor shall, from time to 
time, give to the General Assembly Information of the 
state of the Commonwealth and recommend to their 
consideration such measures as he may deem ex- 
pedient. 
Subsection Two. He mav on extraordinary occasions 
convene tne General Assembly at the seat of govern- 
ment, or. If that should have become dangerous from 
an enemy or from contagious diseeset, at a different 
place. When the Governor shell convene the .General 
Assembly It shall be by proclamation staling the sub- 
leets to be considered, and no others shall .be con- 
sidered. The Governor may In such proclamation limit 
tne period In which the General Assembly shall re- 
main in session. 
Subsection Three. Whenever the Governor shall con- 
vene the General Assembly between the first day of 
January and the first Tuesday In March In the year 
following his election, for the purpose of extraordinary 
session, the Generel Assembly shall upon convening 
sit In regular session. 
Section Seven. General Dulles 
The  Governor   shall   take  care  that  the  laws  be 
Section  Eight.   Lieutenant  Governor;   Election;   Term; 
Qualification* 
A lieutenant Governor shall I* chosen et even- 
regular election for Governor, In the same manner, 
to continue In office tor the same time, and possess 
the same qualifications as the Governor. He shall be 
Ineligible to the ottice of Lieutenant Governor for the 
next succeeding four years after the expiration of anv 
two consecutive terms tor which he shall have been 
lection' Nine. President ef Senate    , ,..._. 
The Lieutenant Governor shall, bv virtue, of his of- 
fice, be President of the Senate, heve a right, when 
In Committee of the Whole, to debate and vote on all 
subleets, and when the Senate Is equally divided, to 
lection Ten. AcUng Governor; Disability 
Subsection One. Should the Governor be Impeached 
and removed from office, die, refuse to qualify, re- 
sign, certify bv entry on his, lournal that, temporarily, 
he cannot discharge the duties of his office, or should 
It be determined, es provided In Subsection Two, that 
he Is unable to discharge such duties for any other 
reason, the Lieutenant Governor shall exercise all the 
power and authority appertaining to the office of Gov- 
ernor until another be duly elected and qualified 
or the Governor shall be able to discharge the duties 
of  his office. 
Subsection Two.    The Inability of the Governor, or 
Serson acting as Governor, to discharge the duties of 
Is office "for any other reason" as set out In Subsec- 
tion One herein, and in Section Eleven of this Article, 
shall, upon reasonable notice and hearing, be de- 
termined expedlttousiy by a maionty ot Ihe Supreme 
Court of this Commonwealth upon a request and 
written certlflcetion under oath by the Auditor of Pub- 
lic Accounts, the Attorney-General, and a doctor of 
medicine designated pursuant to law, or by any two 
of these. The Supreme Court shall upon Its own Ini- 
tiative determine If and when the Inability ceases. 
The determination of Inability and cessation thereof 
by the Supreme Court shall be final.   ..       ■ 
Subsection Three. In the trial of the Governor on 
Impeachment, the Lieutenant Governor shall .not act 
as President of the Senate or take part In the_pro- 
ceedlngs, but the Chief Justice ot the supreme Court 
shall preside during the trial. 
Section Eleven. President Pre Tempere 
A President pro tempore ot the Senate shall be 
elected by each Senate as soon after its organization 
as possible, the Lieutenant Governor vacating his seat 
as President of the Senate until such election shall oe 
made; and as often as there is a vacancy in the of- 
fice of President pro tempore another President pro 
tempore of the Senate shall be elected by Ihe Senate, 
if in session. And If, during the vacancy of the office 
of Governor, the Lieutenant Governor shall be Im- 
peached and removed from office, die, refuse to quali- 
ty, resign, certify by entry on his lournai that tem- 
porarily, he cannot discharge the duties of the office, 
or should It be determined, as provided in Subsection 
Two of Section Ten of this Article, thai he Is unable 
to discharge such duties tor any other reason, the 
President pro tempore of the Senate shall In like man- 
ner administer the government: Provided, whenever 
a vacancy shall occur In the office of Governor or of 
Lieutenant Governor before the first two years of the 
term shall have expired, a new election tor Governor 
or for Lieutenant Governor, as the case may be, shall 
take place to fill such vacancy.   
section Twelve. Compensation of Lieutenant Governor 
and President Pre Tempere __ ^_ 
The Lieutenant Governor tor all of hit duties shall 
receive an annual compensation to be fixed by law. 
The President pro tempore of the Senate, while he 
acts as President of the Senate, shall receive for his 
services the same eompensatlon.which shall, for the 
same period, be allowed to the Speaker of the House 
of Representatives, and during the time, he adminis- 
ters the government as^.Governor, he shaU receive the 
seme compensation which the Governor" > Juki heve 
received had he been employed in the'd. *s of his 
office. 
Section Tklrteen. Disability of President Pre Tempere 
In the event the ottice of Governor should devolve 
upon Ihe President pro tempore of the Senate when 
feem t-e no President pro tempore and the General 
Assembly be not in session, or ttte PrMldent pro tem- 
pore, after assuming the office, end whlto the .Generel 
Assembly be not in session, become unable to carry 
out the duties of such office for any of the causes set 
out In Section Eleven of this Article, It shell be, the 
duty of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
for the time being, to convene the Senate for the .pur- 
pose of  choosing e  President;  and until a  President 
is chosen, the Speaker of the House of Representa- 
tives shall administer the' government. • 
Section Fourteen. Governor's Vote 
Every bill, resolution, order or vote, except on  a 
question of adjournment or es otherwise provided in 
this  Constitution,  which  shall  have  passed  the  two 
Houses shall be presented to the Governor, If .he ap- 
prove, he shall sign it; but If not, he shell return It, 
with his objections, to the House In which it originated, 
which shall enter the ob actions In full upon its lour- 
nal, and proceed to reconsider It. If, after such recon- 
sideration, a maiorlty of all the members elected to 
that House shall agree to pass said bill, order,, resolu- 
tion or vote. It shall be sent, with the objections, to 
the other House, by which It shall likewise be consid- 
ered, and If approved bv a maiorlty of ail the mem- 
bers elected to that House,  It shall be a law; but In 
such case the votes of both  the members voting for 
and against the bill shall be entered upon,.theJournal 
of each House respectively. If any bill shall not be re- 
turned by the Governor within ten days, Sundays ex- 
cepted, after It shall  have been presented to him. It 
shall be a law In like manner as It he had signed It, 
unless the General Assembly, by  their adjournment, 
prevent  Its return,  In which  case It shall be a  law, 
unless disapproved by  him  within  twenty days after 
the adjournment. Anv bill which Is vetoed bv the Gov- 
ernor  following  the   adlournment  of  the General  As- 
sembly shall be returned to the  House  in  which  It 
originated. Immediately after said  House shall have 
organized at the next regular or extended regular ses- 
sion of the General Assembly. Said bill may then be 
reconsidered   according   to   the   procedure   specified 
herein above. If the bill Is passed over the veto of the 
Governor, It shall take effect ninety days after, unless 
the bill  Is a general appropriation bill or an emer- 
gency measure to take effect when passed.   No such 
vetoed bill shall be returned by the Governor when 
a new General Assembly has been elected, and sworn 
since the passage of the vetoed bill, in which case his 
veto shall be spread upon the executive lournal. The 
Governor shall have the power to disapprove any part 
or   parts   of   appropriation   bills   embracing   distinct 
Items, and the part or parts disapproved shall not be- 
come a  law unless  reconsidered  and  passed,  as in 
Ssse of i hill. 
action Fifteen, Contested Elections 
Contested   elections   for   Governor   and   Lieutenant 
Governor shall be determined bjf both Houies of the 
General   Assembly,   according to   such  regulations as 
may be established bv law. ._ ■ 
Section Sixteen. Constitutional Officers; Terms, Quali- 
fications 
An Auditor of Public Accounts and an Attorney- 
General shall be elected by the qualified voters of the 
Commonwealth at the same time the Governor is 
elected, lor the term of lour yeais, each of whom 
shall be at least thirty years of age at the time ot his 
election, ar.d shall have been a resident citizen of the 
commonwealth at least two years next before his 
e.ect.on. The duties of these officers shall be such as 
mav be prescribed by law and as may properly ap- 
pertain to the offices. These officers shall enter upon 
the discharge of their duties the first Monday in Janu- 
ary after their election and shall hold their offices 
until their successors are elected end qualified. 
Section   Seventeen.   Attorney-General;   Qualifications 
The Attorney-General shall have been a  practicing 
lawyer eight years before his election. 
Section  Eighteen. Constitutional Officers; Other Offi- 
The Attorney-General and the Auditor of Public Ac- 
counts shall be Ineligible for the next succeeding four 
years after the expiration of any two consecutive 
terms tor which they shall have been elected. Other 
officers of the Commonwealth, not specifically pro- 
vided for In this Constitution, may be appointed or 
elected In such manner as may be prescribed by law. 
Section    Nineteen.    Constitutional    Officers;    Time   of 
Election 
The election under this Constitution for Governor, 
Lieutenant Governor, Auditor of Public Accounts and 
Attorney-General, shall be held on the first Tuesday 
after the first Monday In November every four years. 
Section Twenty. Commonwealth's  Attorney;   Election; 
Term; Compensation 
There shall be elected In each circuit court district 
a Commonwealth's Attorney whose term of office 
shall be for eight years. However, the General Assem- 
bly may abolish the office of Commonwealth's Attor- 
ney, or reduce the term to not less than four years, 
such abolition or reduction In term to take effect uppn 
the expiration of the term of the Incumbents. The 
Commonwealth's Attorney shall receive an annual 
compensation to be fixed by law and payable out of 
the Treasury of the Commonwealth. 
Section Twenty-One. Administrative Procedure 
Subsection One. No person shall be finally bound by 
a judicial or quasi-judicial decision of an administra- 
tive agency affecting private rights except on due no- 
tice and an opportunity to be heard; nor shall he be 
sublect to the same official for both prosecution and 
adludlcatlon nor be deprived of liberty or property 
unless by e prescribed mode of procedure nor shall 
he be denied the benefit of technical assistance In 
preparing a defense. „ _., 
Subsection Two. All final decisions, findings, rules 
and orders ef eny department, commission, board, bu- 
-eau or other administrative agency or officer existing 
f          or quasl-ludlcial and affect private  rights,  shall  be 
;nder the Constitution or by lew, which art ludlciai 
x a i-l l
sublect to direct review by the courts as provided by 
law; and such review shall include the determination 
whether the same are authorized by law, and. In 
cases In which a hearing Is required by law, whether 
the same are supported by competent and substantial 
evidence upon the whole record. 
ARTICLE VI. JUDICIAL DfePARTMENT 
Section One. Judicial Power; Courts 
The judicial power of the Commonwealth shall be 
vested 't e Supreme Court which shall be styled 
"Supreme Court ot the Commonwealth of Kentucky"; 
a Court of Appeals to be styled "the Court of Appeals 
of the commonweelth of Kentucky"; circuit courts; 
district courts; and such other courts as may be es- 
tablished by the General Assembly upon certification 
cf the necessity therefor by the Supreme Court. The 
.ourts shall constitute a unified judicial system for 
operation end administration. The power of the Senate 
to try Impeachment proceedings Is preserved. 
Section Two. Supreme Court Districts 
The Court of Appeals districts existing at the time 
of adoption of this Constitution shall continue as Su- 
preme Court districts, the General Assembly having 
power to redlstrlct when necessary to preserve the 
principle that the Commonweelth be divided by coun- 
ties Into seven Supreme Court districts as nearly 
equal In population and as compact In form as possl- 
Sectlon Three. Supreme Court Judges 
The Supreme Court shall  consist of seven Judges, 
one from each Supreme Court district. The Court shall 
select one of Its members to serve as Chief Justice 
for the remelnder of his term. 
Section Four. Supreme Court Jurisdiction 
The Supreme Court shall have appellate lurlsdictlon 
only as may be provided by law but shall have pow- 
er by appropriate orders to exercise, a general control 
over all other courts and proceedings therein. The 
Supreme Court shall, by rule, govern admission to the 
Bar and the discipline of members of the Bar. Rules 
promulgated by the Supreme Court governing prac- 
tice end procedure shall become effective after notice, 
hearing and publication, unless the General Assembly 
shall disapprove, In whole or In part, before the con- 
clusion of their next regular or extended session. 
Section Five. Quorum ef Court ■ 
A maiorlty of the ludges of the Supreme Court shall 
constitute a quorum. Upon certification by the Chef 
Justice that a quorum Is .not constituted for the trlei 
of eny cause by reason of ludges falling or declining 
to Sit, the Governor shall appoint, to try the cause, a 
sufficient number of,ludges to constitute a lull court. 
The ludges so appointed shall possess the qualifica- 
tions prescribed for judges of the Supreme Court and 
shall receive the same compensation proportioned to 
the length of service. The concurring vote of four 
ludges Is required for the final decision of any cause 
bv the Supreme Court. _ 
Section  Six.  Supreme Court Clerk 
The Supreme Court shall appoint a clerk and 
clerical sfaff  to  serve  at  its  pleasure. 
'^The'court'of Appeals, sha* consist of at least nine 
ludges, one from each Supreme Court district and the 
remainder from the Commonwealth at Jorge. The 
number may be increased or dcreased bv the General 
Assembly upon certification of necessity by the Su- 
preme Court/Sub ect to Section Four of this Article, 
me court shall be orgenlzed and. If the work load so 
requires, may be organized In divisions Any division 
may make a decision of a cause before It by the con- 
curring vote of a majority of Its members The judges 
of the Court of Appeals shall select one of their num- 
ber to serve as chief ludge for the remainder o his 
term. Assignments of udges^ to divisions shall be 
made by the chief iudge. He shall exercise w* other 
authority and perform such duties In the administra- 
tion of the court as may be prescribed by the Su- 
SecnonCEl*ht. Court ef Appeals Jurisdiction 
TheCourt of Appeals shall hive such, powersi of di- 
rect review of decisions of. administrative agencies 
and such appellate lurlsdictlon as may be provided 
by  IAW 
•Wc^if^PpVftraif^nt a clerk and 
clerical staff to serve at Its pleasure. 
•^Jn^ rt.liebe".,SrS'lt court held In each county. 
$^cfecoCur,^5r^sDe«g at  the time of 
contiguous counties. No county shell be divided In 
creating  a  circuit  court ^trlct. 
^continue? s&^r*Pow°er'of* §"$§3 
Assembly Jpon certification of the necessity therefor 
by the iupreme Court, to change the number Of 
circuit ludges In any district to provide adequately. 
InU ■BSSSHHH RnSHOai BHBaflsssWKiBssssssssssssWfl &^'iSS»ifeJi«a!,tis^i -i %&$&$&*. TesssssTtesssssffissssssssssssssssW 
tor the prompt disposition of the business of the 
district. No lodge may be deprived of his office by 
a reduction In the number of ludges before the 
expiration  of  his   te-r». .    . .. 
Section   Thirteen.  Circuit Court Jurisdiction 
lhe circuit court shall be the principal court of 
original lurisdlction and shall have original juris- 
diction of all lustlclable cases and controversies not 
exclusively vested by law In some other court. It 
shall have such appellate lurisdlction as may be 
provided by law. In no county shall there be two 
or more courts of concurrent original lurisdlction. 
Section  Fourteen.    Circuit Court Clerks 
Subsection One. There shall be elected in each 
county a clerk of the Circuit Court whose duties 
shall be prescribed by the Supreme Court and 
whose   term   of   office   shall   be   eight   years. 
Subsection Two. Clerks of the circuit courts shall 
be   removable   from   office   by   the   Supreme   Court 
E Information  and good cause shown.    The Court 
be   iudge  of  the  facts   as  well   as  the   law. 
thirds of  the  members  present  must concur  In 
the sentence. 
Section   Fifteen.   District  Courts 
There shall be a district court In each county. 
Bach county shall constitute a district for that pur- 
pose except that upon certification by the Supreme 
Court that the business of two or more contiguous 
counties can adequately be disposed of by only 
one district court iudge, the General Assembly may 
provide that those counties shall constitute a district. 
In that event the General Assembly shall provide 
tor a commissioner of the district court who need 
not be a licensed lawyer for each of the counties 
other than the one In which the iudge resides, 10 
be appointed by the district Iudge from residents of 
the respective counties In which they are to serve. 
The provisions of Section Twenty of this Article 
shall apply to such commissioners. 
Section   Sixteen.    District  Court  Judges 
The General Assembly may provide for such num- 
ber of  ludges for each district court as  Is certified 
by    the   Supreme   Court   to   be   necessary   for    the 
prompt   disposition   of   the   business   of   the   court. 
Section   Seventeen.   District  Court  Jurisdiction 
The district court shall be a court of limited origi- 
nal jurisdiction as shall be prescribed by the General 
Assembly. 
Section Eighteen.   District Court Clerks 
The Clerk of the Circuit Court shall serve as the 
Clerk  of  the   District   Court. 
Section  Nineteen.   Appeals 
In all cases, civil and criminal, there shall be 
allowed at least one appeal from a final iudgment 
of a trial court, except that the Commonwealth may 
not appeal from a Iudgment ot acquittal in a crimi- 
nal case, and the General Assembly may prescribe 
that there shall be no appeal from that portion of a 
judgment "granting a divorce. Procedural rules shall 
provide for expeditious and Inexpensive appeals. 
Section Twenty.   Commissioners 
The General Assembly may authorize a court, 
upon certification by the Supreme Court of the 
necessity therefor, to appoint one or more commis- 
sioners to serve as the appointing court shall de- 
termine, possessing such qualifications and having 
power to perform such of the duties of the appoint- 
ing court as may be prescribed by the Supreme 
Court. 
Section  Twenty-One.    Qualifications  of  Judges 
To be eligible to serve as a Iudge of any court 
a person must be a citizen of the United States, 
licensed to practice law In the courts of this Com- 
monwealth, and have resided In this Commonwealth 
for two years next preceding his taking office, 
in addition, to be eligible to serve as a Iudge of any 
court other than the district court, he must have 
been a licensed attorney for eight years. 
Section   Twenty-Two.   Selection   of  Judges 
Judges of all courts shall be chosen from their 
respective districts. District court ludges shall be 
elected. Circuit ludges in districts of less than fifty 
thousand population shall be elected unless It Is 
otherwise voted under Section Twenty-Four of this 
Article. All other ludges shall be selected as pro- 
vided In Section Twenty-Three of this Article, unless 
tt Is otherwise voted under Section Twenty-Four of 
this Article. Eelecttons shall be at the regular elec- 
tion next preceding the expiration of the term of 
office. In a manner provided by law. 
Section  Twenty-Three.   Vacancies;   Nominating 
Commission 
Subsection One. As used in this section, the word 
"Iudge" includes any iudge to whom this section 
Is applicable under Sections Twenty-Two and Twenty- 
Four of this Article. 
Subsection Two. A vacancy In the office of iudge 
shall be filled by the Governor from a list of three 
names presented to him by the appropriate Judicial 
Nominating Commission. If the Governor fails to 
make an appointment from the list within sixty days 
from the date It is presented to him, the appoint- 
ment shall be made from the same list by the Chief 
Justice  of  the   Supreme   Court. 
Subsection Three. At the next general election 
following the expiration of three years from the date 
of appointment of a Iudge the question of his reten- 
tion in office shall be submitted for approval or 
rejection   by   the   electorate   of   his   district. 
Subsection Four. Any iudge holding office at the 
time this section becomes applicable to his position 
shall continue In office for the duration of the term 
he Is then serving. If, at the time of the regular 
election next preceding the expiration of that term, 
he shall have served three years of the term, the 
question of his retention In office for another term 
shall be submitted at that election for approval or 
relectton by the electorate of his district. If he 
has not served three years of the term at the time 
of that election, the term shall automatically be 
extended so as to end following the first regular 
election that occurs after he shall have served three 
years, and the question of his retention or reiection 
shall   be   submitted   at  that   election. 
Subsection Five. Any iudge whose retention in 
on ice is approved by a majority of those voting 
on the question at an election held under Subsection 
Two or Four of th'.s Section shall retain the office 
for a full term, Ihereaiter, at the regular election 
every eight years, so long as he wishes to remain 
in olfice, the question ot his retention in office for 
anoih.r term shall be submitted for approval or 
reiection   by   the   electorate  of   his   district. 
iubsection Six. If any lidge fails of the required 
vote lor retention in office at any election held 
under this section lhe office shall become vacant on 
the first Monday in January next succeeding such 
election. i 
Subsection Seven. There shall be one Judicial 
Nominating Commission lor the Supreme Court and 
the Court of Appeals, and one for each circuit court 
district to which this section is applicable. Each 
commission shall consist of seven members, one of 
whom shall be the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court who shall be chairman. Three members of 
each commission shall be members of the Bar who 
shall be elected by their fellow members. The 
Other three members shall be appointed by the 
Governor from among persons not members of the 
Bar and these three shall include one member of 
each of the two leading political parties of the 
Commonwealth. Members of a circuit court nomi- 
nating commission must be residents of the dls'rlct 
and the lawyer members of the commission shall 
be elected by the members of the Bar residing In 
the district. The terms of office and compensation 
of members of Judicial Nominating Commissions 
shall be fixed by the General Assembly. No mem- 
ber of a iudlclal Nominating Commission shall hold 
any other public office or any office in a political 
party or organization and he shall not be eligible 
for appointment as a iudge so long as he is a mem- 
ber of a Judicial Nominating Commission and for 
a period of one year thereafter. 
Section Twenty-Four. Selection of Circuit Judges; 
Election 
The provisions of Section Twenty-Three of this 
Article may be made applicable to the circuit 
ludges of any circuit court district having a popu- 
lation of less than fifty thousand by favorable vote 
Of a majority of those voting on the question at an 
election on the question held in the district as may 
be provided by law. Similarly, by election In any 
court district, the provisions of Section Twenty- 
Three of this Article may be made inapplicable 
to the judges of that district, whereupon the positions 
shall become elective in accordance with Section 
Twenty-Two of this Article. The status prevailing 
before such an election may be restored by a sub- 
sequent election held after such interval as Is pre- 
scribed   by   the   General   Assembly.   No   Iudge   shall 
be
J
d*prJwed   °i, w»   ,erm   •W   virtue  of   an   election under  this  section. 
Section   Twenty-Five.    Terms   of  Office 
Judges of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals 
and circuit courts shall severally hold their offices 
tor terms of eight years, and ludges of the district 
courts for terms of four years. All terms shall 
commence on the first Monday in January next 
succeeding   the   regular   election   for   the  office.   For 
fiftjP"irpos«ian Z,eS"2" •» whlch " l°0«e I* re- 
ftorTtor  the office* considered a regular elec- 
Soction  Twenty-Six.    Compensation 
Judges and commissioners of all courts shall re- 
ffVf?«e2,rhv,,Si ffliHLTW? eompenaatlon fo 
LtT.il £ nV.irt ",-.,AI!«8Vihorized salaries ""I expenses 
Sootfh. Treasury of the Common- 
Soctten  Twenty-Seven.    Special   Judges 
rne   supreme   Court   may   assign   a   iudge  of   anv 
court   or   a   retired   iudge. to   temporary   service   in 
any   court   and   may   appoint  special   ludges   to   per- 
form   temporary   services   In   any  court/ 
SectionTwenty-Eight.   Retirement;   Removal 
The General Assembly may provide for the retire, 
ment of iudoes and commissioners with reVement 
benefits. Including provision for retirement TutomStU 
colly ot a prescribed age. Sub ect to rules of ori 
M^JSi^JS^SHT6 bv H S«PremeU Court, and 
fUe-i.rS!SLand hearing, «nv ludoe may be retired 
tordlsablllty, or for cause suspended without piy or 
removed, by a commission composed of one ludoe of 
Ife Supreme Court selected by that court, one nidoe 
of the Court of Appeals selected by that co6rt, one cK 
Sdl 'iftL*-??^ fflTJS ■fieVrttcfcd by rSaVrty wte of the circuit ludges and the d strict judges re- 
spectively, one member of the Bar appointed by Its 
fovornlng body, and two persons not members oXthe 
Bench or Bar appointed by the Governor.   The cor£ 
r^^ftS-LfaJn be_8   standing   body   whose   members 
I hold office, tor tour-year terms, whose chairman 
\L2*. ^%,e£byJt!e ""embers, who shall■ convSSS 
Tfkfil* 2* thS.Sh7lrm<,,n' ari whose actions shall subject to   Iudlclal   review.   The commission  shal 
iropore  and   publish   reports  and   recommendations 
BJwrniJB the operations and condition of business of 
ffiS.e2orf'i,and. fcr V* Pwpose may establish an of- 
il sjrvlces and appoint a director and 
2T2t.taiv-.Smp,2v-e** mereo* 'o serve at the pleasure of me commission. 
Helton Twenty-Nine. Schedule 
■£"• county courts, ouorterly courts, iustlces' courts 
ft»S Bhco courts as .constituted at the time of adop- 
KL 2l ft'* Constitution shall continue In existence 
through the current terms of the ludges thereof and 
one additional term The provisions of the Fourth Coiv 
stHution of Kentucky relating to those courts and the 
iudoes thereof shall remain In force and be applicable 
during that period, and none of the provisions of Sec- 
tions One through Twenty-Nine shall bo applicable to 
those courts and Judges except that such courts shell 
be deemed a part of the unified Iudlclal system and 
shall be subject to the general control of the Supreme 
Court The district courf? provided for In this Constitu- 
tion shall not be.constituted and organized until the 
date of discontinuance of the courts hereinabove men- 
tioned, except that the ludges of the district courts 
shall be elected at the regular election next preceding 
that date. 
ARTICLE VII. SUFFRAGE AND ELECTIONS 
Section One. Suffrage Qualifications 
Every citizen of the United States and this Common- 
wealth of the age of eighteen years or more who has 
resided in the Commonwealth one year, and in the 
county six months, and the precinct In which he offers 
to vote sixty days next proceeding the election, and 
is properly registered. If required, shall be a voter In. 
said precinct and not elsewhere; but the General As- 
sembly may change the length of residence require- 
ments. The following persons are excepted and shall 
not have the right to vote: 
■ F,'rs,'„P*rsons convicted In any court of competent 
jurisdiction of treason, or felony, or bribery In «n 
election, or of such high misdemeanor as the General 
Assembly may declare shall operate as an exclusion 
from the right of suffrage; but persons hereby ex- 
cluded may be restored to their civil rights by execu- 
tive pardon. 
Second. Persons who, at the time of the election, 
are In confinement under the Iudgment of a court for 
some penal offense. 
Third. Idiots and insane persons who have been ad- 
judicated as such by a court of competent lurisdlction. 
Section Two. Regulation of Elections 
All voting by the people at public elections shall be 
by  secret process. The General Assembly shall  have 
power to regulate elections except as otherwise herein 
expressly provided. 
Section Three. Vacancies in Office 
All vacancies in elective offices except In the Gen- 
eral Assembly of the Commonwealth and the office 
of United States Representative from Kentucky, oc- 
curring prior to August first of any year, shall be 
filled by appointment as provided by law until the 
next general election, at which time such vacancies 
shall be filled by election. Any such vacancies oc- 
curring on or after August first of any year shall be 
filled by appointment for the remainder of the term 
or until the next general election, if one held in the 
succeeding calendar year, which ever first occurs. 
Whenever any vacancy occurs in the General Assem- 
bly or the office of United States Representative from 
Kentucky, It shall be the duty of the Governor within 
ten days thereafter to Issue a call for a special elec- 
tion to fill such vacancy, such election to be held not 
less than thirty days nor more than ninety days fol- 
lowing the occurrence of Such vacancy, except that 
vacancies In offices occurring between July first and 
September thirtieth Inclusive In any year in which 
there Is a general election shall be filled at that gen- 
eral election. Any person election to fill a vacancy 
shall take office on the first Monday after such elction 
is officially certified. Notwithstanding any other provi- 
sions of this Constitution, elections pursuant to this 
section may be held to fill vacancies in all elective of- 
t.ces at the same time or In the same year that mem- 
?fl °'..,h? Hou*e of Representatives of the Congress 
of the United States are elected. 
Section Four. Sale or Gift of Liquor 
The General Assembly shall prescribe such laws as 
may be necessary tor the restriction or prohibition of 
the sale or gift of spirituous, vinous or malt liquors 
on election days. 
. ABTtgll y'".liN,TS 0F LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Section One. Local Government 
Subsection One. The General, Assembly shall have 
the power to provide for the government, officers and 
functions of units of local government, and to create, 
alter, consolidate and dissolve them; except that no 
county shall be abolished, consolidated with any other 
ynit of government, or have any change made in Its 
boundaries unless the matter Is submitted to the vot- 
ers of the county and approved by a maiorlty of those 
voting on the subiect. The General Assembly may cre- 
ate classifications of units of local government as It 
deems necessary by population, geography or any 
other reasonable basis, and enact legislation relating 
to one or more classes. Units of local government may 
create any democratic form of government or perform 
any functions not denied to them by the Constitution, 
by law or by their own charters. All elective offices 
of units of local government existing at the time of the 
adoption of this Constitution shall continue to be filled 
by election until such time as this may be changed 
by general law or charter. The chief executive and 
the members of the legislative bodies of all units of 
local government shall, except at the Initial organiza- 
tion thereof, be elected bv the qualified voters thereof 
for terms no longer than four years; and all other of- 
ficers of units of local government shall be chosen by 
local authority. 
Subsection Two. The elective county or district of- 
"•??*. texl*,ing. al SB ,lme °',,he adoption of this Con- 
stitution shall continue in existence as elective offices 
through the current terms of the officers holding such 
offices and for one additional term. 
Section Two. Local Tax Rates 
The General Assembly shall establish maximum 
rates of ad valorem taxation for the various classes 
of property subiect to taxation by units of local gov- 
ernment. Until changed by the General Assembly such 
maximum rates shall not exceed the rates allowed by 
Section One Hundred and Fifty-Seven of the Fourth 
Constitution of the Commonwealth for similar functions 
of government no matter which unit of government 
may perform them. 
Section Throe. Maximum Indebtedness 
The General Assembly shall regulate the powers of 
ynlts of local government to borrow money and con- 
tract indebtedness regardless of whether the full faith 
and credit of such unit of local government is pledged 
to the repayment of this Indebtedness. The General 
Assembly may provide for the supervision of such in- 
debtedness by the Executive Department of the Com- 
monwealth. 
liCTLajLfw. Compensation of Local Government 
officers 
The compensation of any elective officer of a unit 
of local government shall not be changed or adjusted 
In any manner after his election or appointment, or 
during his term of office;  nor shall the term of any 
2tflc'£  S eK,ended. be*""*1  »he period for which  he may have been elected or appointed. 
S•c,J•^.5y•• Unauthorized Contracts of Units of Local 
Government 
NAonl,L°!i SF" oovernment shall ever be authorized 
or ajirmltted to pay any claim against it arising under 
S5X agreement or contract made without express au- 
thority of law, and all such unauthorized agreements 
or contracts shall be null and void. 
Section Six. Franchises 
No unit of local government shall be authorized or 
permitted to grant any franchise or privilege, or make 
any contract In'reference thereto, for a term exceed- 
ing twenty years. Before granting such franchise or 
privilege tor a term of years, such unit of local gov- 
ernment shall first, after due advertisement, receive 
bids therefor publicly, and award the same to the 
highest and best bidder; but it shall have the right 
to reject any or all bids. This section shall not apply 
to a trunk railway. wm ' 
.  -.       -        - ARTICLE IX. MILITIA 
Section One.  Organization 
The General Assembly may provide for an organ- 
ized militia. Such organization shall Include an Ad- 
jutant-General who shall be appointed bv the Gover- 
nor. The Appointment of all other militia officers shall 
be provided for bv the General Assembly. 
,„..   "«.     .   ARTICLE  X. FINANCE 
Section One. Exemptions from Taxation 
There shaill be exempt from taxation bonds of the 
Commonwealth, its agencies and subdivisions, and of 
issuers described in Section Three of Article VIII; 
public property used for public purposes; places 
actually used for religious worship, with the grounds 
attached thereto, used In connection with, and appur- 
tenant to the house of worship, not exceeding one-half 
acre In cl.ies and towns, and not exceeding two acres 
in the country; places of burial not held for private 
or corporate profit; institutions of purely public char- 
ity; institutions of education not used or employed tor 
gain by anv person or corporation and the Income of 
which is devoted solely to the cause of education; pub- 
lic libraries, their endowments, and the Income of 
such properly as is used exclusively for their mainte- 
nance; all parsonages or residences owned by any re- 
ligious society and occupied. as a home, and for no 
other purpose, by the minister of anv religion, with 
not exceeding one-half ac-r of ground In towns and 
cities and two acres of ground In the country ap- 
purtenant thereto; household goods of a person used 
in his home and his personal effects; crops grown and 
In the hands of the producer; and all laws exempting 
or commuting property from taxation, except as pro- 
vided herein, shall be void. The General Assembly 
may, however, authorize anv unit of local government 
to exempt, for other than school district purposes, 
manufacturing establishments from local taxation for 
a period not exceeding five years, as an inducement 
to their location. 
Section Two. Low and Collection of Taxes; Form; 
Classification 
Subsection One. Taxes shall be levied and collected 
or public purposes only, and all taxes shall be levied 
and collected by general laws. An ad valorem tax 
shall be at a uniform rate upon all property of the 
same class within the taxing district unless the Gon- 
era I Assembly provides for reasonable differences in 
the rate within areas of the taxing district. Those rea- 
sonable differences shall relate directly to differences 
between governmental services and benefits giving 
land urban character which are furnished in all of 
any area In contrast to other areas of the taxing dis- 
trict. 
Subsection Two. Nothing In this Constitution shall 
prevent the General Assembly from Imposing addition- 
al forms of taxation, from provlVwoj tor taxes In place 
of an ad valorem tax on one or more clots** .of prop- 
erty, from making reasonable classifications of prop- 
f.r£.ai2- £2!"". I" ra.h) of •d valorem taxation there- 
".58"' °f from delegating parts of the taxing power to u"'s oftocal government/The principle of taxation 
that there be uniformity and equality within reason- 
able classifications shall be saved Inviolate. 
Section Throe. Property Assessment 
..sSPySS °"d- A." Property not exempted from tax- 
ation by this Constitution shall be assessed tor taxa- 
™°JlJinl,or.Tly •I* equally at Its fair cash value ooM- 
motedl at the price It would bring at a fair voluntary 
sale. However, the General Assembly may provide bv 
general law tor assessment of agricultural land In 
urban areas according to use rather than fair cash 
value estimated at the price It would bring at a fair 
voluntary sale. 
Subsection Two. Any taxpayer, officer, or both. In 
any way affected by this section shall have a causa 
pf action to compel obedienc to Its provisions even 
though the exercise of discretion by officials may be 
Involved. 
Section Four. Private Us* of Public Funds 
.The receiving, directly or Indirectly by any person 
holding public office of any Interest, profit or perqui- 
sites arising from the use or loon of public funds In 
his hands, or moneys to be raised through his agency 
*P^, oov«rnrrte>ntoil purposes, shall be deemed a felony. 
Said offense shall bo punished as may be prescribed 
?iy l?w' £. ParJ of which Punishment shall be disquali- 
fication to hold office. 
Section Five, fox Power; Surrender 
The power to tax, shall not be surrendered or sus- 
pended by any contract or grant to which the Com- 
monwea th sha I be a perty; nevertheless, the Com- 
monwealth shall not exorcise Its power to reduce a 
tax to avoid payment of Indebtedness when the pro- 
^tSL0' m'.Jax "* »"• full faith and credit of the 
Commonwealth are pledged to the payment of the In- 
debtedness. 
Section six. Assumption of Local Debt 
The   Commonwealth   shall   not assume   the  debt  of 
any unit of local government unless such debt shall 
have been contracted to defend itself In time of wor, 
IP.ISP" JnwMlefi or ,0 suppress insurrection. 
H^^J^von. Power to Lend Credit or Own Stock 
Subsection One. The credit of the Commonwealth 
shall not be given, pledged or loaned to any unit of 
local government, or to any  Individual or entity or- 
Sanlzed for private gain; nor shall the Commonwealth 
Bcome ah owner or stockholder In any entity organ- 
ized tor private gain, nor make donation to anv Indi- 
vidual or entity organized for private gain. 
Subsection Two. The General Assembly shall not au- 
thorize any unit of local government to become a 
stockholder In any entity organized tor private gain, 
or to obtain or appropriate money tor, or to loan Its 
credit to, any Individual or entity organized for private 
Section Bight. Specification of Borrowing Purpose; Use 
_0f Borrowed Funds 
Every law authorizing the borrowing of money by 
and on behalf of the Commonwealth or any unit or 
agency of local government shall specify the purposes 
tor which the money Is to be used, and the money so 
borrowed shall be used for no other purposes. 
Section   Nino.   Specification   of   Tax   Purpose;   Use  of 
fax; state Local AM 
Every law enacted by the General Assembly or any 
local legislative body levying a tax shall specify dis- 
tinctly the purposes tor which said tax is levied, and 
the tax so collected shall be used tor no other pur- 
poses. Nothing In this Constitution shall prevent the 
enactment of general laws directing the payment of 
funds collected for Commonwealth purposes to units 
of local government as Commonwealth aid tor local 
purposes. 
.     „ ARTICLE XI. GENERAL WELFARE 
Section One. Education 
Subsection One. The General Assembly shall pro- 
vide for an efficient system of public education. There 
shall be a State Board of Education which shall be 
elected by the people on a nonpartlsan basis and In 
such manner and for such terms as shall be provided 
by law. There shall be a Superintendent of Public In- 
struction who shall be appointed by the Slate Board 
of Education. The respective powers and duties of the 
Board and of the Superintendent shall be prescribed 
by law. 
, Subsection Two. All funds accruing to the school 
fund snail be used for the maintenance of the public 
schools of the Commonwealth, and for no other pur- 
pose, and the General Assembly shall by general law 
prescribe the manner of the distribution of the public 
school fund among the school districts and Its use for 
public school purposes. 
Subsection Three. No portion of any fund or tax now 
existing, or that may hereafter be raised or levied 'or 
educational purposes, shall be appropriated to, or 
used by, or In aid of, any church, sectarian or denom- 
inational school. 
H£»»en Jj»- Heallti, Welfare, Safety and Conservation 
.^Subsection One. The Health, Welfare, and Safety of 
the lives and property of the people of this Common- 
wealth and the Conservation of Its natural resources. 
Including but not limited to wildlife, soil, minerals, 
forests, water and pure air, are matters of public Con- 
cern. The General Assembly shall establish by law 
appropriate agencies to provide for these matters of 
public concern and fix the respective functions, 
powers and duties of such agencies. 
„ Subsection Two. The General Assembly shall by law 
fix the minlmur., ages at which children may be em- 
ployed In places dangerous to life or health, or In- 
jurious to morals; and Shall provide adequate penal- 
ties for violations of such taw. 
Subsection Three. Tho General Assembly shall pre- 
scribe such laws as may be necessary tor the grant- 
ing and paying of old persons an annuity or pension. 
Subsection Four. The General Assembly shall estab- 
lish institutions for the confinement of all persons con- 
victed of such crimes as may be designated by law, 
and shall provide for the custody, maintenance, 
health, welfare, education and rehabilitation of the In- 
mates. 
.      ARTICLE XII, COMMERCE 
Section One. Common Carriers and Public Utilities 
The General Assembly shall provide for appropriate 
regulation ot common carriers and public utilities as 
and to the extent required by the public Interest. 
Section two. Corporations 
Subsection One. The General Assembly shall provide 
by general law for the formation, organization, a.id 
regulation pf corporations and prescribe their powers, 
rights, duties and liabilities, and the powers, rights, 
duties and liabilities of their officers and stock- 
holders or members. The word "corporation" as used 
In this Constitution shall include ioint stock companies 
and associations. 
Subsection Two. No corporation shall hold any real 
estate, except such as may bo proper and necessary 
tor carrying .°° "s legHlmato business, for a longer 
period than twenty-five years, under penalty of es- 
cheat. 
Subsection Three. No corporation shall lease or 
alienate any franchise so as to relieve the franchise 
or property held thereunder from the liabilities of the 
lessor or grantor, lessee or grantee, contracted or In- 
curred, in the operation, use or enloyment of such 
franchise, or any of Its privileges. 
Subsection Four. In all elections for directors or 
managers of any corporation, each shareholder shall 
have the right to cast as many votes In the aggregate 
as he shall be entitled to vote In said company under 
Its charter, multiplied by the number of directors or 
managers to be elected at such election; and each 
shareholder may cast the whole number of votes, 
e.',,heL ln P*rJ°n, or by proxy, for one candidate, or 
distribute such Votes among two or more candidates, 
and such directors or managers shall not be elected 
in any other manner. 
Section Throe. Public Warehouses 
.All elevators or storehouses where property cus- 
tomarily is stored for compensation are declared to 
be public warehouses subiect to legislative control. 
Soc,,^.1 infos'- e6NERAL P«°V,S.O«S 
Lotteries and, gift enterprises are forbidden, and no 
privileges shall be granted tor such purposes, and 
none shall be exercised, and no schemes for similar 
Purposes shall be allowed. The General Assembly 
ih.a!Len,oree ,n,s section by proper penalties. All 
•c-'ferv privileges or charters heretofore granted are 
revoKco^ 
Section Tv>e. Removal of Officers 
_ E.f.etpL,a' 0,herX"s* proyldod In this Constitution, 
public officers shall be subiect to Indictment or prose- 
cu,!Sn, "^ misfeasance or malfeasance In office, or 
wllKul neglect in discharge of official duties, in such 
mode as may be prescribed by low, and upon con- 
Yi'JiM. hl* °T,ce. sh?" .become, vacant, but such officer 
shell have the right of appeal. Tho General Assembly 
miv.«Prov?* .0,her mennor, method or mode for the 
vacation of office, or the removal from office of any 
2ubi!cJ,,,,cer *0f neglect of duly, and may provide the 
metnod, manner or mode of reinstatement of such of- 
HcMoa> Three. Oaths of Office 
Members of the General Assembly and all officers, 
before they enter upon tho execution of tho duties of 
Lhe«lr respective Office*, and all members of the Bar, 
before they enter upon the practice of their profes- 
sion, shall take the following oath or affirmation: 
do solemnly l l swear (or affirm as the case may be) 
that I will support the Constitution of the United 
kla,es ,1C? ,,he Constitution of this Commonwealth, and 
be faithful and true to the Commonwealth o' 
Kentucky; so long as I continue a citizen thereof, and 
Jha' I win faithfully execute, to the best of my ability, 
!?* office of according to law, so help me God." 
The manner of administering  on oath or  affirmation 
shall  be  such  as  Is  most  consistent  with  tho con- 
science of the deponent, and shall bo esteemed by the 
GrrveraI Assembly the most solemn appeal to God. 
Section Poor, treason 
Treason against the Commonwealth shall consist 
2nivJr levying war against It, or In adhering ite Its 
eJ5ml2i* -JlvlnS^hem ald e^ comfort. No person 
JT'iL™ convicted of treason except on the testimony 
£JX?.i)lf,nes*e* ,0 ,h* same overt act, or his own confession In open court. 
Section Five. Appropriations 
r^<Lmone>'.ihal1 ■* drawn from tho Treasury of tho 
commonwealth except in pursuance of appropriations 
mode by law; and a regular statement and account 
X.H kreeeJP'.*^and expenditures of all public money 
shall be published annually. No money derived from 
fffi** °L "c?n*e  faxatlon  relating  to  gasoline  and 
2,re.rr?2Jor.'i*1* excep,' tt*9,a, °sed. by aircraft and watercraft, and no monies derived from fees, excise 
or license taxation relating to registration, operation, 
or use of vehicles on public highways shall be ex- 
pended for other than the cost of administration, 
statutory refunds and edlustments, payment of hlgh- 
wav—obii8a,lor'*' W*1 SP*" consfructlon, reconstruction, 
rig.lts,o'-way, maintenance and repair of public hlgh- wav,V.ond bridges, and expense of enforcing state 
traffic and motor vehicle laws. 
Section Six. Suits Against Commonwealth 
The General Assembly shall, bv law, direct in what 
manner   and   in  what   courts   suits   may   be   brought 
against  the   Commonwealth.   It may  make  provisions 
for waiver of the defense of sovereign Immunity. 
Soctton Seven. Laws of Virginia 
All lows which, on the first day of June, one thou- 
sand seven hundred and ninety-two, were in force In 
the state of Virginia, and which are of a general 
?a,ur? V* "?.' J0081 ,0 'hat State, and not repugnant 
to this Constitution, nor, to the laws which have been 
SlflStS" b.v..,he General Assembly of this Common- 
"BB&,*?1' be In force within this Commonwealth 
untlMftey shall be altered or repealed by the General 
Assembly. 
un*r"tho   pwlsto^or^fl? Urns Const (ton* 
..i(.d,.Jrne. irc,E" county or district offices as i 
ItSStCL ■JLJIr' ,,ma ^ .ma effective date oTthto < 
term «•"»!««" In existence tor one addltk 
tim.1  iHL TrS-ilS"?.! "*-**- C0*"1.?* Appeals at 
flJS*. itr,Jf«iS2nS!'^tJPn   b5°2mai  effective  shall  « 
lucky wdoos of the Supremo Court of K 
fJbLAJ/i.Sd,{*'Lind Proceedings of whatever chai 
nlttito1i^?S•,2,',*• p»nJwld!Jl by l*w th* statutes 
gi'tiSt.JSLS!*. J?re*ent Court of Appeals shall an 
r.idj» Ifof^fiEEL.0* ml* Constitution  croatlngl c«0ott..0.'„£pp*fj5 °e«omos effective on the fir**   J Section ifghl. Residence of Public Officer, of Janu.r^voi bexceo1* ifflt^m? 2J5 JI,3 
shall reside within the Commonwealth. 
Section  Nine.  Compensation of Government  Officers 
The General Assembly shall provide by law for the 
compensation of governmental officers and employees 
and the maximum compensation that may be paid to 
such governmental officers and employees. The com- 
pensation of elected governmental officers shall not 
be changed or adjusted In any manner during the 
terms for which they were elected; and any Increase 
«r.idd,US.,Tie2L °'J-ffoensatlon paid during a term pf 
°."Ic.u Va" ke recoverable for the Commonwealth In 
i-ifil. .bv._2.n^. c,L,l?.n ^af .,he expense* of the Common- 
""£■!& .and J! .slJalLbe ,he du'v °' •he General As- 
SS,bJX.t°-r5Blila,e b>L *.. general law. In what cases 
del duties!^ shall be made for neglect of offl- 
Section ton. Incompatibility of Offices 
,i.i°_niemDe.r ?.', Congress, or person holding or exer- 
Stl'ffi a civ" o"lce„of trust or profit under the United 
States, or, any of them, or under any foreign power 
sholf be eligible to hold or exercise aSy office oftrusi 
Pur?uanceUtttoreof * Cons,i,0"°n' »r »he laws made P 
$*S{£L.,,,V"H: RJ*°y,ry.,or Wrongful Death 
Whenever the death ot a person shall result from 
an Inlury Inflicted by negligence or wrongful act, then. 
In every such case, damages may be recovered for 
such death, from the .corporations and persons so 
causing the same. Until otherwise provided by law, 
the action to recover such damages shall In all cases 
?l
e.,fI0iScu,.e<1 by -rlhe .personal representative of the 
deceased person. The General Assembly may provide 
^TIi ,Se,recoveriVhal "O and to whom belong; and 
SSU'Jsffi Provision Is made, fne same shall form 
SfiiiSl 'iCjerso"8',estate of the deceased person. 
section Twelve. Eminent Domain 
iJ?!u,n!c.lp.a ...ai?d 0,h,er, corporations, and individuals 
invested with the privilege of taking private property 
SLPJBS uTe', 5hs," make ,us» compensation lor prop- 
»n«.iaJj-niJji ured or destroyed by them; which com- 
^•?»?iifn.Stha.K-be,pa.',d ^'Pre such taking, or paid or 
vw ,»i h.awlhe„5!eTtion °' su,ch. corporation or Indl- 
Ad^'Hhe'?K,l1?
uch. in,lurv: or destruction. The General 
.„ifmb,v shall not deprive any person of an appeal 
Lom.anv Preliminary assessment of damages against 
SLSft %EoraI"
on or Individual made by Commls- 
ifiner* w otherwise; and upon appeal from such pre- 
!h2 TO essessment, the. amounTof such damages 
RftSL'iLSSSii be determined by a lury, aceord- 
£°J?_,l2£.cSurse of the common law. 
Section Thirteen. Juries 
„i*J82r"i lury ?ha" consist of twelve persons, nine 
..J¥h£mJ
c.2ncurrlno' may find an Indictment, in civil 
and misdemeanor cases, in aourts Inferior to the cir- 
cuit courts, a lury shall corlKst of six persons The 
,ifrS.ra'. A?W™X ma,y prov"fe that in any or all 
&£SL2LJE£ KBH! 'SJne circuit courts, Including 
condemnation actions, three-fourths or more of the 




c^and e,,ec, ?s I' rendered by the 
KSf*. paK'- .5°' where a  verdict Is  rendered by a 
hl".in»riber  ,nan 'he whole    ury,  It  shall  be  signed 
by all the lurors who agree to It. 
Soctton Fourteen. Location of State Capitol 
„• c5.,sea,..0, oovernment shell continue in the City 
lime. 
of Frankfort. 
Section Fifteen. Revision of Statutes 
The General Assembly   shall  enact  all   laws   neces 
sary to make this Constitution fully effective. 
«~»i..  ^RTICE x'v' M°DE OF REVISION Section One.  Amendment 
m5S
bC5,lon One., Amendments to this Constitution 
SJSLi? proposed In either House of the General As- 
*fTi«lLiai-"M.reB,,lari session or extended session or, 
if stated In the original proclamation as a subiect to 
be considered, at a special session, and if the amend- 
otoe£l*B SKT'sfi .* Ifcree-flfffh of the^oSboFs 
*Jf£*l. ,0 each House, the. proposed amendments, 
with the yeas and nays of the members of each 
tSiSS-tlfi"! »hereon, shall be entered In full In their 
rhWl!Iye.j2iICaJ5i TDen ,he ""y?0*^ emendments 
*?? »Ai-"VSflVitJrlL*0 ,he vP,er,s of the Commonwealth 
!EJ£!'r.Zffi2M"on or reiection at the next general 
KPE&i wh.l.<?J!ccu«^,.J,0, less than ninety days from 
}hf.Ifn.ai£ai*Ve 0,k
,he emendments, the vote to be 
l5ken«l2e22n.iJn. 5u«ch. manner as the General Assem- 
5M.ma,v..Piro22de-Ji '* ePPeer* »ha» a maiorlty of the 
y°i?ii cest tor and against an amendment at the 
hi!£S? waS.5r !P*.K,mH"2a.nV, ,hen me same shall 
SSSM* iLfa.rt iffK,ne Constitution of this Common- 
22f'^'.hf^ShJ""" Sf so Pfoclotaied by the Governor, 
5ELp.ubli?h?d in me mannerTthe General Assembly 
directs. Not more than five amendments shall be 
235iJC8n af .anv SBS ,lme- Amendments shall be so 
'."iSrjJEf .as fSu^ZEJ separate vote on each. No 
SSSSra! Iha" re.,a1? J° J™" ,han one general 
f^JSS'Jn* •PProval of the Governor Is not necessary 
to any bill, order, act, resolution or vote of the Gen- 
eral Assembly proposing amendments to this Consti- 
tution or calling a Constitutional Convention. 
-.SE*ef,,on Two- 5e,°re en amendment shall be sub- 
mitted to a vote, the Governor shall cause such pro- 
Ksed amendment, and the time Jhat the same is to 
voted upon, tote published  st least ninety days 
SfSttjfe vo,e SJsDa ,aken ,hereon In such manner as may be prescribed by law. 
Section Two. Constitution Convention 
Subsection One. A Constitutional Convention may be 
called by act of the General Assembly, adopted at a 
-S8".!ar-"es!ton' concurred In bv a vote of three-fifths 
of all the members elected to each House by a yea 
and nay vote, to be entered upon their respective lour- 
22k. N.? ftSftSSfi shall be called within fifteen 
years after the.adoption of this Constitution, nor there- 
after within five-years after the final adjournment of 
?. CoJ2l'iW!ten.al Convention, unless the act calling It 
is submitted to a vote of the people and approved by 
a maiorlty of those voting on the question as provided 
Subsection Two. Tho Convention shall consist of as 
many delegates as there are members of the House 
«-55pre*eCla,,ve!L and ,he delegates shall have the same districts as the Representatives. 
.AP***"00 J^/"*- '"P delegates to the Convention 
shall be elected, or selected In the manner provided 
by the General Assembly. 
Subsection Four. The Convention shall meet within 
ninety days after the delegates are elected or se- 
lected, at the Capital of the Commonwealth and con- 
tinue In session, until Its work Is completed. The Gpv- 
errtP.r shall, call the Convention to order and preside 
until a Chairman is elected. 
Subsection Five. If the delegates are elected, pro- 
vlston tor canvassing the .vote and the issuance of 
certificates of election to the delegates and for the 
taking and submission to the Convention of testimony 
In contested elections shall be made by low. Provision 
shall also bo made by law for the compensation ot the 
Subsection Six. Tho Convention when assembled 
•^"kSSJ!* *?•* Iud?? °' ouellfleetlon of Its members. 
Subsectton Seven. No constltutton or amendments to 
me Constitution proposed, by a Constitutional Conven- 
,?'L?haM. ** e^PPled unless approved by a maiorlty 
of the votes cast thereon at a general election in the 
Commonwealth, held after amendments or a constitu- 
tion proposed by a. convention ore published for the 
same time and In the »amo manner a* required here- 
,nJ2L£* ad0J?,!,on of amendments to this Constltutton. 
section !. There, shall be appended to tho altered 
or reformed Constitution on which the sense pf the 
people shall be taken as hereinabove sot forth tho fol- 
lowing schedule providing  for the Implementation  of 
m ln .order to facilitate the changes effected in Mils 
M'^USre'^J** reduction in the frequin- 
-.■l" /Y* Constltutlofi becomes effective on tho th+rd 
SfioVi l2SPa.rX' "*£and supersedes the ConsWutlor: 
Provwid amendments thereto except a* herein 
JaL^-Ogy^, Assembly,sha.ll.ena<t a|l laws noc- 
M?*V,'» "W« this Constitution fully effective. 
S<3> Alt lews in force on tho effective date of this 
!l?*lil!i!^>2-J,ld^e5n,ls!Rn,  herewith shall remain  in C^J^fVi"'* effect until amended or repealed by the 
^L.(a^J^L?^[£l ^SMmbJK a,Ju "r** regular 
the year lMa, may con- 
sesslpn convened ■Wr'the effocflvedate p'f'this^oiv 
ui 
_ -d to convene 
<b)  After the first  sixty   legislative  day, 
first session of. the General Assembly, all acts preyt- 
sfifutfon,  which  sha 
tlnue In session nl 
w,lr.?d .'2. unless ad iourned pi „. 
.to »  .. ys  of  such 
ll uoT  i til  the  next  regular''sessforT'isTe" 
lq rior to that date. 
«ado W^vinrnejv^avTfrom the' SSS?rUH& 
"OPfOP *PProval of a.jolnt resolution so providing. 
(c) During such first session and during any session 
Iheroafler until an act fixing their compensation be- nWee teruntl
SK"*!SPlSiXf' ,hl members of the General Assem- 
bly shall receive the same compensation and allow- 
ances as provided by law for present members of the 
General Assembly. 
,■ {S\1*1 Tho olectlve state offices created bv the ltvl 
Con*tJfutton which are not provided for In this Constl- 
tt o^iM^'WdtgTh. oWan^on.' 
additional term. 
,•*?>--*•' ./£eX*25m* JSS1'" •'eci've offices under the 
lot* Constitution which, or* retained by this Constitu- 
tWSchodule! ,erm, *re exfiS**d * »•*"" * <a)' 
(7)   The  county  courts,  quarterly  court*,   iustl. 
c2ur,s«fI5i po,.ice. ccHjrrs os constituted at the tlm* 
t^^oCrrs^nd^'fc^Aen'ucky.. rott** 
force and be applicable durin 
In existence tor _one additional  term.  The prbyjsli 
Mutton  of   " 
g that period/arid T 
°.'i "X provisions of this Constitution shall be applh 
bte.J°Jhp2*iP0^1, andJu5*<ies except that such co 
shall be deemed a part of the unified Iudlclal sys™ 
SSliWLfci *¥b'e«Lto1I
ha Ben,ral control of the 1 preme Court, tho district courts provided for In tf| 
Constitution shall not be constituted and organized 
til  the date, of  discontinuance of the courts  hers 
above mentioned, except that the ludges of the c 
next Cpreced.nSS'rh.f*d:.,Se,ed  * "»  '«»"" M 
.,(,) A", r.ton»*' claim*, causes of action and oblld 
tions existing and  a I contracts, prosecutions,  rei 
nirance*  and other  instruments executed or ente, 
it a and   ill  Indictments  which  have been found | 
all actions which have been  instituted and all fir 
taxes, pena ties and forfeitures assessed,  levied, a 
°l *}*'"" .?rlor^*,^he effective date of this Constltutl 
shall continue to be as valid as If this Constitution h] 
not been adopted. " 
(t) For the purpose pf arranging legislative ter, 
as required by Section 3 of Article III, and schedule 
the regular elections in even-numbered years: 
li8.'-0?  & nineteen   Senators  which  were  to 
elected in the year one thousand nine hundred  4. 
sixty-seven, under the 1191 Constitution, those eleel 
from Senatorial  Districts numbered three, five, nil 
eleven,   fifteen,   seventeen,   twontv-one,   twenty-thr 
tweTi'X:*?y*S.' ■'^•GSv-n'hp.' thirty-throe  and  thlrty-f 
shall hold their offices for terms of thro* years, 
the remaining seven elected from. Senatorial Dlstrk 
numbered one, seven, thirteen, nineteen, twenty-flv 
51lriy.-<1?5 i!"?; mlrtv-severV shall hold their offices I, 
terms of five years. Of the nineteen Senators whl| 
were to be etectod In the year one thousand nine 
SuSSJ"? sixty-nine, under the lt»l Con*tllutlon, 
•SSJP*. from Senatorial Dl*trlcl» numbered two, 
etaht, ten, twelve, •Moon, twenty, twenty-two, twenf, 
5 xL.hYen.?vtf'r'J,,i^ thlrtv-fwo,   thlrty-four   and    thlr 
etaht shall hold their offices for terms of five yeal 
and the remaining  six  elected  from  Senatorial  D| 
trlcts numbered   six, .fourteen,  eighteen, twenty-foil 
thirty and thirty-six shall hold their offices tor terrl 
of three years, liti 1*701 and every two years thereafT 
there shall be elected for a term of six years one Se 
ator In each Senatorial District In which the term 
his predecessor In office shall then expire, so that, I 
nearly  as  possible,  one-third   shall   be  chosen  bid 
(b)Of the hundred Representatives to be elect! 
In the year ope thousand nine hundred and slxtf 
seven, those e ected from the even-numbered Repd 
sentatlve  Districts shall  hold  their offices tor  terri 
«l one year and those elected from the odd-number 
. epresentaiive Districts shall hold their offices I 
terms of three years. In 1MB and every two yea 
thereafter there shall be elected for terms of tot. 
years one Representative in each Representative D] 
'rlcf. I" whlch .the term of his predecessor In offk 
shall then expire, so that one-half of them shall I 
chosen biennially thereafter. 
„ (c) The terms of office of persons elected to the < 
flees  of   Governor,  Lieutenant   Governor,  Auditor 
Public  Accounts,   and  Attorney-General  at  the  fir* 
regular election  under this Constitution  shall  be 
three years. At the end of such terms and thereaf 
such elections shall bo for the full four-year term. 
2(d) The General Assembly shall alter the schedul 
elections not scheduled by this Constitution and, 
r as necessary lor. this purpose, shall alter ten.. 
of office so that the first such altered terms shall el 
plre on such a schedule as to cause subsequent ele 
tions tor such offices to be held In even-numberu 
years, with the pblectlve of eliminating all such elel 
tlorts in odd-numbered years by 1970. 
(a) Terms of office that are shortened to accomml 
date the transition from annual to biennial election; 
shall be. considered, full terms end elections for sue 
terms shall be considered regular elections. 
Since the purpose of this  Schedule Is to harmonli 
the  transition  between the eW and me  new Constlti 
tions, interpretations of this Schedule shall be ma 
upon that basis, and with the oblectlve ot fairness a 
equity to all concerned. 
This copy of the proposed revision of Kentucky's Constitute 
furnished by Attorney General Robert Matthews, pursuant' 
Legislative direction. 
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tlon or by Act of the General Assembly shall continue 
In office until their successors under this Constitution 
ii'jH^ or, selected aneTttiaJifled, and H the form 
of th* office Is extended T»v thta Constitution the In- 
cumbent shall continue In office for the extended term 
the same as If he had been elected to a form of that 
